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Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
Executive Summary
Following any large-scale emergency event, Leon County conducts an extensive after-action review to
assess the preparedness, response, and recovery activities taken and to identify strengths and
weaknesses in these efforts as well as recommendations for improvement during future emergencies.
This report presents the results of a review of Leon County’s emergency operations relative to Hurricane
Michael as well as 83 findings and 68 specific recommendations to build upon our community’s
successful response efforts and become even stronger for the next emergency.
This After-Action Report details the activities of Leon County and partner agencies in preparing for,
responding to, and recovering from Hurricane Michael. Hurricane Michael was the third-most intense
hurricane ever to make landfall in the continental United States and the single-most intense to impact
the Florida Panhandle in recorded history. On October 10, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall as a
high-end Category 4 hurricane near Mexico Beach, Florida and caused significant widespread damage
throughout the Florida Panhandle and Big Bend region. Leon County experienced tropical storm-force
wind gusts for a prolonged period of approximately 12 hours that downed thousands of trees, blocking
over 1,000 road segments and causing widespread power outages to up to 95% of utility customers
throughout the county; damaged nearly 1,200 homes in Leon County including 25 that were destroyed;
and required a massive debris collection operation to remove storm-generated debris from homes and
roadways. The storm-related damage caused by Hurricane Michael required the longest and most
extensive activation of the Leon County Emergency Operations Center to date; however, Leon County
emerged with no major flooding issues and more importantly, no loss of life from the storm.
Immediate response and recovery efforts began well in advance of Michael’s landfall and continued
around the clock for several days prior to and after the storm. This required the prolonged cooperation
of 58 distinct agencies, including numerous County and City departments, law enforcement agencies,
and other community and state partners which tested the coordination and execution of resources and
the effectiveness of established protocols. However, the implementation of clear plans, policies, and
procedures, systematically updated to reflect continuous improvements (including those identified in
the County’s previous Hurricane Hermine and Hurricane Irma After-Action Reports) and executed by
well-trained professional staff, enabled Leon County and its partner agencies to respond quickly and
effectively to meet the needs of Leon County citizens as well as evacuees to our community from other
areas during the incident. Once again, these efforts benefitted immensely from the close coordination
facilitated in Leon County’s Emergency Operations Center, which performed at a level commensurate
with its design during its third major activation involving fully integrated multi-agency staffing over
multiple operational periods in as many years. Throughout the Hurricane Michael incident, over 530
Leon County Government staff, in partnership with many hundreds more partner agency and mutual aid
personnel, participated by coordinating efforts to keep citizens prepared and informed, establishing
shelters to ensure the safety of Leon County citizens and evacuees from other areas, quickly clearing
roadways and restoring critical infrastructure following the storm, ensuring the availability of hotel
rooms for mutual aid responders, providing relief to citizens without power and air conditioning,
assisting citizens with navigating the recovery process, collecting and managing storm debris, and much
more. These and other specific actions taken by Leon County staff and partner agencies to prepare for,
respond to, and recover from Hurricane Michael are included in the following sections of this report.
Every emergency exposes different vulnerabilities, tests a community’s partnerships differently, and
reveals opportunities for improvement in different ways. However, a common element of every
emergency is that they all require responding agencies to learn from them so that we remain in a
constant state of becoming more prepared for the next one. This principle is fundamental to the field of
emergency management. According to the National Incident Management System, which was
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developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and is universally regarded as the
comprehensive national approach to incident management:
Preparedness is essential for effective incident and emergency management and involves
engaging in a continuous cycle of planning, organizing, training, equipping, exercising,
evaluating, and taking corrective action to achieve and maintain readiness to respond to
emergencies.

The purpose of this After-Action Report, accordingly, is to build upon the strengths of Leon County
Emergency Management and its partnerships with other responding agencies and to identify areas for
continuous improvement to make our community even stronger and more resilient to future disasters.
This report reflects a holistic and comprehensive effort, which began even while the County was still in
the recovery mode (as recommended by the Federal Emergency Management Agency), to extract every
possible lesson learned so that improvements and refinements can be made in order to be better
prepared in the future. Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County Administration and Leon County
Emergency Management compiled and analyzed information over a three-month period from feedback
gathered directly from citizens, debriefing meetings with personnel involved in response and recovery
efforts, follow-up interviews with key staff, and a close examination of numerous planning documents,
policies, agreements, training logs, and other records for consistency with the actions taken during the
incident. The analysis, findings, and recommendations presented in this After-Action Report are vital for
continuously improving Leon County’s ability to respond and recover from future disasters. They include
recommendations to further enhance the County’s emergency plans and overall strategies for
emergency management as well as recommendations addressing tactical, operational, technological,
and procedural components of the County’s response and recovery efforts.
As is the case with any emergency event or disaster, Hurricane Michael presented a unique set of
challenges for residents and responders and specific opportunities for improvements and refinements to
continue to enhance our resiliency for the next disaster. Resulting in the largest-ever activation of
emergency personnel and resources in Leon County, Michael was the greatest test to date of Leon
enhanced emergency preparedness, response, and recovery capabilities resulting from the County’s
Hurricane Hermine and Hurricane Irma After-Action Reports in back to back years. These reports
included comprehensive analyses of Leon County’s emergency efforts, leading to a collective total of 205
findings and 145 specific recommendations to further strengthen the County’s emergency plans, overall
strategies for emergency management, and our community’s ability to respond to and recover from
future disasters – all of which were fully implemented prior to Hurricane Michael.
Among the recommendations presented in the Hurricane Hermine and Irma After-Action Reports,
several stand out as particularly critical to the success of Leon County’s preparedness, response, and
recovery efforts relative to Hurricane Michael. First, the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report included
a recommendation to return Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) under the County
organization on a year-round basis. Returning LCEM to the County organization has facilitated a much
closer alignment of the County’s emergency management function with other county operations and
has enabled LCEM to streamline year-round coordination with County departments and external
agencies, including staffing, training, and field operations. The alignment of LCEM with Leon County
Community and Media Relations ensures the highest level of coordination with other departments and
divisions of Leon County government throughout the year, enhanced coordination of emergency
management training opportunities for County staff, and facilitated even greater sharing of information
and resources during emergency events. Today, the Leon County community is better informed and
prepared for natural disasters as a direct result of lessons learned from Hurricanes Hermine and Irma,
which have led to greater attendance at the County’s hurricane-related public events, enhancement and
Leon County, Florida - Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
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broader distribution of the annual Disaster Preparedness Guide, vastly increased use of the enhanced
Citizens Connect mobile app, participation in training events and exercises, and much more.
Additionally, the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report included a recommendation to coordinate with
Leon County Schools, the American Red Cross, the Salvation Army, and the Big Bend Disaster Animal
Rescue Team to identify specific opportunities to enhance shelter operations and the management of
shelter staff, facilities, and supplies. At the May 8, 2018 meeting, the Leon County Board of County
Commissioners approved a tri-party agreement among Leon County, Leon County Schools, and the
American Red Cross to make improvements to the County’s plan for risk sheltering operations. These
improvements leveraged the assets and resources of each agency to ensure the best coordination of
facilities, staffing, supplies, and communication during risk sheltering operations. The close coordination
among all agencies effectuated by Leon County’s implementation of the Hermine and Irma After-Action
Reports has significantly enhanced the operation of emergency shelters, including special needs and pet
accessible shelters, to ensure citizens’ safety during the height of a disaster.
The unprecedented level of activation and mobilization of resources before, during, and after Hurricane
Michael provided another unique opportunity for Leon County to extract every possible lesson learned
so that we can continue to improve our ability to respond to future disasters. Reflecting Leon County’s
continuous commitment to enhancing our community’s preparedness, response, and recovery
capabilities, we recognize that we must continue to enhance our plans and capabilities to prepare for
even greater, more severe disasters. The implementation of this Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
will result in the overall implementation of 288 findings and 213 specific recommendations for
improvement in total over the past three years and will once again serve to make a strong response by
Leon County even stronger.
Leon County Government wishes to acknowledge and thank the County’s Constitutional Officers, the
City of Tallahassee, partner agencies and their staff, local nonprofit service providers, the many citizens
who provided feedback during and following the incident, and all other individuals and groups that have
shared their thoughts and provided suggestions for this report. A copy of this report will be distributed
to each of our local, state, and federal emergency management partners in order to share the lessons
learned from Hurricane Michael and the specific findings and recommendations for improvement
contained herein.
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations:
Finding #1: The community listening session held following Hurricane Michael continued to provide important
opportunities to learn from citizens about how Leon County Government and partnering response
agencies can best meet the needs of the community during future disasters.
Finding #2: Hurricane Michael was a valuable learning experience and provided several opportunities to
continually enhance Leon County’s emergency preparedness and ability to respond to and recover
from disaster events. These opportunities are detailed throughout this report.
Recommendation 2.1:

Update the Leon County CEMP to
recommendations identified in this report.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

incorporate

the

findings

and

Finding #3: The Tallahassee-Leon County Local Mitigation Strategy LMS is an important tool in identifying
mitigation projects that may be suitable for various hazard mitigation grant opportunities and is
scheduled for a comprehensive update in 2020.
Recommendation 3.1:

Engage each work area in Leon County government to review the hazard
mitigation initiatives currently included in the plan and identify any new
initiatives to consider including in the 2020 LMS update.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department

Finding #4: Enhanced training opportunities hosted at the Public Safety Complex, as recommended in the
Hurricanes Hermine and Irma After-Action Reports, were useful in keeping County and partner
agency staff prepared and ready to respond to Hurricane Michael. There exists a continual need to
identify and provide emergency management training opportunities for response and recovery
personnel throughout the community.
Recommendation 4.1:

Continue to identify NIMS training needs for new and existing County staff as
well as personnel from partner agencies and provide training opportunities to
meet these needs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Finding #5: As demonstrated by three consecutive years of hurricane damage by Hurricanes Hermine, Irma,
and Michael, Leon County’s practice of maintaining designated emergency reserves continues to be
beneficial to ensure the vital availability of funds for disaster-related expenses.
Recommendation 5.1:

Continue to maintain unrestricted emergency reserves in the General
Fund/Fine and Forfeiture Fund budget and maintain the Catastrophe Reserve
as specified in Policy No. 07-2.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Financial Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #6: As a result of lessons learned from Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, Leon County has made significant
enhancements to help our community become better prepared for and resilient to disasters.
Recommendation 6.1:

Continue to distribute and promote the annual Disaster Survival Guide; host
public events to educate citizens about the importance of disaster
preparedness; and promote the Citizens Connect mobile app as the primary
source of timely, accurate, and vetted emergency information during future
emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations

Leon County, Florida - Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
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Finding #7: The process of manually filling sandbags is slow and can result in long lines during major incidents.
Additionally, Citizen Information Line personnel received several calls for information regarding
assistance for senior citizens and disabled individuals to help fill and load sandbags at distribution
sites.
Recommendation 7.1:

Evaluate building or purchasing equipment, such as “sandbag tubes,” to assist
citizens with filling sandbags more quickly during future emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Finding #8: Following Hurricane Michael, staff identified an opportunity to relocate the sandbag distribution
site in northwestern Leon County to provide better ingress and egress, and to provide a single site
for pre- and post-storm assistance.
Recommendation 8.1:

Relocate sandbag operations from J. Lee Vause Park to Fred George Park to
provide better accessibility and centralize multiple post-storm services such as
Points of Distribution.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Finding #9: The Leon County EOC facilitated the close coordination of vital information and resources during its
third major test in as many years and was a primary factor contributing to the success of response
and recovery operations.
Finding #10: An embedded National Weather Service meteorologist assisted public safety agencies and
emergency support functions in preparing for and responding to Hurricane Michael with timely
updates on changing conditions, weather impacts, and timing and duration of hurricane-force
winds.
Recommendation 10.1:

As part of any weather-related activation of the Emergency Operations Center,
Leon County will request that the National Weather Service embed a
meteorologist with Emergency Management to support disaster response
activities. Also, before hurricane season, Emergency Management will notify
the National Weather Service of staff's intent to request a meteorologist should
a weather-related activation occur.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #11: In addition to requesting resources from the State EOC to assist Leon County’s response and
recovery operations, the State EOC also requested mutual aid support from Leon County and our
local emergency partners in the days and weeks following Hurricane Michael for other affected
areas to our west.
Recommendation 11.1:

Host a debriefing meeting in early 2019 with Leon County and partner agency
personnel who were deployed to other affected areas following Hurricane
Michael to extract additional lessons based on their experience.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Finding #12: Hurricane Michael was the first full-scale incident for the State EOC utilizing the WebEOC platform.
While most of Leon County’s resource requests were fulfilled timely and accurately, there remains
some opportunity for improved coordination with the State EOC regarding the process for
submitting and managing resource requests through WebEOC, as indicated in the State of Florida’s
After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael.
Recommendation 12.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Division of Emergency Management and statewide
emergency management stakeholders to support FDEM’s implementation of
recommendations in its After-Action Report regarding the utilization of
WebEOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #13: Leon County’s extensive communications efforts related to Hurricane Michael resulted in its
preparedness messaging being seen, heard, and read nearly 3 million times over the course of the
incident.
Finding #14: As a result of implemented recommendations from the 2016 Hurricane Hermine After-Action
Report, Leon County now maintains a partnership with WFSU as the definitive resource for
emergency and public safety information on the radio.
Finding #15: The enhanced utilization of County personnel to support the Citizens Information Line was
identified as a recommendation in the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report in 2017 and contributed
significantly to the success of CIL operations during Hurricane Michael.
Finding #16: Citizen Information Line supervisors, team leaders, and staff often worked extended shifts during
Hurricane Michael.
Recommendation 16.1: Identify and train additional CIL team leaders and supervisors.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration, Leon County Human Resources
Recommendation 16.2:

Pre-schedule staffing for all CIL staff and volunteers, including any necessary
just-in-time training and scheduled shift breaks
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #17: During the Hurricane Michael activation, the Citizens Information Line received several calls from
outside Leon County. Many of these callers sought information regarding available recovery
assistance because phone service was interrupted in their home county.
Recommendation 17.1:

Develop protocols to prepare vital information during future activations for
other counties expected to be impacted, such as shelter locations, how to
contact and receive information from local emergency management officials,
and how to volunteer or donate.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #18: During the Hurricane Michael activation, the Citizens Information Line received many calls from
contractors and owners of heavy equipment seeking to provide services during the recovery effort.
Recommendation 18.1:

Develop protocols to route Citizen Information Line calls from contractors
offering recovery assistance to Office of Economic Vitality representatives in
the EOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality

Leon County, Florida - Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
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Finding #19: The Citizens Information Line continued to receive calls for assistance following the deactivation of
the EOC on October 16.
Recommendation 19.1:

Update protocols to keep the Citizens Information Line partially staffed
following deactivation of the EOC to provide continued coordination with 2-1-1
Big Bend and to ensure service for citizens who may not know who to call for
post-disaster assistance.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Office of Information and
Technology, Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Finding #20: WebEOC was a critical tool used by CIL call takers to route important information and requests for
service to the appropriate personnel in the EOC and also to receive important situation updates to
relay to callers.
Finding #21: Through coordination at the Leon County EOC, 6 general population emergency shelters were
opened in a timely fashion prior to Hurricane Michael serving over 1,500 Leon County citizens and
evacuees from other areas.
Finding #22: Risk sheltering operations during Hurricane Michael were significantly enhanced as a result of the
recommendations implemented from the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report regarding the revised
shelter operations plan in Leon County. However, some areas of risk shelter operations require
further enhancement and continued coordination.
Recommendation 22.1:

Coordinate with the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross to ensure
the availability of supply trailers at all five facilities on the list of preferred risk
shelter sites maintained by Leon County Emergency Management and Leon
County Schools during future incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.2:

Coordinate with the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross to provide
Red Cross “shelter manager kits” and “shelter pocket guides” to all potential
risk shelter locations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.3:

Coordinate with Leon County Schools to identify additional staff to support risk
shelter operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.4:

Evaluate the feasibility of utilizing Leon County Schools’ 800 MHz radios, which
are already located at school facilities, for communications with risk shelter
locations in the event that cellular service is interrupted or unavailable during
future emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Finding #23: Local nonprofit partner agencies have substantial resources available to deploy in support of
shelter and mass feeding operations. Additional opportunities exist to further enhance
coordination with these partners to more effectively allocate resources during future emergencies.
Recommendation 23.1:

Convene a coordination meeting with COAD agencies each year at the
beginning of the Atlantic Hurricane Season to discuss what needs may arise
under different scenarios, resources that may be available from community
partners, and how best to deploy these resources during a potential emergency
activation.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #24: Leon County Animal Control has historically encountered difficulty recruiting volunteers to support
pet-accessible shelter operations, including during Hurricane Michael. This can result in Animal
Control staff working extended shifts to ensure proper care and service.
Recommendation 24.1:

Coordinate with the Big Bend Disaster Animal Response Team to promote
volunteer training opportunities in support of future pet-accessible sheltering
operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Animal Control
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Recommendation 24.2:

Engage the City of Tallahassee to discuss the feasibility of assigning Animal
Services Center staff to support future pet-accessible sheltering operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Animal Control
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #25: The Florida Disaster Volunteer Leave Act provides state agency employees with administrative
leave to participate in disaster relief services for the American Red Cross. Given the significant
turnover among state agency heads in recent years and new Governor’s incoming administration,
an opportunity exists to re-engage the American Red Cross and Governor’s office to raise
awareness of this opportunity locally during future disasters.
Recommendation 25.1:

Engage the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross and the Executive
Office of the Governor to raise awareness and enhance promotion of the
Florida Disaster Volunteer Leave Act.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #26: The State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael included a recommendation
regarding enhanced state support for County-managed risk shelters during future disasters.
Recommendation 26.1:

Follow up with FDEM to assist and coordinate the availability of state shelter
resources during future emergency activations requiring risk shelter
operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #27: The Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross Red Cross experienced challenges finding
suitable host shelter locations with power, as electric service was disrupted for approximately 95%
of utility customers countywide.
Recommendation 27.1:

During future disasters involving risk shelter operations, host daily workgroup
meetings with all agencies involved in shelter operations to begin planning for
risk shelter demobilization and transitioning to host shelter locations as early as
possible.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Leon County, Florida - Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
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Recommendation 27.2:

Evaluate opportunities to assist the American Red Cross with maintaining
updated contact lists for potential host shelter locations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Consolidated Dispatch Agency

Finding #28: During any emergency requiring shelter operations, some citizens present to the special needs
shelter who do not have critical care needs and should instead report to a general population risk
shelter. This places additional strain on special needs shelter personnel and resources.
Recommendation 28.1:

Engage special needs shelter partners to evaluate additional strategies to
educate citizens about the scope and purpose of the special needs shelter and
to help direct them to the most appropriate shelter location during future
disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #29: Upcoming renovations programmed for Florida High School will expand and enhance the space that
can be utilized to support the special needs shelter during future emergencies.
Recommendation 29.1:

At the request of Florida High School, engage special needs shelter
stakeholders to review the construction plans for upcoming renovations to plan
for the best use of the facility once complete.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS

Recommendation 29.2:

Identify a backup special needs shelter location in the event that Florida High
School is unavailable or reaches capacity during future incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship, Leon County Administration

Finding #30: The Florida Department of Health in Leon County has indicated a need for additional support for
future special needs shelter operations, including personnel to assist with offloading clients from
StarMetro buses as they arrive, sourcing and preparing food for special needs shelter clients, and
serving food from the cafeteria to shelterees. Florida High School has indicated a willingness to
assist in these areas, subject to the availability of resources.
Recommendation 30.1:

Engage the Florida Department of Health in Leon County, Florida High School,
COAD partner agencies, and Volunteer Leon to identify sources of assistance to
meet FDOH’s needs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Finding #31: The number of citizens listed on the County’s Special Needs Registry typically surges in the days
immediately prior to a landfalling hurricane, presenting challenges in planning for the medical care
needs of special needs shelterees during the incident.
Recommendation 31.1:

Coordinate with StarMetro to include Special Needs Registry information on
StarMetro’s client intake application.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Finding #32: Florida State University’s Director of Emergency Management has expressed an interest in
discussing ways that FSU can continue to support Leon County’s emergency operations during
future incidents.
Recommendation 32.1:

To complement ongoing conversations regarding sheltering needs, engage FSU,
FAMU, and TCC regarding their involvement in emergency operations, including
an evaluation of typical space needs during emergencies and facilities that may
be suitable for use.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #33: Following Hurricane Michael, at the October 23, 2018 Board of County Commissioners meeting
Leon County received citizen feedback regarding the need to coordinate regional nonprofit
agencies wishing to provide disaster relief services to affected areas. Leon County Volunteer
Services reached out to the Apalachee Regional Planning Council to discuss the best way to
coordinate nonprofit and community aid efforts throughout the region; the consensus
recommendation was to continue following the protocol established in the State of Florida CEMP,
which designates Volunteer Florida as the lead agency for the statewide coordination of
information and activities of voluntary agencies responding in times of disaster and the effective
utilization of donated cash, goods, and services. As indicated in Leon County’s and the State of
Florida’s CEMPs, VolunteerLeon personnel were stationed in the EOC and maintained regular
coordination Volunteer Florida throughout Hurricane Michael.
Finding #34: Neighboring small, rural counties need additional information and resources to better manage
volunteers and donations.
Recommendation 34.1:

Through the Leon County Emergency Management Director's leadership role
on the Domestic Security Taskforce and as director of the region's most
populous county, the County will coordinate with emergency management
directors from across the region at standing quarterly meetings to share
resources, information, and best practices on volunteers and donations.
Additionally, Leon County will involve the Community Organizations Active in
Disaster in these quarterly meetings so as to best prepare neighboring counties
to receive and distribute donations following a disaster.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Recommendation 34.2:

Engage Volunteer Florida to provide training on Volunteer and Donations
Management for regional emergency management partners as part of the
County's multi-year training plan.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Finding #35: The State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael included a recommendation to
enhance the process of managing volunteers and donations in future disasters, particularly
including the involvement of non-profit partners.
Recommendation 35.1:

Follow up with FDEM to assist and coordinate the availability of potential local
liaisons, including local non-profit partners, to assist the state with volunteer
and donations management efforts during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
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Finding #36: Leon County Emergency Management staff, EMS staff, and representatives from the Big Bend
Healthcare Coalition stationed in the EOC contacted all 21 skilled nursing home facilities and
assisted living facilities in Leon County on a daily basis to conduct precautionary status checks and
to ensure that these facilities’ needs were met.
Recommendation 36.1:

Continue to encourage local health care facilities’ participation in the Big Bend
Healthcare Coalition, including training opportunities and emergency
management exercises.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #37: The Big Bend Healthcare Coalition served as a single point of contact in the EOC for healthcare
facilities throughout the region and provided valuable coordination in conducting facilities’ status
checks.
Finding #38: Assigning staff to serve as liaison to the hospitals, skilled nursing home facilities and assisted living
facilities provided enhanced communication and situational awareness throughout the event which
improved overall service delivery.
Finding #39: Staffing paramedics at the special needs shelter provided additional medical services not otherwise
available and assisted in alleviating transportation of patients to medical facilities. Resources at the
special needs shelter were stressed in providing services for over 150 clients.
Finding #40: Leon County EMS was able to meet service demands throughout Hurricane Irma by pre-deploying
ambulance and personnel in the field prior to the storm and utilizing a dynamic staffing model to
accommodate an elevated level of demand.
Finding #41: The Leon County Sheriff’s Office and Tallahassee Police Department each have one BearCat vehicle
that may be useful in responding to life-threatening calls during the height of severe weather in
future emergencies.
Recommendation 41.1:

Coordinate Leon County EMS and law enforcement agencies to evaluate the
feasibility of utilizing BearCat vehicles to support EMS operations while public
safety agencies have suspended their response due to severe weather.
Lead Agencies: Leon County EMS
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #42: For personnel safety reasons, law enforcement, fire rescue, and EMS agencies suspend their
response during high wind events; however, there is no common wind threshold at which each
agency suspends its response.
Recommendation 42.1:

Coordinate the Leon County Sheriff’s Office, Tallahassee Police Department,
Tallahassee Fire Department, and Leon County EMS to develop a common
protocol for when to suspend and resume service during severe weather
events.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS

Recommendation 42.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of developing a protocol for non-Countywide
suspension of response operations; for instance, when severe weather only
affects a portion of the County.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS
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Finding #43: LCSO reported during an after-action debriefing that, for officer safety reasons, it plans to
discontinue utilizing its deputies to assist with road clearing efforts during future emergencies.
Recommendation 43.1:

Update the County’s Debris Management Plan and road clearing protocols as
needed to ensure adequate personnel and resources are available during
future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #44: The Consolidated Dispatch Agency stationed a representative in the EOC, who provided valuable
coordination by making updates to the computer-aided dispatch system with real-time situation
information.
Recommendation 44.1:

To best safeguard sensitive 911 call information, engage the CDA to review and
determine the best location within the EOC for a CDA representative to be
stationed during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Consolidated Dispatch Agency, Leon County Office of Information & Technology

Finding #45: During Hurricane Michael, staff observed some duplication of WebEOC tickets, particularly
regarding downed power lines, within the CDA workflow.
Recommendation 45.1:

Convene a workgroup with law enforcement, fire, EMS, CDA, and electric utility
stakeholders to develop a common workflow and training protocol.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Consolidated Dispatch Agency, Leon County Office of Information & Technology

Finding #46: County and City personnel quickly cleared all roadways of debris following the storm, enabling
other response personnel such as paramedics, law enforcement personnel, and utility restoration
workers to access all areas of the community in conducting their operations.
Finding #47: Pre-deploying Public Works crews at strategic locations throughout the County allowed for a faster
and more efficient utilization of resources and accelerated the pace of road clearing efforts
following Hurricane Michael.
Finding #48: The use of WebEOC significantly enhanced coordination between the EOC and Public Works crews
and helped to expedite road clearing operations.
Finding #49: In anticipation of a quick turnaround time to close risk shelters and reopen schools, Public Works
utilized downed tree reports to prioritize clearing operations in the vicinity of K-12 schools.
Finding #50: The Tallahassee Police Department was asked by, and assisted, Leon County Schools to drive school
bus routes throughout the County to determine if routes were clear prior to schools reopening on
Monday, October 15. Additional follow-up is needed to determine which agency is best suited for
this task during future emergencies.
Recommendation 50.1:

Engage Tallahassee Police Department and Leon County Schools to review this
request during Hurricane Michael as well as available resources to determine
the best strategy for verifying school bus access during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Finding #51: County, City, and Talquin’s coordination efforts resulted in a quicker response time in resolving
power lines and tree entanglements.
Recommendation 51.1:

Continue coordination with City of Tallahassee Electric and Talquin Electric to
ensure continued assistance with road clearing task force efforts.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #52: The Florida Department of Transportation denied Leon County’s two requests for assistance
clearing storm-generated debris from federal-aid roadways.
Finding #53: Following disasters involving extensive damage to electrical system infrastructure, repairs to major
power transmission and distribution systems are prioritized in order to expedite power restoration.
Finding #54: City of Tallahassee Utilities and Talquin Electric followed industry guidelines in the restoration of
electrical service following Hurricane Michael – specifically, by restoring the critical transmission
system first, followed by electrical substations, then the restoration of neighborhood-level circuits
and sub-circuits.
Finding #55: Hurricane Michael caused outages to approximately 135,000 electric utility customers in Leon
County. Power was restored to nearly all customers within one week.
Recommendation 55.1:

Coordinate with local utility providers to have representatives stationed in the
EOC for 1-2 days following full restoration for continued coordination regarding
utility customer service.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #56: Some County residents have a Talquin meter box that receives power through the City’s utility lines
and vice-versa. As a result of lessons learned from recent hurricanes, both utilities have adopted
new protocols, specifically for this group of customers situated along the other utility’s
infrastructure, to share outage information and best coordinate the restoration process.
Finding #57: City of Tallahassee Traffic Operations experienced communications challenges with FDOT’s
contractor in coordinating information regarding traffic signal outages. Notwithstanding this, other
coordination with the State EOC regarding traffic signals and a request for backup generators was
effective. Traffic signals were restored quickly following Hurricane Michael utilizing backup
generators while main power restoration was ongoing.
Finding #58: Immediately following Hurricane Michael, the Florida Division of Emergency Management offered
state-owned portable generators to counties to house and maintain for local public safety uses.
Recommendation 58.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Division of Emergency Management to secure
state-owned portable generators to be housed in Leon County for local public
safety uses.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #59: Similar to Leon County’s experience during Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, there was
miscommunication from the State EOC during Hurricane Michael regarding the delivery of supplies
and materials for Points of Distribution.
Recommendation 59.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Department of Emergency Management to review
and clarify future expectations for resource mission requests to improve
coordination and distribution of disaster relief supplies during future
emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Recommendation 59.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of renting vehicles and equipment such as box trucks,
forklifts, and pallet jacks to support Points of Distribution and warehousing
during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Financial Stewardship

Finding #60: Notwithstanding the logistical and communications challenges with the State EOC, Points of
Distribution in Leon County distributed over 500,000 bottles of water, 265,000 meals ready to eat
(MREs), and 7,000 bags of ice to Leon County citizens in the days immediately following Hurricane
Michael.
Finding #61: Due to the catastrophic storm damage caused by Hurricane Michael, Leon County collected over 1
million cubic yards of storm debris – more than five times the volume collected following Hurricane
Hermine in 2016.
Finding #62: On December 14, 2018, FEMA approved the County Administrator’s request to remove debris from
private rights-of-way, allowing for a federal cost-share reimbursement. It was determined that the
removal of such debris was necessary and in the public interest in order to eliminate immediate
threats to life, property, and public health and safety and ensure economic recovery of the
community
Finding #63: Enhancements made since Hurricane Irma, including amendments to pre-existing debris removal
contracts and the purchase of two grapple trucks, significantly expedited the removal of debris in
Leon County.
Finding #64: County governments may enact a burn ban under a declared local state of emergency pursuant to
Chapter 252, Florida Statutes. Generally, a County may issue a burn ban when conditions create an
ongoing likely threat of brush and forest wildfires. Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County
followed normal protocols and determined that there was no need to issue a burn ban. This
decision was consistent with the Florida Forest Service’s designation of hurricane-impacted areas
with special requirements for outdoor burning, which did not include Leon County.
Finding #65: Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County received several reports of citizens burning debris piles
in residential neighborhoods. The Board of County Commissioners has adopted regulations for
debris burning, which should be shared with citizens through public information efforts following
future hurricanes.
Recommendation 65.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Forest Service and share information regarding
local and state requirements for debris burning following future hurricanes.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #66: A segment of Interstate 10 west of Leon County was temporarily closed following Hurricane
Michael for debris removal. To ensure the County’s ability to provide solid waste disposal during
future disasters, the County should evaluate expanding its existing solid waste emergency plans for
potential damage scenarios involving disrupted access to the Springhill Landfill and backup landfills
in Georgia.
Recommendation 66.1:

Evaluate the County’s solid waste emergency plans to determine if agreements
with additional receiving landfills are needed.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #67: Leon County waived permit fees for storm-related repairs following Hurricane Michael, which
allowed citizens to immediately make emergency home repairs while permit offices were closed.
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Finding #68: FEMA's high level of support and visibility following Hurricane Michael ensured disaster survivors
received the best case management and information. Also, FEMA's involvement in the County's
community listening session led to direct, timely assistance for those in need.
Recommendation 68.1:

Following any federally declared disaster that affects Leon County, Emergency
Management will work directly with the State of Florida's State Emergency
Response Team (SERT) to request FEMA provide staff liaisons and support
similar to or exceeding the functions provided during Hurricane Michael:
Disaster Survivor Assistance Teams, an embedded EOC liaison, public
information support, and intergovernmental affairs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #69: Following Hurricane Michael, the Leon County Board of County Commissioners approved an
elevated level of Catastrophe Reserve funding for Fiscal Year 2019 in order to ensure adequate
availability of funds to restore the community to pre-catastrophe levels prior to assistance and
reimbursements being available from FEMA.
Finding #70: Storm-related damage identified during County and City staff-led initial impact damage
assessments and verified by FEMA’s Joint Preliminary Damage Assessment Team supported the
federal authorization of the Individual Household Assistance program in Leon County.
Finding #71: Future disaster response and recovery operations would benefit from earlier coordination in the
Leon County EOC with local telecommunications providers during future activations.
Recommendation 71.1:

Coordinate with local telecommunications providers to designate
representatives to staff the Leon County EOC earlier during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #72: Leon County Tourism Division staff coordinated with local hoteliers to ensure that space was
available to accommodate evacuees and mutual aid workers who arrived from out of state to
expedite the recovery process.
Finding #73: The Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality regularly conducts an inventory of vacant
commercial buildings to support its business recruitment and retention efforts. Vacant commercial
properties can serve a variety of functions during emergencies and should also be surveyed for
suitability to assist disaster response and recovery efforts.
Recommendation 73.1:

When surveying vacant commercial buildings in Leon County, include
information regarding these facilities’ suitability for disaster response and
recovery support, such as logistics support, sheltering, staging for mutual aid
personnel, or temporary housing.
Lead Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #74: In a small number of instances during Hurricane Michael, some County staff were unsure whether
and where they were required to report for duty.
Recommendation 74.1:

Review procedures for notifying County staff of emergency duty to determine if
additional enhancements to the procedures are needed.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
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Recommendation 74.2:

Clearly define the organizational structure of the Leon County Emergency
Operations Center, the roles and responsibilities of each position, and create an
updated roster for County staff assignments in the EOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Recommendation 74.3:

Evaluate strategies to further strengthen operational awareness for response
and recovery personnel in the field, including providing EOC organizational
charts as well the names and contact information for all EOC personnel at each
shift change.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Finding #75: There are several tasks during response and recovery operations that require specialized
knowledge, skills, and abilities.
Recommendation 75.1:

Pre-identify County staff who may be expected to fill specialized roles (such as
the Citizens Information Line, risk shelter support, and others) during future
incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Recommendation 75.2:

Continue to identify and provide training opportunities throughout the year for
personnel pre-designated to fill specialized roles during an emergency.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Finding #76: Staff and volunteers involved in all emergency operations frequently experience a range of
emotional, behavioral, physical, and cognitive responses.
Recommendation 76.1:

Evaluate opportunities to provide additional stress prevention and
management support for responding personnel before, during, and after future
emergency activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #77: Although there was no mandatory evacuation order or curfew imposed in Leon County during
Hurricane Michael, staff observed that there would be no consistent way to permit reentry and
passage of necessary County staff in such instances.
Recommendation 77.1:

Create a database with credentials and photographs of Leon County employees
to support efforts to permit reentry and passage following a mandatory
evacuation of non-critical staff.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources, Leon County Community and Media Relations
Support Agencies: All County Departments

Finding #78: During Hurricane Michael, payroll procedures created some instances of overpayments, requiring
paycheck adjustments during the following pay period.
Recommendation 78.1:

Survey other counties and the Florida Division of Emergency Management for
best practices regarding payroll collection and processing for disaster response
and update Human Resources administrative procedures accordingly.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Recommendation 78.2: Evaluate the feasibility of itemizing emergency pay on future pay stubs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
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Finding #79: Since it opened in 2013, the Emergency Operations Center has been activated several times,
including three major activations for Hurricanes Hermine, Irma, and Michael which included full
staffing from Leon County and partner agencies over multiple operational periods. Staff and
partner agency personnel identified additional minor enhancements to improve the utilization of
the PSC.
Recommendation 79.1:

Provide additional supplies for the Citizens Information Line space including
power strips, phone cleaning wipes, and wire shelves or baskets to store
blankets, pillows, and overnight bags.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Recommendation 79.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of installing an interactive whiteboard (SMART Board)
within the Citizens Information Line room.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Information and Technology

Recommendation 79.3:

During future emergency activations, consider renting an additional roll-off
dumpster to accommodate larger volumes of solid waste.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #80: County staff and partner agency personnel consistently reported that food service at the EOC was
excellent and significantly improved since Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, which helped to maintain
elevated morale in the EOC during an extended activation.
Recommendation 80.1:

Establish Standard Operating Procedures for food service in the EOC based on
experiences during Hurricane Michael.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Recommendation 80.2:

To enable Logistics Team members to prepare and serve meals at the EOC
more effectively during future activations, evaluate purchasing equipment such
as a convection oven, electric hot buffet table, salad bar, and double-glass
refrigerator.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #81: Building upon recommendations from the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, Leon County
MIS/GIS staff developed new GIS mapping applications for use during Hurricane Michael. Several
staff and partner agency personnel reported these tools to be extremely useful in enhancing
situational awareness during the activation.
Finding #82: WebEOC was a critical tool used by personnel in the EOC and in the field during Hurricane Michael.
Leon County staff and partner agency personnel consistently reported that WebEOC was extremely
useful in coordinating operations in and from the EOC.
Finding #83: Several partner agencies identified specific suggestions during debriefing meetings for minor
adjustments to the WebEOC interface.
Recommendation 83.1:

Convene stakeholder group meetings to evaluate ways to further enhance the
use of WebEOC during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Information and Technology
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
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1.1

Background
On October 10, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall as a high-end Category 4 hurricane near
Mexico Beach, Florida with maximum sustained wind speed of 155 mph and a minimum
pressure of 919 mb. Hurricane Michael was an historic and unprecedented storm as the thirdmost intense hurricane ever to make landfall in the continental United States and the singlemost intense to impact the Florida Panhandle in recorded history. Hurricane Michael inflicted
widespread damage throughout the Panhandle and Big Bend area which spread well inland as
Michael remained at hurricane strength into southwest Georgia and presented tropical stormforce gusts as far north as Atlanta. Leon County experienced tropical storm-force wind gusts for
a prolonged period of approximately 12 hours causing hundreds of downed trees that blocked
over 1,000 roads, left approximately 135,000 electric utility customers in Leon County without
power (95% of all customers countywide), and damaged homes and other infrastructure
throughout the County. By comparison, Leon County experienced tropical storm-force winds for
approximately 4 hours, with a peak gust of 64 miles per hour during Hurricane Hermine in 2016.
Due to the intensity of the storm, many of the weather gauges in Leon County and throughout
the affected area were knocked out. The gauge at the Tallahassee International Airport recorded
a maximum of 47 mph sustained winds with a peak gust of 71 mph; however, areas further west
in Leon County likely received significantly higher winds. Average rainfall throughout Leon
County from Hurricane Michael totaled approximately 2.5” to 3”.
Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) staff closely monitored Hurricane Michael
beginning on October 2, 2018 as a broad low-pressure area that formed in the southwestern
Caribbean Sea. Michael became a tropical depression on October 7 and strengthened quickly,
intensifying into a hurricane on October 8 and a major hurricane on October 9. In anticipation of
the storm-related impacts from Hurricane Michael, the Chairman of the Leon County Board of
County Commissioners declared a Local State of Emergency on October 8. In accordance with
Florida Statutes and as authorized by Section 2-306 of the Leon County Code of Ordinances and
the Leon County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), the deceleration
authorized the waiver of procedures and formalities otherwise required of political subdivisions
to take whatever prudent action is necessary to ensure the health, safety and welfare of the
community in the event of an emergency. Due to the extent of storm-related impacts and
associated long-term recovery needs, the Local State of Emergency was extended in 7-day
increments until October 29, although recovery efforts continued for several more weeks.
However, immediate response and recovery efforts began and continued around the clock well
in advance of Michael’s landfall to make preparations for the storm, coordinate the activities of
participating response agencies, and implement protective measures to safeguard the health
and welfare of Leon County citizens. The Leon County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was
activated from October 8 to October 15 for a total of 194 hours during the incident, including a
stretch of 182 consecutive hours during the peak of the incident. “Full activation,” with all
partner agencies represented in the EOC on day and night shifts around the clock, was in place
from October 8 through October 13. By comparison, the EOC was activated for 160 hours during
Hurricane Irma and 130 hours during Hurricane Hermine.
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During Michael, approximately 120 personnel per day were stationed at the EOC with hundreds
more Leon County and partner agency staff and volunteers working in the field to ensure
citizens’ safety during the height of the storm and to quickly begin response efforts immediately
thereafter. Throughout the Hurricane Michael incident, over 530 Leon County staff participated
by coordinating efforts to keep citizens prepared and informed, establishing and staffing
shelters to ensure the safety of Leon County citizens and evacuees from other areas, clearing
roadways and restoring critical infrastructure following the storm, providing relief to citizens
without power and air conditioning, assisting citizens with navigating the recovery process,
collecting and managing storm debris, and much more. Leon County coordinated with Leon
County Schools, the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross, and other partners to open
6 emergency shelters, including special needs and pet-accessible shelters. As the intensity of the
storm necessitated mandatory hurricane evacuations and emergency sheltering throughout the
Florida Panhandle and Big Bend region, Leon County sheltered over 1,500 citizens 200 pets,
many of whom were evacuees from neighboring counties.

1.2

Report Methodology
This After-Action Report, compiled by Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) and Leon
County Administration, reflects a thorough evaluation of the specific actions taken during the
activation of the Emergency Operations Center for Hurricane Michael. This review examines the
actions taken by LCEM and partner agencies for consistency with the County’s emergency
management plans and protocols, including the Leon County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan (CEMP), Debris Management Plan, and the National Incident Management
System, all of which prescribe the basic strategies, objectives, operational goals, and actions to
be taken throughout the various phases of emergency events including a hurricane. This report
details how these plans, processes, and protocols were successfully applied during Hurricane
Michael as well as any facets of the County’s emergency operations that present opportunities
for specific improvement or action. To validate local emergency managers’ response strategies
and actions, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) encourages the compilation of
After-Action reports within 120 days of an incident to reflect upon operational effectiveness and
to identify needed system improvements for future emergencies. This report was completed
and presented to the Leon County Board of County Commissioners on January 22, 2019, 99 days
following the deactivation of the Emergency Operations Center.
As with any post-incident report of this significance, this After-Action Report reflects the
collaboration and input of emergency management partner agencies and Leon County citizens
to fully document the County’s successful response strategies and areas for continued
improvement. Over a period of several weeks following Hurricane Michael, staff followed
FEMA’s guidance on post-incident reports for identifying operational lessons learned by
conducting a thorough review of state and local emergency management documents,
procedural manuals, and analyzing feedback collected on the preparedness, response, and
recovery efforts of Leon County and partner agencies. In compiling this report, staff gathered
input from emergency management professionals, staff and volunteers who participated in
response and recovery operations, representatives from partner agencies activated during the
emergency, and citizens who provided feedback during town hall listening sessions following
Hurricane Michael.
In collaboration with the City of Tallahassee and the Leon County Sheriff’s Office, Leon County
hosted a community listening session on November 8, 2018 to collect citizen input and feedback
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from the incident. Six staff debriefing meetings were also conducted with key personnel from
Leon County and partner agencies to elicit feedback on Hurricane Irma response and recovery
efforts. Upon analyzing the information collected and following up with key department
personnel for further input, staff compiled an assessment of the County’s emergency activation
and response tactics to identify strengths, weaknesses, and specific recommendations for
continued improvement.
It is important to note while the EOC serves as a central command and control facility for the
effective coordination of emergency response and recovery operations by the Leon County
Emergency Management Director, each partner agency maintains direct control of its field
assets in order to make the tactical decisions necessary toward the fulfillment of incident
management objectives. Accordingly, the findings and recommendations identified herein
include well-executed response activities; opportunities to strengthen plans, protocols,
practices, and partnerships; and areas identified to improve future emergency operations based
on the actions taken by LCEM, County departments, and other partner agencies activated in the
EOC.

1.3

Organization of the Report
This After-Action Report provides an extensive summary of Leon County’s emergency
operations prior to, during, and immediately following Hurricane Michael. The report presents a
series of specific findings and recommendations designed to highlight best practices that can be
utilized during future emergency activations and to enhance Leon County’s ability to protect life
and property in the event of future large-scale emergencies. Specific findings and
recommendations for improvement, as well as successful response strategies, are clearly
identified throughout this assessment and summarized in the Executive Summary at the
beginning of the report. In many cases, the findings and recommendations in this report are
applicable beyond hurricane events and will enhance Leon County’s overall preparedness to
respond to various emergency incidents.
The After-Action Report was developed and structured based on FEMA’s guidance for compiling
post-incident reports for identifying lessons learned. The report is organized as follows:
•

Section 1: Introduction
Provides background information about the plans, preparedness activities, and response
and recovery efforts of Leon County and partner agencies during Hurricane Michael;
outlines the methodology and organization of this After-Action Report; and describes
the structure of the emergency management function in Leon County.

•

Section 2: Planning, Training, and Community Preparedness Efforts
Details efforts taken by Leon County and community partners related to planning,
training, mitigation efforts, and community preparedness initiatives.

•

Section 3: Overview of Hurricane Michael and its Impacts
Describes Hurricane Michael’s development, path, and storm-related impacts in Leon
County.

•

Section 4: Hurricane Michael Preparedness, Response and Recovery
Provides a detailed summary and assessment of emergency activation efforts taken by
Leon County and partner agencies including preparations immediately prior to the
storm; actions and strategies undertaken to address storm impacts (downed trees, road
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blockages, electrical outages, food and water distribution, comfort stations, etc.); and
long-term recovery efforts (debris removal, damage assessments, FEMA assistance and
reimbursement, etc.).

1.4

•

Section 5: Additional Discussion Regarding Leon County Operations
Discusses the coordination of personnel, facilities, logistical, and other needs within
Leon County Government during Hurricane Michael and provides findings and
recommendations to further enhance support in these areas during future emergencies.

•

Section 6: Conclusion
Provides a summary of this After-Action Report including next steps for the
implementation of findings and recommendations contained herein.

•

Section 7: Appendices
Following the conclusion of the report, several appendices are included containing
plans, documents, and other materials referenced throughout this report.

Citizen Engagement and Community Feedback
Within days following Hurricane Hermine’s landfall in 2016 and Hurricane Irma’s landfall in
2017, Leon County, the City of Tallahassee, and the Leon County Sheriff’s Office hosted
community listening sessions to provide the most up-to-date information regarding response
and recovery efforts and to gather feedback from citizens. These sessions provided important
opportunities to discuss the County’s emergency efforts and to learn directly from citizens
impacted in different ways by the storm about how Leon County Government and partnering
response agencies can best prepare to meet the needs of the community in future disasters.
Accordingly, the first recommendation in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report was to
provide for a community listening session to be held following each major emergency event in
the future.
Following Hurricane Michael, the County and City jointly hosted a community listening session
to discuss response and recovery operations and elicit citizen feedback. The County
Administrator, Tallahassee City Manager, Leon County Sheriff’s Office, LCEM Director, and other
key emergency support staff attended and provided citizens with an overview of the emergency
operations conducted by the County and its community partners, followed by an open questionand-answer session with citizens regarding the incident. The session was hosted on Thursday,
November 8 at Trinity United Methodist Church (120 West Park Avenue) with approximately 10
citizens in attendance.
Although significantly fewer citizens attended the community listening session following
Hurricane Michael than those hosted following prior storms, citizens in attendance expressed
appreciation of local response and recovery efforts. Following remarks, citizens had the
opportunity to directly express their concerns and ask questions one-on-one with County, City,
and LCSO representatives.
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Table 1 below identifies the principal themes that emerged from the community listening
session following Hurricane Michael as well as the corresponding findings and sections of this
report that provide a discussion of each topic.
Table 1: Principal themes from Hurricane Michael community listening session
Related Finding(s) &
Theme:
Recommendation(s):
Finding #52,
Restoration of telecommunications service
Recommendation #52.1
Findings #19 through #32
Relief for evacuees from other affected
counties
(and all associated recommendations)

Report
Section(s):
4.18.1
4.5
4.6

Finding #1: The community listening session held following Hurricane Michael continued to
provide important opportunities to learn from citizens about how Leon County
Government and partnering response agencies can best meet the needs of the
community during future disasters.

1.5

Structure of the Emergency Management Function in Leon County
1.5.1

Leon County Emergency Management
The Leon County Division of Emergency Management, established by Leon County
Ordinance 93-16, is Leon County’s Emergency Management agency. The Director of
Emergency Management is appointed by the County Administrator and is tasked with
the responsibility of coordinating emergency management activities, services and
programs within the County. The Director is also responsible for developing a county
emergency management plan and program that is consistent with the state emergency
management plan and program.
In early 2017, following the recommendations contained in the 2016 Hurricane Hermine
After-Action Report, Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM), which previously
was a function housed within the Leon County Sheriff’s Office only to return under the
Board in the event of a disaster, returned under the County organization on a yearround basis. Returning LCEM to the County organization has facilitated a much closer
alignment of the County’s emergency management function with other County
operations and has enabled LCEM to streamline year-round coordination with County
departments and external agencies, including staffing, training, and field operations.
Today, LCEM is aligned with Leon County Community and Media Relations within the
office of Community Relations & Resilience to ensure the highest level of coordination
with other departments and divisions of Leon County government, enhance
coordination of emergency management training opportunities for County staff, and
facilitate even greater sharing of information and resources during emergency events
and throughout the year. This realignment of LCEM under the County organization has
also directly contributed to our community becoming better informed and prepared for
natural disasters, as evidenced by the County’s success in responding to and recovering
from Hurricane Irma in 2017 and more recently from Hurricane Michael as reflected in
the following sections of this After-Action Report. Today, the Leon County community is
better informed and prepared for natural disasters as a direct result of lessons learned
from Hurricane Hermine, which has led to greater attendance at the County’s hurricanerelated public events, enhancement and broader distribution of the annual Disaster
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Preparedness Guide, vastly increased use of the enhanced Citizens Connect mobile app,
participation in training events and exercises, and much more.

1.5.2

State of Florida
The State of Florida CEMP provides for coordination between the state and local
governments concerning natural, technological, and man-made disasters as well as the
effective integration of state support for local emergency operations when local officials
request state assistance. Pursuant to the State CEMP, local resources are first to
respond to an emergency incident, and the state is responsible for providing assistance
when local resources are exhausted and a county emergency management agency
requests assistance from the State.
The Governor of Florida is responsible (statutorily and constitutionally) for meeting the
needs of the state and its people in the event of emergencies and disasters. According
to the State of Florida CEMP, the Governor may assume direct operational control over
all or any part of the emergency management functions within the state once a state of
emergency has been declared by executive order. The State CEMP calls for the State
Coordinating Officer, generally the Director of the Florida Division of Emergency
Management (FDEM), to be the authorized representative of the Governor charged with
managing and coordinating state and local emergency response and recovery efforts.

1.5.3

City of Tallahassee
There is one municipality within Leon County; the City of Tallahassee. The City of
Tallahassee operates under a Council-Manager form of government, and the City
Manager serves as the Chief Administrative Officer of the City. The City Manager has
designated the Chief of the Tallahassee Fire Department as the City’s point of contact
for coordinating the City’s emergency management activities with Leon County
Emergency Management.
Section 252.38, Florida Statutes authorizes and encourages municipalities to create
municipal emergency management programs. Such programs shall be coordinated with
the county emergency management agency and be consistent with a county’s
emergency plan. The City of Tallahassee has adopted an incident management plan, as
contemplated in Section 252.38(2), as an all-hazard emergency guide based on the
National Incident Management System. While the City’s plan is consistent with the
County’s CEMP, Rule 27P-6.010 of the Florida Administrative Code enables the County
to periodically review the City’s plan to determine compliance with the established
statutory criteria and existing CEMPs. In recent years, LCEM has reviewed and provided
informal feedback to the City on its Incident Management Plan. Additionally, the City’s
plan is included as an annex to the County’s CEMP, pursuant to a recommendation in
the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report in 2016.
Leon County’s CEMP calls for close intergovernmental coordination with the City given
its role as a service provider and capacity to marshal resources. This coordination
occurred primarily at the EOC during the activations for Hurricanes Hermine, Irma, and
Michael. Like the County CEMP, the City’s Incident Management Plan follows NIMS and
the Incident Command System (ICS) by defining the roles and responsibilities of City
employees and related agencies during an emergency. It covers the sequence of events
that should occur before, during, and after an emergency. Each City department is
responsible for maintaining supplemental procedures based upon the City’s Incident
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Management Plan. Consistent with the Leon County CEMP, the City Manager or his/her
designee will mobilize City resources and personnel during an emergency to achieve
overall incident management objectives identified by the County EOC.
In the past, the City has maintained a formal Emergency Preparedness program
including an Emergency Preparedness Coordinator staff position to serve as the City’s
central point of contact for emergency management coordination and planning.
However, in 2017 the City discontinued its formal Emergency Preparedness program
and assigned general emergency and incident management responsibilities to the
Tallahassee Fire Chief in coordination with LCEM, as indicated above. The City also staffs
an emergency management coordinator who has actively participated in emergency
management activities in close coordination with LCEM staff. The Tallahassee Fire
Chief’s Office is located in the Public Safety Complex, and the City’s emergency
management coordinator also has dedicated working space at the EOC.

1.5.4

Role of the Leon County Emergency Operations Center
The Leon County Emergency Operations Center serves as a central command and
control facility for the effective coordination of disaster management functions during
an emergency. The core functions of the EOC are to collect, gather and analyze data;
make decisions that protect life and property; maintain continuity of government
operations; and communicate critical operational information with all concerned
agencies and individuals. During an emergency, the LCEM Director generally makes preand post-storm operational decisions rather than directly controlling field assets. Based
on the operational decisions made at the EOC, each participating agency makes the
tactical decisions necessary to direct its field assets toward the fulfillment of incident
management objectives. Participating agencies work together to collectively resolve
challenges and rely on the guidance provided by the Leon County CEMP and agencies’
respective emergency plans.
For the coordination of immediate response and recovery activities, the LCEM Director
serves as the recognized Coordinating Officer and point of contact for the community,
participating local agencies, and the Florida Division of Emergency Management. Once
the short-term recovery objectives have been met and long-term recovery begins,
leadership transitions to the primary agency representatives (e.g., County
Administration, City Administration, Talquin Electric Cooperative, etc.).
In anticipation of weather-related emergencies, Leon County Administration works in
conjunction with LCEM to monitor the severity of the threat and determine an
appropriate course of action. Once a determination is made that there is an emergent
threat, the County Administrator coordinates with the Chairman of the Board of County
Commissioners to execute a Declaration of a Local State of Emergency, coordinates
resources across County departments, and directs the necessary personnel to the EOC.
The LCEM Director ensures other critical organizations and agencies are prepared to
activate and allocate staff resources to the EOC through the regular use of conference
calls. A detailed discussion about preparations made in the EOC specifically during
Hurricane Irma is included in Section 3.3 of this report.
In 2016, Hurricane Hermine presented the first major test for the Leon County
Emergency Operations Center since the new Public Safety Complex opened in 2013,
followed by Hurricane Irma just one year and ten days later. In 2018, Hurricane Michael
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was the greatest test to date of Leon County’s emergency preparedness, response, and
recovery capabilities, which have been significantly enhanced as a result of the County’s
Hurricane Hermine and Hurricane Irma After-Action Reports in the two previous years.
As the third-most intense hurricane ever to make landfall in the continental United
States and the single-most intense to impact the Florida Panhandle in recorded history,
Michael required an extended emergency activation involving the prolonged
cooperation of partner agencies throughout the community and the systematic and
timely execution of emergency plans, procedures, and protocols to meet the needs of
the community during and after the storm. While this section of the After-Action Report
provides discussion about the structure of the EOC, Section 4 provides greater detail
about how the EOC facilitated the massive coordination of information, personnel,
supplies, equipment, and other resources required during Hurricane Michael in the
execution of established emergency plans and protocols.
The next section of this After-Action Report details the year-round planning, training,
and measures taken under the existing policies and protocols that govern emergency
management in Leon County. The information provided in the overview of Hurricane
Michael offers a scope of the emergency event including the size, strength, and path of
the storm and is critical to the context in which decisions are made by the EOC and
participating agencies in preparation for the storm. Those operational decision points,
response activities, and recovery efforts are detailed throughout Section 4 of the AfterAction Report.
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Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) works year-round to plan, train, and prepare for
emergency events. LCEM coordinates with a variety of Leon County departments, City of Tallahassee
agencies, and outside organizations throughout the year to prepare vital resources in the event of an
emergency. This section of the Hurricane Michael After-Action Report includes an assessment of the
various emergency plans and strategies in place to ensure the community’s readiness to respond to
disasters.

2.1

Emergency Plans and Protocols
Leon County has adopted a variety of emergency plans and protocols that govern the activities
of emergency response personnel following an incident. Together, these documents provide a
strategic and consistent framework with regard to pre- and post-disaster actions to keep the
community safe and well-informed during emergency events. The following sections of this
report describe these documents, their scope, and their purpose.
2.1.1

Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
Chapter 252, Florida Statutes requires all Florida counties to take precautionary steps to
prepare for emergencies by developing an emergency management plan that is
coordinated and consistent with the State of Florida Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan. The Leon County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
(CEMP) was developed in accordance with Chapter 252. The CEMP is the guide by which
Leon County prepares for, responds to, and recovers from emergency events including
Hurricane Irma. Each emergency event is unique and requires different types and
degrees of response and recovery actions. Accordingly, the CEMP reflects an all-hazards
approach that describes the basic strategies, assumptions, operational goals and
objectives, and mechanisms by which the County will mobilize resources and conduct
activities to guide and support emergency management efforts. The approach outlined
in the CEMP applies to all phases of emergency management – preparedness, response,
recovery, and mitigation.
The Leon County CEMP follows the National Incident Management System (NIMS). On
September 13, 2005, the Leon County Board of County Commissioners adopted NIMS as
the standard for incident management in Leon County. Adoption of NIMS by state and
local organizations is a condition for federal preparedness assistance through grants,
contracts, and other activities. NIMS provides a consistent nationwide framework and
approach to enable government at all levels, the private sector, and nongovernmental
organizations to work together during emergencies, regardless of the incident’s cause,
size, location, or complexity. It provides a common system and vocabulary that
facilitates communication among emergency management and response personnel
within and across agencies and jurisdictions. Many personnel from Leon County, the City
of Tallahassee, the Leon County Sheriff’s Office, and partnering response agencies have
received NIMS training, contributing to the efficiency and fluidity of operations within
the Leon County EOC as described in Section 2.2 of this report. NIMS, as well as the
National Response Framework, and other Department of Homeland Security and FEMA
protocols and requirements are subject to change frequently. Ongoing compliance with
these various requirements is critical for ensuring the County’s eligibility to receive
grants and other disaster-related federal assistance.
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The Leon County CEMP is divided into three sections (Basic Plan, Recovery Annex, and
Mitigation Annex). The Basic Plan section contains preparedness and response elements
including general information about hazards in our community, geography,
demographics, continuity of operations, responsibilities, financial management, and
specific references to standard operating guides, supporting plans, and County and
State authority to implement the CEMP. The Recovery Annex provides directions and
steps the County must take to recover from an event by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing damage assessment processes
Opening disaster recovery centers to assist residents
Managing debris
Keeping citizens informed through community relations
Identifying unmet needs, and
Providing emergency housing for citizens

The Mitigation Annex contains the process for identifying mitigation projects, identifying
sources of funding for projects, and providing mitigation education. This annex discusses
the Tallahassee-Leon County Local Mitigation Strategy, discussed in further detail in
Section 2.1.2 below. The Leon County CEMP is included for reference in Appendix B to
this After-Action Report.
Following Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, LCEM made several updates to the CEMP to
reflect findings and recommendations included in the respective After-Action Reports.
The latest revision to the CEMP was approved by the Florida Division of Emergency
Management on June 26, 2017. The CEMP is reviewed by FDEM every four years, with
the next scheduled state review in June 2021. However, in order to best utilize the
opportunity to incorporate lessons learned and best practices identified during
Hurricane Michael, LCEM will incorporate the specific findings and recommendations
identified in this After-Action Report into the CEMP in accordance with the state's
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan criteria.
Finding #2: Hurricane Michael was a valuable learning experience and provided several
opportunities to continually enhance Leon County’s emergency preparedness
and ability to respond to and recover from disaster events. These
opportunities are detailed throughout this report.
Recommendation 2.1:

Update the Leon County CEMP to incorporate the findings
and recommendations identified in this report.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

2.1.2

Local Mitigation Strategy
Some of the damage caused by severe weather or other emergencies can be minimized
or eliminated by mitigating the effects of these incidents to protect property and
infrastructure. In the summer of 1998, the Florida Department of Community Affairs
provided funding to all Florida counties and municipalities to assist in preparing a
comprehensive Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS) for each jurisdiction.
The Tallahassee-Leon County LMS was first adopted in the fall of 2000 by the Leon
County Board of County Commissioners and the Tallahassee City Commission. The LMS
is reviewed annually and is updated on a five-year cycle, or more frequently as needed
following a disaster. Following Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, for example, the LMS was
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updated to include specific findings and recommendations related to mitigation
initiatives contained in the respective After-Action Reports.
The LMS is a joint product of the participating local governments and represents a
comprehensive set of goals, initiatives, programs, and capital projects intended to
reduce risks for the citizens of both unincorporated and incorporated areas of Leon
County. The LMS does so by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying hazards to which the County is vulnerable, such as hurricanes,
tornadoes, floods, fires, and hazardous materials releases;
Determining where the community is most vulnerable to these hazards;
Assessing the facilities and structures that are most vulnerable to hazards;
Preparing a prioritized list of mitigation projects to take advantage of available
funding;
Identifying funding sources for the mitigation projects; and
Making hazard awareness and education a community goal.

Since its development, the LMS has been a critically important element of local planning
efforts to continuously reduce risk to Leon County citizens and their property from the
effects of hazards. The LMS identifies specific strategies and initiatives to mitigate risks
associated with disasters and emergency events. As an example, one initiative included
in the LMS was the construction of a joint EOC, which was completed in 2013 and has
significantly enhanced the County’s ability to effectively respond to emergencies.
Additionally, the LMS is an important tool in identifying mitigation projects that may be
suitable for various hazard mitigation grant opportunities funded by FEMA and
administered by the Florida Division of Emergency Management. FEMA requires state,
tribal, and local governments to develop and adopt hazard mitigation plans, such as the
Tallahassee-Leon County LMS, as a condition for receiving certain types of nonemergency disaster assistance, including funding for mitigation projects.
Similar to Hurricane Irma in 2017, efforts during Michael specifically were enhanced by
the continued implementation and evolution of the LMS – for example, the LMS
provides for the development of an emergency notification system for all hazards
(discussed in Section 4.2 of this report), continuous identification of training
opportunities for emergency responders (Section 2.2), and provision of communitybased emergency shelters throughout the County (Section 4.4), among many other
mitigation initiatives.
The LMS is scheduled for a comprehensive update in 2020. It is expected that the
update process will take approximately one year to complete and will require LMS
Committee members, local officials, and community members to actively participate in
the update process by reevaluating the LMS and providing new information as
appropriate.
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Finding #3: The Tallahassee-Leon County Local Mitigation Strategy LMS is an important
tool in identifying mitigation projects that may be suitable for various hazard
mitigation grant opportunities and is scheduled for a comprehensive update
in 2020.
Recommendation 3.1:

Engage each work area in Leon County government to review
the hazard mitigation initiatives currently included in the plan
and identify any new initiatives to consider including in the
2020 LMS update.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department

2.1.3

Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan and Disaster Housing Strategy
Leon County, in collaboration with the City of Tallahassee, developed the Leon County
Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan (PDRP) in 2012 to provide a framework to guide
decisions for intermediate and long-term recovery and mitigation after a major disaster.
The PDRP is coordinated with the Leon County Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan, the Tallahassee-Leon County Mitigation Strategy, and other relevant planning
documents.
The Leon County Disaster Housing Strategy was developed in 2012 as part of the PostDisaster Redevelopment Plan process. This document identifies roles and
responsibilities of local government for interim housing as needed after a disaster and
describes the roles of state and federal government for long-term housing assistance.
This strategy details a framework for providing safe, sanitary, functional and accessible
temporary housing options for displaced residents in order to expedite long-term
community recovery.
The scope of the PDRP and Disaster Housing Strategy is primarily concerned with
incidents involving extensive long-term redevelopment efforts. These are intended to be
countywide, multi-jurisdictional plans providing for coordinated long-term recovery and
redevelopment implementation across jurisdictional boundaries. The focus of these
plans extends beyond the scope of traditional emergency management activities and
federal disaster programs, especially in the case of a major or catastrophic disaster.

2.1.4

Debris Management Plan
Leon County maintains a Debris Management Plan that prescribes actions to be taken
toward restoring public services and ensuring public health and safety following a
disaster. The plan was developed in 2008 from lessons learned during severe weather
events including Bonnie/Charley (2004), Frances (2004), Ivan (2004), Jeanne (2004),
Dennis (2005), Fay (2008), and most recently updated in 2017. Consistent with Leon
County Ordinance No. 10-18 regarding the removal and management of disastergenerated debris, the plan provides for the prioritization of roads to be cleared to allow
access to critical facilities immediately following a storm, activation of debris removal
and monitoring contractors, establishment of debris management sites, removal of
debris along private roads, and public information efforts.
The most recent update to the Debris Management Plan included several modifications
to address findings and recommendations identified in the Hurricane Hermine AfterAction Report. Notable updates to the plan recommended in the Hurricane Hermine
After-Action Report included:
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•

Coordination with Leon County Schools to identify debris removal needs for
roads, sidewalks, and bus stops in the vicinity of schools prior to reopening of
schools;

•

Submitting a pre-approval request to FEMA prior to the start of debris pickup to
address uncertainty regarding FEMA’s willingness to fully reimburse the County
for private road debris removal; and

•

Formalizing coordination with utility providers for assistance with downed trees
entangled in electric lines.

In accordance with County Ordinance 10-18, the County Administrator determined on
October 11, 2018 (prior to Hurricane Michael’s impacts reaching Leon County) that the
removal of disaster-generated debris accumulated within Leon County would be
necessary in order to remove or reduce threats to life, public health, and safety; to
eliminate immediate threats of significant damage to County property or facilities; or to
ensure economic recovery of the affected community to the benefit of the community
at large. Upon making this determination, the County Administrator immediately
implemented the County’s Debris Management Plan, which directed staff to initiate
actions to remove debris from County-owned property and rights-of-way. This included
mobilizing Leon County Public Works crews to collect yard debris before the storm,
issuing emergency public information advising citizens to trim tree limbs and secure
waste collection bins, and activating the County’s contracted debris monitoring and
collection contractors to pick up storm debris as quickly as possible after the storm
passed. These and other activities taken by Leon County and its partner agencies are
described in full detail in Section 4 of this report.
FEMA encourages state and local governments to take a proactive approach to
coordinating and managing debris removal operations as part of their overall emergency
management plan, which includes having pre-event debris contracts. The utilization of
debris removal and monitoring contractors during Hurricane Michael is described in
detail in Section 4.14.1 of this report, and information regarding FEMA’s cost-sharing
program for debris removal within federally declared disaster areas is provided in
Section 4.17.1. When a disaster generates large amounts of debris that exceeds the
capabilities of County staff and resources, debris removal contractors will assist with
debris removal operations. Monitoring debris removal operations involves constant
observation and documentation of debris removal work performed from the point of
debris collection to final disposal. Debris monitoring documentation is critical to verify
that debris operations are eligible for FEMA reimbursement, costs are reasonable,
contract and procurement processes are appropriate, quantification of the debris is
accurate, and the tracking of the debris to its final disposition is recorded and in
compliance with all regulatory requirements.
In 2006 and 2011, the County and City of Tallahassee jointly selected debris removal
vendors and a debris monitor. That process entailed the City issuing an RFP for debris
removal services; the County issuing an RFP for debris monitoring services; and a joint
County/City committee reviewing all submittals for recommendations to their
respective Commissions. This resulted in the County and City executing separate
agreements for the services yet utilizing the same vendors to reduce confusion and
boundary issues during post-storm recovery. This approach proved to be successful
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during the previous two contract terms, resulting in staff continuing this practice as the
current debris removal and debris monitoring contracts were set to expire on May 31,
2017 and July 31, 2017, respectively.
Immediately following the recovery from Hurricane Hermine in 2016, staff from County
and City Public Works began reviewing debris contracts for potential modifications
needed prior to the issuance of a new Request for Proposal for debris removal and
monitoring services. Additionally, the County’s disaster recovery services consultant
reviewed the proposal documents to ensure compliance with FEMA and other industry
standards. As such, a number of enhancements were identified in the release of the new
Request for Proposal in February 2017 including, but not limited to, the following:
•

Requiring the Debris Monitoring Contractor to provide an electronic automated
debris management system that creates load tickets electronically, eliminating
the need for hand-written and scanned tickets, significantly reducing the
amount of time and resources required for reconciliation with the debris
removal contractor;

•

Requiring the contractors to conduct a joint planning and training exercise prior
to the start of hurricane season;

•

Requiring contractors to de-bag and pick up debris in containers; and

•

Requiring contractors to mobilize to the County within 72 hours of a notice to
proceed

The County entered into five-year contracts with three debris removal firms and two
debris monitoring firms on May 30, 2017. Two of the debris removal firms (Ashbritt and
Ceres Environmental) and Thompson Consulting Services (for debris monitoring) were
activated for recovery efforts during Hurricane Michael. A thorough summary of debris
removal operations in Leon County during Hurricane Irma, including findings and
recommendations regarding the debris monitoring and removal process, is provided in
Section 4.14.1 of this report.

2.2

Training for Emergency Management Response Personnel
The training and qualification of emergency management response personnel is critical to the
successful implementation of the National Incident Management System (NIMS), which is the
adopted standard for incident management in Leon County, as described above. According to
FEMA, NIMS training is required under Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD-5) to
receive federal funding, contracts, grants, training, and reimbursement of disaster recovery
costs. Under the NIMS training program, personnel must attend training based on their
response role and the degree of incident complexity those personnel will likely face. Although
each personnel role in an emergency response has different position-specific training
requirements, each responder generally is required to take a core group of between two and
seven training courses.
Leon County staff across the entirety of the organization are thoroughly trained in their role as
response personnel during emergencies. There is a continual need, common among all local
governments, to identify and provide training opportunities for new staff members who join the
organization. To meet this need, LCEM hosts a variety of training and exercise opportunities
throughout the year, including workshops, seminars, mock EOC activation exercises, and drills.
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LCEM maintains a Multi-Year Training and Exercise Plan (MYTEP) that includes these activities.
The MYTEP serves as a roadmap to accomplishing emergency preparedness and training goals
and enhancing community preparedness through a proposed schedule of training and exercises.
Additionally, the Hurricane Hermine and Hurricane Irma After-Action Reports included
recommendations to continue to identify NIMS training needs for new and existing County staff
and provide the appropriate training opportunities to remain current with updates to NIMS and
the Incident Command System (ICS) as well as natural turnover in the workforce. Accordingly,
LCEM has significantly enhanced the training opportunities and NIMS course offerings available
to County and partner agency staff at the Public Safety Complex in recent years. This includes a
hurricane tabletop exercise conducted in at the beginning of the hurricane season in June 2017
as well as a full-scale shelter activation exercise conducted at the beginning of the hurricane
season in June 2018, consistent with recommendations in the Hurricanes Hermine and Irma
After-Action Reports.
Following is a list of training and exercise activities hosted by LCEM since the new Public Safety
Complex was completed in 2013 (this list does not include the specialized training required of
staff within individual County departments and other agencies):
Activity:

Date:

Hosted a coordination meeting with Leon County Office of Information Technology
and Federal Bureau of Investigation
Training: G-775 EOC Operations and Management Course

3/12/2014

Training: G-775 EOC Operations and Management Course

4/3/2014

Hosted the National Weather Service-Tallahassee Office’s Regional Emergency
Management Hurricane Training Day
EOC Operations Integration Planning Meeting with City of Tallahassee

5/6/2014

Emergency Operations Center Full Activation Exercise

6/26/2014

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

6/30/2014

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

7/8/2014

Ebola Outbreak Briefing

10/10/2014

Leon County Citizen Engagement Series EOC Exercise

11/13/2014

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

3/31/2015

Hosted the Big Bend Health Care Coalition Regional Hurricane Exercise

4/22/2015

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

4/29/2015

Training: MGT-412 Sports and Special Event Evacuation Training and Exercise

5/5/2015

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

5/7/2015

EOC Operations Orientation Meeting

6/3/2015

Training: MGT-318 Public Information in an All-Hazards Incident

6/16/2015

Training: MGT-404 Sports and Special Events Incident Management

7/21/2015

EOC Emergency Support Functions Hurricane Table Top Exercise

2/19/2016

Training: L-926 All-Hazards ICS Planning Section Chief

4/4/2016

Hosted USFA All Hazards Incident Management Team Course

4/11/2016

Leon County Citizen Engagement Series EOC Exercise

5/17/2016

Leon County Sheriff’s Office Special Operations Division hurricane planning meeting

6/23/2016

Training: G-202 Debris Management

6/29/2016
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Training: FL-604 Procurement Disaster Assistance

6/30/2016

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

7/15/2016

Hosted a Zika response coordination meeting with the Florida Department of Health

8/12/2016

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

9/3/2016

Training: G-300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

11/29/2016

Training: G-386 Mass Fatalities Incident Response

1/12/2017

Training: G-300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

1/17/2017

Training: PER-335 critical Decision Making for Complex Coordinated Attacks

2/2/2017

Training: G-358 Evacuation and Re-Entry Planning

3/29/2017

Training: G-400 Advanced Incident Command System Command & General Staff:
Complex Incidents
Training: G-191 ICS/EOC Interface

4/25/2017

“Community Coordination: After-Action, In Action” Hurricane Tabletop Exercise

6/8/2017

Citizens Information Line Operator Training

6/23/2017

Training: AWR-136 Essentials of Community Cyber Security

6/27/2017

Damage Assessment Team Training

7/7/2017

Training: G-300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

7/26/2017

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

5/10/2018

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

5/24/2018

Animal Shelter Training

5/24/2018

Citizen Information Line Operator Training

5/31/2018

Animal Shelter Training

6/6/2018

Full-Scale Shelter Activation Exercise for Leon County Schools and the American Red
Cross
Training: G-400 Advanced Incident Command System Command & General Staff:
Complex Incidents
Training: G-300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

6/14/2018

Training: L-956 NIMS ICS All-Hazards Liaison Officer

8/18/2018

Training: L-146 Homeland Security Exercised and Evaluation Program Training Course

9/18/2018

Training: G-300 Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

9/24/2018

WebEOC Training

Ongoing

4/27/2017

6/25/2018
7/17/2018

Finding #4: Enhanced training opportunities hosted at the Public Safety Complex, as
recommended in the Hurricanes Hermine and Irma After-Action Reports, were useful
in keeping County and partner agency staff prepared and ready to respond to
Hurricane Michael. There exists a continual need to identify and provide emergency
management training opportunities for response and recovery personnel throughout
the community.
Recommendation 4.1:

Continue to identify NIMS training needs for new and existing
County staff as well as personnel from partner agencies and
provide training opportunities to meet these needs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
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Leon County Reserve Policy
In response to the after-effects of Tropical Storm Fay in 2008, the Board approved the creation
of the Catastrophe Reserve Fund (Policy No. 07-2, “Reserves,” included in Appendix C to this
report). The fund was created to allow access to emergency funds needed in case of a declared
local state of emergency. Policy 07-2 requires the County to maintain unrestricted emergency
reserves between 3% and 8% of the General Fund/Fine and Forfeiture Fund budget, and to
maintain the Catastrophe Reserve at 2%.
The Catastrophe Reserve Fund allows cash flow for expenses related to the disaster. Funds can
be used in support of staff overtime, equipment, contractual support (i.e. debris removal) and
materials or supplies in the event of a natural disaster. In addition, funds may also be used to
pay for solid waste, building permit, and growth management fees for eligible residents for the
purpose of home restoration or reconstruction. As discussed in Section 4.17.1 regarding FEMA’s
Public Assistance grant program, during the October 23, 2018 Leon County Board of County
Commissioners meeting, the Board established Catastrophe Reserve funding at $5.5 million, or
3.7% of the General/Fine and Forfeiture Fund appropriations for FY 2019. Pursuant to the
County’s reserve policy, through the carry forward process, the Catastrophe Reserve funds are
normally appropriated at a level of 2% of the total appropriations of the General/Fine and
Forfeiture Fund, or $3,001,619. The additional reserves appropriated by the Board allowed
immediate access to funds to assist with restoring the community to pre-catastrophe levels,
prior to assistance and reimbursements being available from the Federal Emergency
Management Administration (FEMA).
In addition, as discussed earlier in Section 1.5.1, the 2016 Hurricane Hermine After-Action
Report included a recommendation to return Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM)
under the County organization on a year-round basis, ensuring the highest level of coordination
with other departments and divisions of Leon County government throughout the year. This
realignment has enabled LCEM to work more closely with the Leon County Office of
Management and Budget and other County departments to ensure that all documentation
policies and procedures are being followed throughout an incident for the purposes of
reimbursement of eligible storm-related expenses from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
Finding #5: As demonstrated by three consecutive years of hurricane damage by Hurricanes
Hermine, Irma, and Michael, Leon County’s practice of maintaining designated
emergency reserves continues to be beneficial to ensure the vital availability of funds
for disaster-related expenses.
Recommendation 5.1:

Continue to maintain unrestricted emergency reserves in the General
Fund/Fine and Forfeiture Fund budget and maintain the Catastrophe
Reserve as specified in Policy No. 07-2.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Financial Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

2.4

Community Preparedness
Individuals, families, and households play an important role in a community’s overall emergency
preparedness and response to disasters. By reducing hazards in and around homes through
efforts such as raising utilities above flood level or securing unanchored objects against the
threat of high winds, individuals reduce potential emergency response requirements. As a basic
rule, emergency managers at the local, state, and federal levels encourage individuals, families,
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and households to prepare emergency supply kits and emergency plans so they can take care of
themselves and their neighbors until assistance arrives.
In January 2017, the Board approved the return of the day-to-day oversight of Leon County
Emergency Management under the Board, reporting to the County Administrator. Upon
returning Emergency Management to Leon County, the County Administrator aligned
Emergency Management with Community and Media Relations to further enhance
communication and coordination with citizens, County personnel, and partner agencies
throughout all phases of a disaster. The aligned and optimized function now called Community
Relations and Resilience focuses on informing and preparing the public, building resilience
throughout the community, and coordinating a multi-agency response to any disaster or hazard.
The newly aligned Community Relations and Resilience function combines public information
and emergency management expertise in order to enhance year-round readiness, response, and
recovery efforts. To further strengthen Leon County for Hurricane Michael, staff coordinated
several community engagement events, public information campaigns, and media partner
engagement, resulting in Leon County’s message being seen, heard, and read nearly 3 million
times. These efforts are described in detail in Section 4.3 of this report.
Every community is exposed to some level of risk from hazards. Natural disasters cannot be
avoided, but their potential effects can be effectively reduced through proper planning.
Personal preparedness is the first and most effective intervention to reduce the impact of
disasters. Leon County works throughout the year to provide opportunities for citizens to
prepare for natural disasters. These opportunities are discussed in the following sections of this
report.
Finding #6: As a result of lessons learned from Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, Leon County has
made significant enhancements to help our community become better prepared for
and resilient to disasters.
Recommendation 6.1:

Continue to distribute and promote the annual Disaster
Survival Guide; host public events to educate citizens about
the importance of disaster preparedness; and promote the
Citizens Connect mobile app as the primary source of timely,
accurate, and vetted emergency information during future
emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations

2.4.1

Strengthening Community Resilience
Leading a disaster-resilient community is a year-round commitment for Leon County.
The more resilient a community is, the better it is able to prepare for, respond to, and
recover from disasters and unanticipated crises. Hurricanes Hermine and Irma provided
the County with opportunities to strengthen our community’s resilience. Accordingly,
the After-Action Reports following those incidents included several findings and
recommendations for targeted improvements – internal organizational improvements
as well as citizen-focused public initiatives – to continuously improve Leon County’s
ability to respond to and recover from future disasters.
This commitment to learning and building community resilience led to Leon County
being designated the nation’s first #HurricaneStrong community in March 2018.
Awarded by the Federal Alliance for Safe Homes (FLASH) and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), #HurricaneStrong recognizes our entire community and
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all the efforts of our neighborhoods, partners, and citizens to be a model of resilience
for the entire nation. The #HurricaneStrong initiative is designed to increase public
safety and reduce economic losses by motivating individuals and families to undertake
hurricane preparedness and mitigation activities. The public messaging is delivered
through signature national efforts, including the White House observance of National
Hurricane Preparedness Week, the NOAA/National Hurricane Center Hurricane
Awareness Tour, and FEMA’s National Preparedness Month. The messaging is
reinforced by traditional and social media as well as dozens of community and corporate
special events, expositions, employee trainings, and home improvement store
workshops.
Under the #HurricaneStrong designation, the County has fulfilled the following
initiatives, deliverables, and action items over the past year:
Community Events: Leon County, in partnership with other local agencies, hosted the
following community events which featured and reinforced the #HurricaneStrong brand
and mission to further ensure citizens are following national best practices for
awareness, leading to a community better prepared to respond to and recover from
disaster:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Springtime Tallahassee Festival and Parade - April 7, 2018
Ready Business Workshop - April 26, 2018
Leon County Home Expo - April 28, 2018
Hurricane Awareness Tour Webinar May 9, 2018
Disaster Preparedness Citizen Engagement Series - May 23, 2018
Hurricane Season Kickoff Press Conference - June 1, 2018
Build Your Bucket - June 2, 2018
Neighborhood of the Year - June 18, 2018
Leon County Library Disaster Preparedness Display - Summer 2018

Local #HurricaneStrong Public Information Campaign: In support of Leon County’s longstanding commitment to building resilience and increasing public awareness, the County
provided the following in-kind support and promotion of the #HurricaneStrong
initiative:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issued the news release announcing the #HurricaneStrong designation to over
30,000 local subscribers
Incorporated the #HurricaneStrong brand identity into the Leon County Citizens
Connect mobile application and the Leon County 2018 Disaster Survival Guide
Featured the #HurricaneStrong brand identify on various Leon County resources
and public information tools including the Leon County website, 24-hour public
access television station, and the Leon County Emergency Information Portal
Featured #HurricaneStrong through the Leon County LINK, a recurring monthly
full-page publication, in the Tallahassee Democrat and Capital Outlook and
through email blasts reaching more than 50,000 recipients
Promoted #HurricaneStrong on local radio stations through the Adams Radio
Group, WFSU, and Cumulus Radio
Distribution of #HurricaneStrong branded material to all Leon County libraries,
parks and recreation facilities, and general gathering sites throughout the
community
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•
•

Designed and deployed digital billboards across Leon County that featured the
#HurricaneStrong brand identify
Featured #HurricaneStrong as part of the 2018 hurricane season kickoff in a
robust social media campaign across the County’s various platforms (Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc.)

While Leon County is proud to be #HurricaneStrong, it is not a one-time designation;
rather, the designation represents a commitment to continually growing stronger and
better in the face of disaster. With the #HurricaneStrong designation, Leon County will
continue to reflect on the hard work we have done and the new opportunities we can
leverage.
2.4.2

Disaster Survival Guide
Each year, Leon County partners with the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red
Cross to create an annual Disaster Survival Guide. The guide is presented each year at a
major news conference at the beginning of hurricane season; in 2018, this press
conference was held on June 1. The Disaster Survival Guide provides essential
information, applicable on a regional basis, regarding natural disaster preparedness,
evacuation tips, and extensive information about the impacts of hurricanes. The 2018
Disaster Survival Guide is included in this report as Appendix D.
In 2017, reflecting recommendations included in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action
Report, the Disaster Survival Guide was revised and refocused to be more intuitive,
more informative, and to feature additional resources and assistance available from
community partners. Hard copies of the Disaster Survival Guide are distributed in the
Tallahassee Democrat, the Capital Outlook, and are available at the Red Cross office,
libraries, the Leon County Courthouse, community centers, City facilities, and local
businesses. Red Cross volunteers also distribute the Disaster Survival Guide at
community events and neighborhood meetings throughout the year. Leon County staff
also distribute the guide at various events such as the Council of Neighborhood
Associations Neighborhood of the Year Awards and the annual Build Your Bucket event,
described in the following section. The guide is also available for download from the
Leon County Emergency Information Portal as well as Leon County’s community
preparedness website, www.haveahurricaneplan.com.
Today, the Leon County community is better informed and prepared for natural
disasters as a direct result of lessons learned from Hermine, as evidenced by the
exponential growth in demand for the Disaster Survival Guide. In 2018, more than
80,000 copies of the Disaster Survival Guide were distributed throughout the Big Bend
Region – an increase of approximately 20,000 from previous years. In addition, from
June 1 to November 30, 2018 the Disaster Survival Guide was downloaded 2,337 times.

2.4.3

“Build Your Bucket” Event
Leon County launched the “Build Your Bucket” initiative in 2015. Every year at the
beginning of the hurricane season, the Build Your Bucket event is held to highlight the
importance of having a disaster plan and kit. Now the area’s largest single day
promoting disaster preparedness, Build Your Bucket encourages attendees to develop a
disaster plan and assemble supplies in order to safely shelter in place following any
emergency or hazard.
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This year’s event was held on June 2, 2018 in coordination with more than 40
community partners including the City of Tallahassee, the Capital Area Chapter of the
American Red Cross, the Salvation Army and others. Over 2,000 citizens participated in
the 2018 Build Your Bucket event, a substantial increase in attendance for the event in
prior years, which was attended by approximately 1,500 citizens in 2017 and 250
citizens in 2016. Now the region’s largest disaster preparedness event, the growth in
attendance shows that community members recognize the event as critical to the
disaster preparedness process. At this event, citizens assemble their own disaster supply
buckets while learning readiness tips on how to further prepare for a disaster. The first
500 households in attendance received a five-gallon bucket including critical starter
supplies such as batteries, first aid kits, and flashlights. In addition, emergency first
responders attend the event to answer questions and provide additional insight
regarding emergency preparedness to citizens.

2.4.4

Citizen Engagement Series Events
Leon County has hosted four Citizen Engagement Series events in recent years focused
on the topic of public safety. These sessions were held at the Public Safety Complex in
2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018 and featured Leon County EMS, the Consolidated Dispatch
Agency, and Leon County Emergency Management. Approximately 250 citizens have
participated in these events to learn about the operations and services provided by Leon
County to deliver high-quality public safety services to the community.
The most recent in this series of events, hosted prior to the start of the 2018 hurricane
season, was titled “Prepared Now. When Disaster Strikes, it’s Too Late to Plan.” Building
on the successful program in 2017, the event featured hands-on exercises and best
practices from national, state, and local partners related to disaster preparedness and
resilience. Citizens had the opportunity to learn about how the Emergency Operations
Center functions during a disaster, the resources available through the County’s Citizens
Connect App, how to best prepare their home and family for an emergency, and the
various resources and volunteer opportunities available during and after a disaster. To
prepare the community before the next hurricane season begins, the event will be
hosted again in May 2019.

2.4.5

Business Community
Building upon Leon County’s designation as a #HurricaneStrong community by the
Federal Alliance for Safe Housing (as discussed in Section 2.4.1 above), the County
hosted a Ready Business Hurricane Preparedness Workshop on April 26, 2018 at the
Leon County Public Safety Complex. This event, hosted free of charge for all businesses
throughout the County, was sponsored by Leon County, FLASH, and FEMA. The
workshop provided tools and information to help businesses develop or refine their plan
to keep their doors open after a disaster.
The workshop focused on four core topics:
•
•
•

Identifying Your Risk: Business continuity, disaster response, and the
cost/benefit of preparing for hurricanes and other business interruptions
Developing a Plan: Preparedness and mitigation actions needed to ensure safety
and business continuity; assessments and planning for retrofit projects
Taking Action: Performing preparedness and mitigation activities using the
Ready Business model.
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•

Being Recognized and Inspiring Others: Recognition certificate, window cling,
and web badge to let customers and staff know that you are a Ready Business.

The agencies and departments that presented at the Ready Business Hurricane
Preparedness Workshop included FLASH, the Tallahassee-Leon County Department of
PLACE, the Florida Small Business Development Center, Florida Division of Emergency
Management, FEMA, the National Weather Service, Leon County Emergency
Management, and Disaster Resistant Business.
2.4.6

Citizens Connect Mobile App
In the County’s after-action review following Hurricane Hermine in 2016, staff found
that many citizens relied on mobile devices for emergency communications and
identified opportunities to strengthen the County’s ability to communicate with the
public via mobile devices. As a result, the County enhanced its existing Citizens Connect
mobile app to integrate information posted to the Emergency Information Portal,
including the ability to send emergency information directly to app users. The mobile
app was re-launched prior to the start of the 2017 hurricane season, providing citizens
with a single source of emergency information verified by public safety agencies,
emergency management professionals, and crews in the field. The app is available for
iPhone and Android devices and provides citizens with up-to-the-minute emergency
information for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical updates: provides citizens with the most important community updates
such as comfort stations, points of distributions, and price gouging alerts
Storm debris management: provides citizens with information following a
disaster related to debris collection and removal
Road closings: provides citizens with information related to storm-related road
closures in real time from crews in the field
Sandbag locations: provides locations, addresses, maps of sandbag distribution
sites
Power outages: provides information on power outages for the City of
Tallahassee and Talquin Electric
Evacuations: provides a map of evacuation routes in Leon County and other
related real-time updates

The mobile app has significantly strengthened the County’s ability to communicate with
citizens during emergencies, as evidenced by the widespread utilization of the app
during the 2017 and 2018 hurricane seasons. Immediately prior to and during the storm,
County staff heavily promoted the app through television, radio, billboards, print media,
the Leon County website and other platforms. As a result, more than 1,400 people have
downloaded the app since October 9, 2018 bringing the total to nearly 17,500 users
receiving push notifications with critical updates and more than 116,000 page views.
2.4.7

City and Talquin Electric Tree Trimming and Power Line Maintenance
The City of Tallahassee maintains tree trimming and pruning guidelines for electric line
clearance. The City utilizes its staff and contracted work crews to trim and prune trees
away from electric lines. The City’s entire electric grid is maintained on an 18-month
cycle. As reflected in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report, the City adopted a
pilot program in 2014 to address areas with a higher than normal level of tree-related
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power outages. Under the pilot program, the City increased the clearance between
trees and distribution circuits from 4’-6’ to 10’-12’. In general, most electric utilities use
a standard of 8’-12’ clearance from the distribution circuit wires and attempt to remove
any limbs that are above the wires. The City established its current distribution
vegetation management program in 1977 based on recommendations from a citizen’s
committee for a trimming distance of 4’-6’ from the wire in all directions for main
circuits and branches. This can result in tree limbs remaining above the wire. If these
limbs fall and contact the wire, they can and often do cause outages.
Following Hurricane Hermine, the City Commission approved the expansion of this pilot
program to the City’s entire electric grid. The City is currently transitioning from the
current 4’-6’ trim distance to ultimately maintain a trim distance of 8’-12’ from all
City power lines, with removal of as much vegetative material as possible above the
wires. City staff analyzed outage data in the pilot areas completed to date and
concluded that there is a clear demonstration of reduced outage impacts from
increasing the line clearances on the distribution system. This work will be done in two
phases – the current phase, which began in October 2017, is expanding clearance to
5’-9’ system-wide over the first 18 months. The second phase will increase the
clearance to 8’-12’ over the subsequent 18 months.
In addition to the City’s tree trimming and vegetation management program, City
customers can also request that a tree be trimmed if it is threatening the power line.
Any City Utilities customer can request that the City evaluate trees on private property
for removal that may be of hazard to overhead power lines. The City’s certified arborist,
in consultation with the property owner, will make a determination on the potential
impact to utility lines. If a determination is made that the tree needs to be removed, the
City will pay for and perform the tree removal and grind stumps from trees removed by
the City to six inches below the ground surface at no cost to the property owner. The
City offers to provide a seven-gallon tree to any property owner as a replacement for a
tree that has been removed.
Talquin Electric offers a program similar to the City to evaluate trees on private property
that may be of hazard to overhead power lines. Upon determination by Talquin staff
that a tree needs to be removed, Talquin will remove the tree at no cost to the property
owner. Talquin has arranged for customers who have trees removed on their property
to receive a voucher for a replacement from Tallahassee Nurseries.
Talquin Electric also conducts vegetation management activities. Talquin is recognized
by the Arbor Day Foundation as a Tree Line USA utility for best management practices in
utility arboriculture. Talquin is permitted by Leon County to perform the necessary
trimming, pruning, or removal of trees to provide 15’ of clearance on each side of a
utility pole and to remove overhanging limbs no higher than 15’ above primary wires.
However, Talquin appraises each potential problem tree situation on a case-by-case
basis and may remove trees on private property that are farther than 15’ away from
the power lines, in consultation with the property owner, if they provide a potential
hazard to lines and equipment. Prior to removing trees on private property or along
roadways, staff from Leon County’s Department of Development Support and
Environmental Management (DSEM) will verify that the tree meets the standards for
removal and that the property owner has signed an affidavit granting Talquin
permission to remove the tree.
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Overview of Hurricane Michael and its Impacts

Hurricane Michael was the thirteenth named storm, seventh hurricane, and the second major hurricane
of the 2018 Atlantic hurricane season. Michael was the third-most intense hurricane ever to make
landfall in the continental United States and the single-most intense to impact the Florida Panhandle in
recorded history. The storm inflicted widespread catastrophic damage throughout the Panhandle and
Big Bend area which spread well inland as Michael remained at hurricane strength into southwest
Georgia and presented tropical storm-force gusts as far north as Atlanta. The following sections of this
report discuss the path of Hurricane Michael, its associated weather impacts, and damage caused by the
storm within Leon County.

3.1

Michael’s Path and Development
Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) began tracking Hurricane Michael on October 2,
2018 as a broad low-pressure area that formed in the southwestern Caribbean Sea. Michael
became a tropical depression on October 7 and strengthened quickly, intensifying into a
hurricane on October 8 and a major hurricane on October 9. Forecasted to continue
strengthening until landfall, Hurricane Michael reached the Northeastern Gulf Coast near
Mexico Beach on October 10 as a high as a high-end Category 4 hurricane with maximum
sustained wind speed of 155 mph and a minimum pressure of 919 mb. The rapid and continuous
intensification of Michael presented destructive winds that remained at hurricane strength
across northwest Florida and into southwest Georgia. Staff at the Emergency Operations Center
closely monitored weather stations throughout the County during the storm to ensure the
safety of County and City first responders and Public Works personnel who continued working
until weather conditions became too dangerous.
Leon County experienced tropical storm-force wind gusts for a prolonged period of
approximately 12 hours. The gauge at the Tallahassee International Airport recorded a
maximum of 47 mph sustained winds with a peak gust of 71 mph; however, due to the intensity
of the storm, many of the weather gauges in Leon County and throughout the affected area
were knocked out. Accordingly, areas further west in Leon County likely received significantly
higher winds. Average rainfall throughout Leon County from Hurricane Michael totaled
approximately 2.5” to 3”.
By comparison, the following table illustrates wind impacts in Leon County during Hurricanes
Hermine and Irma in 2016 and 2017, respectively:
Hurricane Hermine
(2016)

Hurricane Irma
(2017)

Hurricane Michael
(2018)

Max. Gust

64 mph

54 mph

71 mph

Max. Sustained Winds

46 mph

43 mph

47 mph

TS-Force Wind Duration

4 hours

7.5 hours

12 hours

Hurricane Michael weakened to a tropical storm in central Georgia early on October 11
sustaining tropical-storm force winds across North and South Carolina, and further into a posttropical cyclone while moving off the coast of Virginia on October 12.
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Declared States of Emergency
On October 7, Governor Rick Scott issued a State of Emergency in anticipation of Tropical Storm
Michael (which would later become Hurricane Michael) for 26 counties including Leon County.
The State of Emergency was subsequently expanded on October 8 to include nine additional
counties and was extended for an additional 60 days on December 5, 2018 for Okaloosa,
Walton, Holmes, Washington, Bay, Jackson, Calhoun, Gulf, Gadsden, Liberty, Franklin, Leon,
Wakulla, and Jefferson Counties.
The Chairman of the Leon County Board of County Commissioners issued a Local State of
Emergency for a seven-day period beginning on October 8 in anticipation of storm-related
impacts from Hurricane Michael. The Local State of Emergency was subsequently extended for
additional seven-day periods on October 15 and October 22. At the October 23 meeting, the
Board authorized the Chairman to extend the Declared Local State of Emergency in 7-day
increments as needed. On October 29, the County Administrator coordinated with the Chairman
and determined that the Local State of Emergency was no longer needed, and the declaration
was allowed to expire. Recovery operations, such as debris removal, continued for several
weeks thereafter.
Under a Local State of Emergency, pursuant to Section, 252.38 Florida Statutes, procedures and
formalities otherwise required of local governments are waived until such time that the
declaration expires. This provides the County the authority to take emergency measures
including, but not limited to, the use or distribution of any supplies, equipment, materials, and
facilities assembled or arranged to be made available pursuant to the County’s disaster
emergency plans. The two extensions of the Local State of Emergency allowed for continued
administration of debris removal operations, utilization of the County’s Catastrophe Reserve
funds, and to take any emergency measures needed to protect citizens immediately following
the storm.

3.3

Preparations at the Leon County Emergency Operations Center
As illustrated in the Leon County CEMP, Leon County Emergency Management (LCEM) uses
conference calls to exchange information between County, City, and other emergency response
partners before, during, and after emergency situations. The CEMP provides for LCEM to initiate
these conference calls when the state of Florida falls within the National Hurricane Center’s 5day error cone of a tropical cyclone. This protocol was enhanced pursuant to a recommendation
in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report to provide more time to coordinate with Leon
County departments and partner agencies. LCEM began conducting conference calls on October
7 as provided in the CEMP. LCEM conducted 12 conference calls throughout the Hurricane
Michael incident to share information related to the storm and to coordinate a planned
response. From October 8 to October 12, conference calls were held twice daily at 10:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.
The decision to activate the Leon County EOC was made on October 7 begin to coordinate the
preparedness, response, and recovery efforts of our local emergency management partner
agencies in anticipation of potential impacts from Hurricane Michael. The EOC was activated
from October 8 to October 15 for a total of 194 hours during the incident, including a stretch of
182 consecutive hours during the peak of the incident. “Full activation,” with all partner
agencies represented in the EOC on day and night shifts around the clock, was in place from
October 8 through October 13. By comparison, the EOC was activated for 160 hours during
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Hurricane Irma and 130 hours during Hurricane Hermine. During Michael, approximately 120
personnel per day were stationed at the EOC, with hundreds more Leon County and partner
agency staff and volunteers working in the field. Over 530 Leon County staff from 20
departments and divisions of Leon County government participated in response and recovery
activities, as described in greater detail in Section 4.1 of this report. The following 58 entities
were represented in the Leon County EOC, illustrating the extent of coordination among local
agencies involved in the response and recovery efforts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leon County Emergency Management
Leon County Administration
Leon County Public Works
Leon County Emergency Medical Services
Leon County Animal Control
Leon County Community and Media Relations
Leon County Volunteer Services
Leon County Human Services & Community
Partnerships
Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Leon County Office of Intervention &
Detention Alternatives
Leon County Office of Financial Stewardship
Leon County Development Support and
Environmental Management
Leon County Office of Library Services
Leon County Division of Tourism
Leon County Office of Information Technology
Leon County Human Resources
Leon County Sheriff’s Office
Leon County Property Appraiser
Leon County Schools
Talquin Electric Cooperative
Big Bend COAD
The Salvation Army
American Red Cross-Capital Area Chapter
America's Second Harvest of the Big Bend
Big Bend Disaster Animal Response Team
2-1-1 Big Bend
Big Bend Healthcare Coalition
Capital Regional Medical Center
Florida State University Emergency Mgmt.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Tallahassee Administration
City of Tallahassee Communications
Tallahassee Police Department
Tallahassee Fire Department
City of Tallahassee Electric Utility
City of Tallahassee Underground Utilities & P.I.
City of Tallahassee Comm. Beautif. & W.M.

• City of Tallahassee Customer Operations
• City of Tallahassee Technology & Innovation
• City of Tallahassee StarMetro
• City of Tallahassee Parks, Rec., and N.A.
• City of Tallahassee Real Estate Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Tallahassee Financial Services
City of Tallahassee Human Resources & W.D.
Tallahassee-Leon Co. Office of Economic Vitality
Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department
Tallahassee-Leon County GIS
Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Consolidated Dispatch Agency
Florida Department of Health-Leon County
Florida Division of Emergency Management
Florida Department of Transportation
Florida Department of Law Enforcement
Florida Department of Elder Affairs
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Florida National Guard
National Weather Service Tallahassee
Federal Emergency Management Agency
U.S. Coast Guard

Several personnel from Leon County and partner agencies commented during debriefing
meetings following Hurricane Michael that the communication and coordination within the EOC
continues to improve as a result of lessons learned from previous activations. These personnel
credited the enhanced level of coordination to their greater familiarity with the EOC and
personnel from other agencies activated during emergencies, lessons learned from Hurricanes
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Hermine and Irma, and enhanced interagency training and coordination during “blue skies” in
recent years.

3.4

Sandbag Distribution Prior to the Storm
Anticipating a heavy rainfall event, prior to Hurricane Michael’s landfall, Leon County and the
City of Tallahassee established sandbag distribution sites at eight locations throughout the
County. Staging for sandbag operations began on October 8 and staff replenished materials at
several locations until weather conditions began to worsen on October 9. Leon County
distributed over 70,000 sandbags and the City distributed tens of thousands more. Sandbag
distribution sites were established at the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

J. Lee Vause Park
Intersection of Ranchero and Oak Ridge
Tekesta Park in Killearn Lakes
Solid Waste Management Facility
James Messer Park
Winthrop Park

Citizen Information Line personnel received several calls for information regarding assistance for
senior citizens and disabled individuals to help fill and load sandbags at distribution sites.
Several staff from Public Works and the Office of Resource Stewardship were on site to assist
with staffing these locations; however, the process of manually filling sandbags is slow and can
result in long lines during major incidents. As reflected in the findings and recommendations
below, staff identified an opportunity to build or purchase equipment to assist citizens with
filling sandbags more quickly during future emergencies, such as the “sandbag tubes” shown
below:

Figure 1: Example of "sandbag tubes" that can assist with filling sandbags quickly

Following Hurricane Michael, staff identified an opportunity to relocate the County’s J. Lee
Vause sandbag operation to Fred George Park during future incidents. This relocation creates
better ingress and egress for citizens and for County staff tasked with restocking the location.
Additionally, because Fred George Park would be utilized as a point of distribution for bottled
water and other relief supplies, relocating the sandbag operation would provide better
consistency and familiarity for citizens. During the next incident involving sandbag distribution,
staff will post signage at J. Lee Vause to inform citizens that Fred George Park is the new
designated location in northwestern Leon County.
Leon County, Florida - Hurricane Michael After-Action Report
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Finding #7: The process of manually filling sandbags is slow and can result in long lines during
major incidents. Additionally, Citizen Information Line personnel received several calls
for information regarding assistance for senior citizens and disabled individuals to
help fill and load sandbags at distribution sites.
Recommendation 7.1:

Evaluate building or purchasing equipment, such as “sandbag tubes,”
to assist citizens with filling sandbags more quickly during future
emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Finding #8: Following Hurricane Michael, staff identified an opportunity to relocate the sandbag
distribution site in northwestern Leon County to provide better ingress and egress,
and to provide a single site for pre- and post-storm assistance.
Recommendation 8.1:

Relocate sandbag operations from J. Lee Vause Park to Fred George
Park to provide better accessibility and centralize multiple post-storm
services such as Points of Distribution.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

3.5

Weather Impacts Associated with Hurricane Michael
On October 10, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall near Mexico Beach, Florida as a high-end
Category 4 hurricane with maximum sustained wind speed of 155 mph and a minimum pressure
of 919 mb. The storm caused widespread catastrophic damage which spread well inland as
Michael remained at hurricane strength into southwest Georgia and presented tropical stormforce gusts as far north as Atlanta.
Extensive damage was reported along the storm’s path including severe storm surge which
flooded coastal communities. Devastating winds associated with Hurricane Michael caused
many thousands downed trees and power lines along the storm’s path, resulting in tremendous
damage to homes, businesses, and infrastructure. The storm caused widespread power outages
affecting approximately 135,000 City of Tallahassee and Talquin Electric Cooperative customers
– 95% of all electric utility customers countywide. Additionally, the intensity of the storm
necessitated widespread hurricane evacuations and emergency sheltering across the big bend
region; during the event, Leon County sheltered over 1,500 citizens and approximately 200 pets,
many of whom evacuated to Leon County from neighboring counties, at 6 emergency shelter
locations.
Like any storm of this magnitude, Hurricane Michael presented significant challenges for shortterm response operations. Section 4 of this report details the specific actions taken by Leon
County and its partner agencies to overcome these challenges and effectuate a quick and
thorough response.

3.6

School, University, and Government Office Closures
On October 8, Leon County Community and Media Relations issued a news release informing
the public that Leon County Government offices and libraries would close at 12 PM on Tuesday,
October 9 through Thursday, October 11 and the Tuesday, October 9, Leon County Board of
County Commissioners Meeting was cancelled. The County’s news release also reminded
residents that residential waste collection routes will be delayed until further notice and to stay
tuned over the weekend for further updates through the Emergency Information Portal and the
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County’s Citizens Connect App. Most County facilities remained without power on Thursday,
October 11; accordingly, County offices remained closed until Monday, October 15, with the
exception of the Main Library which remained open as a comfort station and the branch
libraries which re-opened during normal hours beginning on Saturday, October 13 subject to
power restoration. Although local government offices were closed, hundreds of essential
employees were called upon to support critical immediate response operations such as clearing
debris from roadways, providing emergency medical services, coordinating response and
recovery activities at the EOC, and more. These activities are described in detail in Section 4 of
this report.
As is the common practice during emergency events, the County Administrator, City Manager,
and Leon County Schools Superintendent coordinated school and office closures prior to
Hurricane Michael’s landfall. City of Tallahassee offices and Leon County Schools were also
closed until Monday, October 15.
State offices were also closed in all 35 counties under the Governor’s declared state of
emergency, including Leon. The State of Florida generally follows the lead of county government
closures with regard to the closure of state offices; however, following Hurricane Michael, state
offices in Leon County remained closed until Monday, October 15. Some state offices also
temporarily relocated workers to other state buildings. Similarly, FSU, FAMU, and TCC reopened
to students on October 15.
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Section 4 of this After-Action Report highlights preparation, response and recovery efforts associated
with Hurricane Michael taken by Leon County and emergency management partner agencies. This
includes the actions taken in advance of the storm, immediate response efforts focused on protecting
life and preventing further damage to infrastructure systems and property following an emergency
event, and the stages of recovery operations in returning the community and the County organization to
a normal state of affairs.

4.1

Inside the Emergency Operations Center during Hurricane Michael
As described previously in this report, the Leon County Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
serves as a central command and control facility for the effective coordination of disaster
management functions at a strategic level during an emergency. Located in the state-of-the-art
Public Safety Complex (PSC) which opened in July 2013, the EOC allows for the full integration of
staff and representatives from Leon County, the City of Tallahassee, the Leon County Sheriff’s
Office, and a variety of partner agencies during an emergency activation.
As the single-most intense storm to impact the Florida Panhandle in recorded history, Hurricane
Michael was the greatest test to date of Leon County’s enhanced emergency preparedness,
response, and recovery capabilities resulting from the County’s Hurricane Hermine and
Hurricane Irma After-Action Reports in back to back years. These reports included
comprehensive analyses of Leon County’s emergency efforts, leading to a collective total of 205
findings and 145 specific recommendations to further strengthen the County’s emergency plans,
overall strategies for emergency management, and our community’s ability to respond to and
recover from future disasters – all of which were fully implemented prior to Hurricane Michael.
These included recommendations to further enhance the County’s emergency plans and overall
strategies for emergency management, as well as recommendations addressing tactical,
operational, technological, and procedural components of the County’s response and recovery
efforts coordinated from within the EOC.
As indicated in Section 3.3 of this report, 58 separate agencies were represented in the EOC
during the Michael incident including staffing of approximately 120 personnel per day during the
activation. An additional 42 County staff members and 19 non-staff citizen volunteers
supplemented these efforts by staffing the Citizen Information Line, discussed in further detail in
Section 4.3.7 of this report. In all, the Leon County Emergency Operations Center facilitated the
massive coordination of information, personnel, supplies, equipment, and other resources
required during Hurricane Michael in the execution of established emergency plans and
protocols.
Finding #9: The Leon County EOC facilitated the close coordination of vital information and
resources during its third major test in as many years and was a primary factor
contributing to the success of response and recovery operations.

4.2

Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement and Resource Requests
Leon County and the City of Tallahassee requested state support during Hurricane Michael
through the Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement (SMAA), which enables local governments to
coordinate the sharing of resources for emergency aid and assistance before, during, or after a
major or catastrophic disaster. The Leon County Board of County Commissioners approved
entering into the SMAA in 1995 and approved an updated version of the agreement in 2001.
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Under the agreement, mission requests must come through the EOC and be submitted by the
County’s Emergency Management Director to the state.
To facilitate requests for resources and other assistance, the state utilizes WebEOC, which is a
web-based crisis management software platform for managing and coordinating information
and resources during a disaster. WebEOC is the state's official mission tasking and tracking
system as well as a conduit for sharing information with state and local responders during
activations. It allows county, state, federal and mutual aid entities to use the same operating
environment when responding to and recovering from an emergency. To illustrate the formal
communication taking place between the state and local emergency management personnel,
staff has included a report of the 61 resource requests associated with Hurricane Michael that
were made through the Leon County EOC in Appendix E to this report.
For the first time, the National Weather Service embedded a meteorologist in the Leon County
Emergency Operations Center to assistant with weather prediction and interpretation for all
emergency support functions. The meteorologist offered real-time updates on the storm's
changing conditions and prepared specific, detailed briefs related to Hurricane Michael's impact
in Leon County. The meteorologist arrived the day before landfall, stayed in the Emergency
Operations Center throughout Michael's duration, and provided updates on Michael's impacts
after the winds subsided.
In addition to requesting resources from the State EOC to assist Leon County’s response and
recovery operations, the State EOC also requested mutual aid support from Leon County and
our local emergency partners in the days and weeks following Hurricane Michael for other
affected areas to our west. Leon County and partner agency staff deployed personnel to assist
with emergency management coordination, sheltering operations, power restoration, staffing
the State EOC, and more. As reflected in the findings and recommendations below, these
personnel were able to extract important lessons from their experiences in other severely
impacted areas which would benefit Leon County’s planning and preparation for future
disasters.
Hurricane Michael was the first full-scale incident for the State EOC utilizing the WebEOC
platform. It was not tested statewide with County EOCs during the Statewide Hurricane Exercise
in May 2018, so a full load test was not executed on the new program and process prior to
Hurricane Season 2018. Although most of Leon County’s resource requests were fulfilled timely
and accurately, there remains some opportunity for improved coordination with the State EOC
regarding the process for submitting and managing resource requests through WebEOC. The
State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael, published on January 8, 2019,
included several recommendations for improving the state’s utilization of WebEOC.
[Associated findings and recommendations on the following page]
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Finding #10: An embedded National Weather Service meteorologist assisted public safety agencies
and emergency support functions in preparing for and responding to Hurricane
Michael with timely updates on changing conditions, weather impacts, and timing and
duration of hurricane-force winds.
Recommendation 10.1:

As part of any weather-related activation of the Emergency
Operations Center, Leon County will request that the National
Weather Service embed a meteorologist with Emergency
Management to support disaster response activities. Also, before
hurricane season, Emergency Management will notify the National
Weather Service of staff's intent to request a meteorologist should a
weather-related activation occur.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #11: In addition to requesting resources from the State EOC to assist Leon County’s
response and recovery operations, the State EOC also requested mutual aid support
from Leon County and our local emergency partners in the days and weeks following
Hurricane Michael for other affected areas to our west.
Recommendation 11.1:

Host a debriefing meeting in early 2019 with Leon County and partner
agency personnel who were deployed to other affected areas
following Hurricane Michael to extract additional lessons based on
their experience.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #12: Hurricane Michael was the first full-scale incident for the State EOC utilizing the
WebEOC platform. While most of Leon County’s resource requests were fulfilled
timely and accurately, there remains some opportunity for improved coordination
with the State EOC regarding the process for submitting and managing resource
requests through WebEOC, as indicated in the State of Florida’s After-Action Report
for Hurricane Michael.
Recommendation 12.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Division of Emergency Management and
statewide emergency management stakeholders to support FDEM’s
implementation of recommendations in its After-Action Report
regarding the utilization of WebEOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

4.3

Communications and Public Information
Emergency-related public information efforts are guided by the Leon County CEMP, Appendix 14
– Public Information, which provides guidelines for disseminating and managing information for
the public before, during and after emergencies. During Hurricane Michael, a joint Public
Information function was established between Leon County Community and Media Relations
and City of Tallahassee Communications to coordinate emergency communication efforts. This
section of the After-Action Report addresses the efforts taken by Public Information personnel
at the EOC to communicate critical emergency-related information with the public.
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Multimedia Communications Campaign
To help Citizens prepare for Hurricane Michael, CMR staff deployed a comprehensive
public information campaign that included the following:
•

Distributed more than 80,000 copies of the 2018 Disaster Survival Guide
through the Tallahassee Democrat, Capital Outlook, American Red Cross faithbased partners, and in County and City facilities

•

Promoted the Citizens Connect App and Emergency Information Portal (EIP)
through radio, digital media, social media and other platforms

•

Issued 13 news advisories and releases

•

Provided a “Hurricane Michael Daily Brief” to the public for six days starting on
October 8, beginning with more than 32,000 email subscribers (each day) and
posted on social media.

•

Communicated to citizens through social media, press releases, GovDelivery, the
Citizens Connect App and the Leon County EIP prior to the storm regarding
disaster preparedness, sandbag locations, and preliminary office and facility
closures

•

Ran 300 radio spots on Adams Radio Group, Cumulus, and WFSU stations to
promote preparedness and Leon County’s “Stay Informed. Stay Connected.”
message

The digital and radio impressions, added to the social media, radio, and media
impressions described in more detail below resulted in our preparedness messaging
being seen, heard, and read nearly 3 million times. Beyond this multimedia public
information campaign, Leon County’s emergency communications efforts described in
the following sections earned national, state, and local publicity for television and radio
from October 8 through October 15 valued over $4,000.
Finding #13: Leon County’s extensive communications efforts related to Hurricane Michael
resulted in its preparedness messaging being seen, heard, and read nearly 3
million times over the course of the incident.

4.3.2

Emergency Information Portal
Leon County’s Emergency Information Portal (EIP) is a website utilized by Community
and Media Relations staff during emergency events to provide critical information to the
public. According to FEMA guidelines, the dissemination of information from one
centralized portal is a key to ensuring clear, timely, and accurate information which is
accessible to the entire affected population. Even in the age of social media, the source
of this information should be the centralized portal. Notwithstanding the tremendous
potential benefits of social media (discussed in further detail in Section 4.3.5), when
information is disseminated disparately, unofficially and/or inconsistently, it
exacerbates the spread of rumor, speculation and misinformation which can complicate
emergency response efforts. Leon County’s EIP serves as this central portal of vetted,
accurate information. During Hurricane Michael, the EIP was utilized to provide
information on the status of available shelters, sandbag locations, road closures, local
office and schools closings, health advisories, and volunteer information. The interface
allows for quick posting of information in real time. The EIP was visited more than
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42,250 times before, during, and after Hurricane Michael, or an average of 5,281 visits
per day during the period when the EOC was activated (October 8 through October 15,
2018).
The City of Tallahassee maintains its own emergency information page on the City
website. As a result of establishing a joint Public Information function with the City (as
described above), the County and City websites coordinated to provide identical
emergency information on both webpages. Additionally, City of Tallahassee Utilities and
Talquin Electric Cooperative both maintain online maps allowing the public to view the
status of electrical outages during an emergency. Web links to these maps are provided
on the County’s Emergency Information Portal. Following Hurricane Hermine in 2016,
the City of Tallahassee made several improvements to enhance communications to its
customers during a disaster. The City upgraded its web-based outage mapping
application to accommodate a larger volume of web traffic, and the new outage map
system (outagemap.talgov.com) was deployed during Hurricane Irma and continued to
be used during Hurricane Michael. Also, in order to communicate the location where
crews were working to restore power, the City developed an online mapping tool that
showed each circuit in the City’s electric grid, its current restoration status, and where
crews were currently working to restore service.

4.3.3

Citizens Connect Mobile App
The Leon County Citizens Connect mobile app provides a single source of emergency
information verified by public safety agencies, emergency management professionals,
and crews responding in the field during a disaster. Through the mobile application,
citizens can access Leon County’s Facebook page, Twitter account, and other important
resources. The Citizens Connect App was redesigned in 2017 to include emergency
information as well as other information about Leon County services and programs
previously available through the app.
Leon County promoted the redesigned Citizens Connect app before and during
Hurricane Michael through television, radio, billboards, print media, the Leon County
website, and other platforms. As a result, more than 1,400 people have downloaded the
app since October 9, bringing the total to nearly 17,500 users receiving push
notifications with critical updates and more than 116,000 page views.
With nearly 8,000 devices opted in to receive push notifications through the app,
242,853 push notifications were sent from October 7 through October 14. With the total
number of app downloads totaling nearly 17,500 users, critical information was shared
more than 525,000 times.

4.3.4

GovDelivery
Leon County utilizes GovDelivery, a digital communications platform used to
communicate with citizens who register to receive information from the County.
GovDelivery allows Public Information staff to communicate via e-mail, text message,
and RSS feed, as well as via Facebook and Twitter. During Hurricane Michael, EOC Public
Information staff utilized GovDelivery to send emergency-related information such as
sandbags and National Weather Service warnings to subscribers. Staff developed a
“Hurricane Michael Daily Brief” for public distribution during the incident. From
October 8 to October 13, Hurricane Michael Daily Briefs were distributed to nearly
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32,000 email subscribers and posted on social media. The daily briefs were also
distributed to all media outlets and asked to share with their audiences.

4.3.5

Social Media Communications
Social media has become a key part of our modern lifestyle, providing immediate access
to a wide variety of information sources and connectivity to other people within one’s
network. Citizens continue to use social media as a primary tool to receive emergency
information and updates during a disaster. As such, social media provides opportunities
to quickly reach citizens during emergency events to provide critical information to a
vast audience.
During Hurricane Michael, Public Information staff in the EOC utilized social media,
among the other communications tools described in this report, to keep citizens
informed and safe. The County provided consistent and timely outreach throughout the
EOC activation, providing 100 Facebook updates before, during, and after the event
which received 1,867 likes, comments or shares. The County’s Facebook posts reached
more than 330,500 people and increased page likes by more than 500 since the storm.
In addition, The County issued 118 tweets through its Twitter account reaching over
446,100 people, which were shared over 1,100 times. For the first time, Public
Information staff utilized Instagram and LinkedIn during Hurricane Michael. Instagram
reached more than 14,000 people with 19 posts. An additional 1,000 businesses were
reached through posts on LinkedIn. Public Information staff also coordinated ten
Facebook live updates that included emergency preparedness messages and updates
from the Emergency Management Director. Each press conference was also shown on
Facebook Live. The outreach provided through social media granted County officials the
opportunity to promptly respond to citizen’s concerns, questions, and feedback. The
County’s other social media accounts, such as the Office of Resource Stewardship and
the Library accounts, directed citizens to Leon County’s primary page as the official
source of emergency information.
In addition to social media, staff utilized the Citizens Connect app to send more than
240,000 push notifications with critical information. With citizens receiving timely
information at their fingertips (as referenced in Section 4.2.3), it may have impacted the
number of people utilizing social media to receive updates. The following table
illustrates the County’s expanded social media outreach during recent disasters:

4.3.6

Radio Communications
At the community listening sessions following Hurricane Hermine in 2016, citizens
shared their need for timely, relevant disaster information on the radio. As
recommended in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report, staff coordinated with
WFSU management to ensure that one or more radio journalists activate with the
Emergency Operations Center and remain embedded at the Emergency Operations
Center throughout future disasters. During Hurricane Michael, WFSU personnel
performed live updates from the Public Safety Complex. Radio programming featured
tips on how to prepare the inside and outside of your home for disaster, an online
resource of the list of businesses that were open, and much more. Leon County ran 300
radio spots during Hurricane Irma on Red Hills Radio, Cumulus, and WFSU stations to
promote preparedness and Leon County’s “Stay Informed. Stay Connected.” message.
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For Hurricane Michael, Leon County also partnered with iHeartRadio to provide updates
to their six regional stations. The stations include WFLA-FM 100.7, WFLF-FM 94.5, WTNT
94.9, KISS-FM 107.1, X-FM101.5, and The Beat-FM 105.3. Citizens were notified of these
additional stations as a resource through the Hurricane Michael Daily Brief, social
media, and an update to the EIP. Staff was also made available for on air interviews on
two of iHeartMedia’s biggest platforms.
Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County and iHeartMedia met to determine a way for
iHeartMedia to broadcast future press conferences from the Public Safety Complex.
iHeartMedia is currently working to get the equipment necessary to be able to provide
updates and press conferences at the Public Safety Complex, before the next event.
Leon County also coordinates closely with all local and regional radio stations to ensure
their newsroom and on-air talent have the most up to date information. All media
partners were encouraged to follow the Leon County Emergency Information Portal
online at www.LeonCountyFL.gov during Hurricane Michael or to coordinate directly
with Leon County Community and Media Relations staff.
Finding #14: As a result of implemented recommendations from the 2016 Hurricane
Hermine After-Action Report, Leon County now maintains a partnership with
WFSU as the definitive resource for emergency and public safety information
on the radio.

4.3.7

Citizens Information Line
The Leon County CEMP provides for the establishment of a Citizen Information Line
(CIL), which is a 13-station phone bank established in a dedicated space at the EOC,
utilized to receive a large volume of citizen inquiries during an emergency. Leon County’s
Director of Volunteer Services recruits, trains, and supervises both citizens and County
employees to staff the CIL.
Leon County Volunteer Services staff reported to the EOC on October 7 to prepare
the CIL for activation the following day. The CIL was operational from October 8
through October 19. During the activation, 42 County staff and 19 citizen volunteers
answered 3,442 citizen calls, working a combined 1,759 hours. The enhanced
utilization of County personnel was identified as a recommendation in the
Hurricane Irma After-Action Report in 2017 and contributed significantly to the
success of CIL operations during Hurricane Michael. This section of the report
includes findings and recommendations highlighted during post-incident
debriefing meetings to continue to enhance the integration of County staff in
CIL operations.
During the Hurricane Michael activation, the CIL received several calls from outside Leon
County. During post-incident debriefing meetings, participants reported that out-ofCounty callers found Leon County’s non-emergency phone number through a national
news agency that published the number during a broadcast. A review of WebEOC
entries indicates that calls were received from Bay, Gulf, Walton, Calhoun, and Jackson
counties, with the bulk of out-of-County calls coming from Bay county. Many of these
callers sought information regarding available recovery assistance because phone
service was interrupted in their home county. All other calls were escalated and
forwarded to dispatch personnel as appropriate. More detailed discussion of 9-1-1
dispatch operations is included in Section 4.10 of this report. Additionally, the CIL
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received many calls from contractors and owners of heavy equipment seeking to
provide services during the recovery effort. As discussed in Sections 2.1.4 and 4.14.1,
Leon County maintains pre-existing contracts with designated debris haulers.
Accordingly, Public Works advised CIL personnel to refer these callers to the County’s
contracted debris haulers who typically hire several subcontractors to assist with
cleanup efforts.
Following deactivation of the Emergency Operations Center, Leon County Volunteer
Services works with 2-1-1 Big Bend to ensure the continued coordination of resources to
meet citizens’ needs such as finding gas cards to help evacuees from other parts of the
state return home, removing downed trees from private property, and securing tarps
for damaged roofs. Following Hurricane Michael, Volunteer Services staff demobilized
the CIL and transitioned all calls to Big Bend 2-1-1 beginning on October 19. As
reflected in the findings and recommendations below, staff observed that it would be
beneficial to keep the CIL partially staffed following the deactivation of the EOC to
provide continued coordination with 2-1-1 Big Bend and to ensure service for citizens
who may not know who to call for post-disaster assistance.
Hurricane Michael was only the second incident during which Leon County utilized
WebEOC incident management software (discussed further in Sections 4.2 and 5.4 of
this report). WebEOC was a critical tool used by CIL call takers to route important
information and requests for service to the appropriate personnel in the EOC and also
to receive important situation updates to relay to callers. WebEOC enabled County
staff to follow up with citizens who called requesting information regarding assistance
with downed trees on their property, general clean-up in their yards, food and utility
payment assistance, and other similar calls. Leon County staff followed up with each of
these citizens to check if they still had any unmet needs and to provide additional
referrals that were not available or known at the time of their initial call.
Finding #15: The enhanced utilization of County personnel to support the Citizens
Information Line was identified as a recommendation in the Hurricane Irma
After-Action Report in 2017 and contributed significantly to the success of CIL
operations during Hurricane Michael.
Finding #16: Citizen Information Line supervisors, team leaders, and staff often worked
extended shifts during Hurricane Michael.
Recommendation 16.1: Identify and train additional CIL team leaders and supervisors.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration, Leon County Human Resources
Recommendation 16.2:

Pre-schedule staffing for all CIL staff and volunteers, including
any necessary just-in-time training and scheduled shift breaks
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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Finding #17: During the Hurricane Michael activation, the Citizens Information Line
received several calls from outside Leon County. Many of these callers sought
information regarding available recovery assistance because phone service
was interrupted in their home county.
Recommendation 17.1:

Develop protocols to prepare vital information during future
activations for other counties expected to be impacted, such
as shelter locations, how to contact and receive information
from local emergency management officials, and how to
volunteer or donate.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #18: During the Hurricane Michael activation, the Citizens Information Line
received many calls from contractors and owners of heavy equipment seeking
to provide services during the recovery effort.
Recommendation 18.1:

Develop protocols to route Citizen Information Line calls from
contractors offering recovery assistance to Office of
Economic Vitality representatives in the EOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality

Finding #19: The Citizens Information Line continued to receive calls for assistance
following the deactivation of the EOC on October 16.
Recommendation 19.1:

Update protocols to keep the Citizens Information Line
partially staffed following deactivation of the EOC to provide
continued coordination with 2-1-1 Big Bend and to ensure
service for citizens who may not know who to call for postdisaster assistance.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Office of
Information and Technology, Leon County Office of Resource
Stewardship

Finding #20: WebEOC was a critical tool used by CIL call takers to route important
information and requests for service to the appropriate personnel in the EOC
and also to receive important situation updates to relay to callers.

4.3.8

Media Relations and Information
During any emergency, Public Information staff work around the clock in the EOC to
communicate critical information to the public about the status of the emergency,
measures taken by response personnel to manage the emergency, and the progress of
response and recovery efforts. As indicated above, a joint Public Information function
between County and City staff was established for Hurricane Michael. Leon County and
City of Tallahassee staff jointly issued three media advisories and releases during the
incident. County and City Public Information staff also issued several additional news
releases and media advisories with information specific to their operations.
Public Information staff also facilitated four press conferences with local elected and
appointed officials on October 8, October 9, October 10, and October 11, which
provided consistent and unified information about the progress of response efforts to
the public and media partners.
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Staff provided live hourly updates to WFSU on Wednesday, October 10 and Thursday,
October 11. The County Administrator interviewed with The Weather Channel on
Tuesday, October 9 and with National Public Radio on Wednesday, October 10.

4.4

Voluntary Evacuation Order
On October 8, the County Administrator coordinated with the Chairman to issue a voluntary
evacuation order for citizens living in manufactured or mobile homes to give citizens adequate
time to leave the area if they chose to do so. As provided in Section 2-309 of the Leon County
Code of Ordinances under the declared Local State of Emergency due to the likelihood of
hurricane-force winds for an extended period of time. The voluntary evacuation order was
consistent with the current National Weather Service forecast which indicated that tropicalstorm-force or hurricane force winds were expected for at least 18 hours.
Following the destructive hurricane seasons of 2004 and 2005, the Florida Legislature
appropriated $29 million to support hurricane evacuation planning for communities throughout
the state. The Statewide Regional Evacuation Study Program began in 2006 as a direct result of
this funding. Under this program, a Regional Evacuation Study was conducted for each region in
the state. The Apalachee Regional Evacuation Study was originally published in 2010 with
revisions and updates in 2014 and 2015. The evacuation philosophy used by coastal states,
including Florida, for determining mandatory evacuations is to protect citizens in storm surgeprone areas by ordering mandatory evacuations. Historically, storm surge (as opposed to wind)
presents the greatest hazard to life safety in coastal areas. Since each hurricane presents storm
surge hazards differently in every area of the state, evacuation zones have been established
throughout Florida according to their vulnerability to storm surge risk based on models
produced by the National Hurricane Center. In Leon County, there is a minimal risk for storm
surge potential. Some areas in southern Leon County are within storm surge zones based on
impact models for a Category 3 hurricane or stronger. Depending on the size, intensity, and
direction of a tropical cyclone, a mandatory evacuation order may be issued for areas vulnerable
to storm surge. However, each hurricane presents different hazards, so evacuation orders would
be issued based on official National Weather Service storm surge forecasts. During Hurricane
Michael, nearby coastal areas received 9- to 11-foot storm surge impacts; however, no inland
storm surge impacts were observed in Leon County.
As indicated above, wind impacts tend to present less of a hazard to life safety than storm surge
in most instances. With modern building codes and construction, most structures can withstand
strong winds for a long duration. However, Leon County’s dense tree canopy makes homes
susceptible to tree damage hurricanes and tropical storms. Additionally, mobile and
manufactured homes are generally unable to withstand wind stresses associated with
hurricanes as well as site-built structures. Individuals living in these structure types may be
urged to voluntarily evacuate to a safer location during severe wind events. For site-built
structures, sheltering in place within one’s home is usually recommended unless the home predates current building codes or if there is a significant risk of tree damage.
The following map is included in the Tallahassee-Leon County Local Mitigation Strategy and
illustrates the location of storm surge zones and mobile home clusters in the County:
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Figure 2: Mobile home clusters and storm surge zones in Leon County

4.5

Emergency Shelters
The Recovery Annex of the Leon County CEMP provides for emergency sheltering operations to
accommodate citizens who are displaced as a result of an emergency event. During Hurricane
Irma in 2017, the Capital Area Chapter of the Red Cross (Red Cross), as designated in the CEMP,
served as the lead agency for opening, managing, and supplying general population shelters and
evacuees during any type of disaster response. As is the case with any emergency event or
disaster, Hurricane Irma presented a unique set of challenges for residents and responders,
specifically in the area of sheltering operations resulting from the largest mass evacuation in the
history of the state. The unprecedented scale of risk sheltering operations leading up to and
through Hurricane Irma revealed opportunities to enhance plans and partnerships to better
serve the community and make a strong response even stronger.
As recommended in the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, the County developed a revised
shelter operations plan in collaboration with Leon County Schools and the American Red Cross
to enhance shelter staffing, the management of shelter facilities, and provision of food and
shelter supplies. At the May 8, 2018 meeting, the Board approved a tri-party agreement among
Leon County, Leon County Schools, and the American Red Cross effectuating the improvements
to the County’s plan for risk sheltering operations. These improvements leveraged the assets
and resources of each agency to ensure the best coordination of facilities, staffing, supplies, and
communication during risk sheltering operations. Overall, the tri-party agreement outlines that
Leon County Government will continue to direct the opening of risk shelters staffed by Leon
County Schools with training and resources from the American Red Cross. These areas of
responsibility build upon Leon County’s long-time partnership in sheltering and disaster
recovery with both the Leon County Schools as well as the American Red Cross.
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As reflected in the tri-party agreement for shelter operations, Leon County Emergency
Management, in coordination with Leon County Schools, maintains a list of preferred risk shelter
sites to be opened in preparation for and in response to disaster. This preferred risk shelter list
is a subsection of Leon County Schools facilities that are geographically diverse, have storm
hardening, and would best serve the community during a disaster. When directing the opening
of school facilities as risk shelter locations, Leon County Emergency Management considers the
preferred risk shelter list while also reserving the right to open other school facilities as
community need dictates.
In addition to general population shelters, improvements to the shelter operations plan seeks to
enhance operation of special needs shelters through enhanced coordination among partner
agencies. As provided in the Leon County CEMP, the Florida Department of Health in Leon
County (FDOH) is the lead agency for the medical operation of the special needs shelter to
ensure care and attention for those with special medial needs. This is supported by Section
381.0303(2)(b), Florida Statutes, which designates FDOH as having the lead responsibility to
staff special needs shelters and to recruit assistance from health care practitioners. In
accordance with Section 252.355, Florida Statutes, and as outlined in the CEMP, LCEM maintains
a special needs registry in order to plan for the needs of persons with physical, mental,
cognitive, or sensory disabilities who will need assistance with evacuation and sheltering during
emergencies. Citizens can register online through the Florida Division of Emergency
Management website or by using a paper form provided by Leon County Emergency
Management. LCEM promotes the special needs registry as part of its public awareness and
outreach program.
4.5.1

General Population Risk Shelters
In response to Hurricane Michael, the first test of County’s improved plan for risk
sheltering operations discussed above, the County coordinated with Leon County
Schools, the Red Cross, and other partner agencies to open six emergency shelters to
ensure citizens’ safety during the height of the storm. During Hurricane Michael, LCEM
and partner agencies opened general population emergency shelters at 6 locations
beginning on October 9, serving 1,572 Leon County citizens and evacuees from other
areas as well as 200 pets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chiles High School
Lincoln High School
SAIL High School
Ft. Braden Elementary
Godby High School
Leon High School

Of note, Rickards High School is a top-tier priority facility for risk sheltering operations.
However, Rickards is currently undergoing a major construction project, during which
time it would be impractical to utilize as a shelter. Accordingly, SAIL High School (which
is a second-tier priority facility) was utilized in its place due to its large capacity and
proximity to the southside neighborhoods typically served by Rickards. The current
project at Rickards has a two-year construction schedule; accordingly, Leon County
Schools and Leon County Emergency Management anticipate that it will become
available to serve as a risk shelter location again during the 2021 hurricane season.
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The initial determination was made on Monday, October 8 to open 5 locations at Chiles,
Lincoln, SAIL, Ft. Braden, and Godby. As Hurricane Michael approached and continued
to strengthen, these shelters quickly filled with Leon County citizens and evacuees from
other areas. On Tuesday, October 9, the decision was made to open a sixth location at
Leon High School. As provided in the revised shelter operations plan discussed above,
Leon County Schools provided staffing for each shelter location, with support and
coordination provided by the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross. Leon
County Schools requested the County to provide additional staffing to support risk
sheltering operations, and approximately 48 Leon County staff were assigned to shelter
locations. The City of Tallahassee’s StarMetro bus service provided transportation
assistance to shelter locations for citizens who did not have their own means of
transportation.
During debriefing sessions following Hurricane Michael, staff and community partners
identified an opportunity to potentially enhance staffing in support of risk shelters and
other response and recovery operations during future emergencies. In 1994, the Florida
Legislature enacted the Florida Disaster Volunteer Leave Act. Under the Act, an
employee of a state agency who is a certified disaster service volunteer of the American
Red Cross may be granted a leave of absence with pay to participate in disaster relief
services for the American Red Cross. During post-incident debriefing meetings,
participants observed that other states have similar provisions and have been successful
in supplementing local disaster relief operations using state agency personnel, especially
while state offices are closed due to the disaster. A recommendation to engage State of
Florida officials to raise awareness and enhance promotion of the Florida Disaster
Volunteer Leave Act among state employees.
In the State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael, published on January
8, 2019, the Florida Division of Emergency Management included a recommendation
regarding state support for County-managed risk shelters during future disasters. The
findings and recommendations below include following up with FDEM to assist and
coordinate the availability of resources during future emergency activations requiring
risk shelter operations. From the state’s report:
“While shelters in Florida are county managed, the [State Emergency Response
Team, or SERT] often supports operations, especially after initial impact.
Recognizing this, rather than creating ad-hoc packages specific to each shelter
as requested, the SERT can expedite assistance by developing pre-typed
packages based on shelter size, feeding/preparation capabilities, restroom, and
other amenities. These typed packages would correlate to shelters in Florida,
and assist counties in requesting assistance, and the SERT in fulfilling.”

Leon County Animal Control deployed resources to each shelter location, including the
special needs shelter (discussed in Section 4.5.2 below), to make these locations petaccessible, hosting approximately 200 pets at shelter locations during Hurricane
Michael. Animal Control staff coordinated with the Tallahassee-Leon County Animal
Service Center (TLCASC) for pet food and supplies and with the Big Bend Disaster Animal
Response Team (DART) for kennels and additional staffing. Resources deployed for petaccessible shelter accommodations were purchased by Leon County as a lesson learned
after Tropical Storm Fay in 2008. Animal Control also requested and received additional
resources from the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services through
the State EOC.
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As provided in the revised shelter operations plan among Leon County Government,
Leon County Schools, and the Red Cross, Leon County is the lead agency for directing
the opening of risk and host shelters as the disaster dictates, as well as directing the
transition of sheltering operations from risk shelters to host shelters. As risk shelter
operations began to demobilize following Hurricane Michael, remaining shelterees were
transferred to a single location at SAIL High School on Thursday, October 11. Although
this was consistent with the shelter operations plan, the Red Cross indicated a
preference to keep all six risk shelter locations open until host sheltering space was
identified. Leon County and Leon County Schools personnel made extensive efforts to
ensure that shelterees at all locations were aware of the consolidation to SAIL High
School.
In order to allow SAIL High School to re-open to students, all shelterees remaining on
Sunday, October 14 were transferred to Tallahassee Community College, which
provided space in its gymnasium to serve as a host shelter until all shelterees checked
out or were transferred to their home county on October 19. Following Hurricane
Michael, the Red Cross experienced challenges finding suitable host shelter locations
with power, as electric service was disrupted for approximately 95% of utility customers
countywide. The Red Cross maintains a list of potential host shelter locations and
agreements with these sites for their potential use as host shelters following a disaster.
After a disaster requiring host shelters, the Red Cross checks these sites for suitability as
a host shelter location, including electrical service status, backup generator capacity,
ADA accessibility, and more. Potential sites can always decline; for example, if they need
to host church events, have other pre-planned events, etc. Following Hurricane Michael,
no host shelter locations had power immediately, requiring the use of Tallahassee
Community College as a host shelter for an extended period. As reflected in the findings
and recommendations below, Leon County and partner agencies should begin
contemplating a transition to host shelters at the outset of any emergency which
requires risk shelter operations. Agencies should operate on the presumption that host
shelters will ultimately be required in some form during any emergency that requires
risk shelters, and as such, should hold regular coordination meetings as early as possible
to begin identifying and coordinating with potential host shelter locations.
As the first full-scale incident requiring the activation of the revised shelter operations
plan, Hurricane Michael revealed opportunities further strengthen our partnerships to
better serve our community and make a strong response even stronger. To further
improve shelter operations for future large-scale activations, staff has met with both
Leon County Schools and the American Red Cross during post-storm debriefing meetings
discuss further improvements to shelter operations during future disasters. These
improvements, summarized in the findings and recommendations below, best leverage
the assets and resources of each agency involved in risk sheltering operations and will
result in vastly greater coordination of facilities, staffing, supplies, and communication
with the public during future emergencies.
Finding #21: Through coordination at the Leon County EOC, 6 general population
emergency shelters were opened in a timely fashion prior to Hurricane
Michael serving over 1,500 Leon County citizens and evacuees from other
areas.
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Finding #22: Risk sheltering operations during Hurricane Michael were significantly
enhanced as a result of the recommendations implemented from the
Hurricane Irma After-Action Report regarding the revised shelter operations
plan in Leon County. However, some areas of risk shelter operations require
further enhancement and continued coordination.
Recommendation 22.1:

Coordinate with the Capital Area Chapter of the American
Red Cross to ensure the availability of supply trailers at all five
facilities on the list of preferred risk shelter sites maintained
by Leon County Emergency Management and Leon County
Schools during future incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.2:

Coordinate with the Capital Area Chapter of the American
Red Cross to provide Red Cross “shelter manager kits” and
“shelter pocket guides” to all potential risk shelter locations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.3:

Coordinate with Leon County Schools to identify additional
staff to support risk shelter operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 22.4:

Evaluate the feasibility of utilizing Leon County Schools’ 800
MHz radios, which are already located at school facilities, for
communications with risk shelter locations in the event that
cellular service is interrupted or unavailable during future
emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #23: Local nonprofit partner agencies have substantial resources available to
deploy in support of shelter and mass feeding operations. Additional
opportunities exist to further enhance coordination with these partners to
more effectively allocate resources during future emergencies.
Recommendation 23.1:

Convene a coordination meeting with COAD agencies each
year at the beginning of the Atlantic Hurricane Season to
discuss what needs may arise under different scenarios,
resources that may be available from community partners,
and how best to deploy these resources during a potential
emergency activation.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #24: Leon County Animal Control has historically encountered difficulty recruiting
volunteers to support pet-accessible shelter operations, including during
Hurricane Michael. This can result in Animal Control staff working extended
shifts to ensure proper care and service.
Recommendation 24.1:

Coordinate with the Big Bend Disaster Animal Response Team
to promote volunteer training opportunities in support of
future pet-accessible sheltering operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Animal Control
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
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Recommendation 24.2:

Engage the City of Tallahassee to discuss the feasibility of
assigning Animal Services Center staff to support future petaccessible sheltering operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Animal Control
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #25: The Florida Disaster Volunteer Leave Act provides state agency employees
with administrative leave to participate in disaster relief services for the
American Red Cross. Given the significant turnover among state agency heads
in recent years and new Governor’s incoming administration, an opportunity
exists to re-engage the American Red Cross and Governor’s office to raise
awareness of this opportunity locally during future disasters.
Recommendation 25.1:

Engage the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross
and the Executive Office of the Governor to raise awareness
and enhance promotion of the Florida Disaster Volunteer
Leave Act.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #26: The State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael included a
recommendation regarding enhanced state support for County-managed risk
shelters during future disasters.
Recommendation 26.1:

Follow up with FDEM to assist and coordinate the availability
of state shelter resources during future emergency
activations requiring risk shelter operations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #27: The Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross Red Cross experienced
challenges finding suitable host shelter locations with power, as electric
service was disrupted for approximately 95% of utility customers countywide.
Recommendation 27.1:

During future disasters involving risk shelter operations, host
daily workgroup meetings with all agencies involved in shelter
operations to begin planning for risk shelter demobilization
and transitioning to host shelter locations as early as possible.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 27.2:

Evaluate opportunities to assist the American Red Cross with
maintaining updated contact lists for potential host shelter
locations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Consolidated Dispatch Agency

4.5.2

Special Needs Shelter
As indicated above, the Florida Department of Health in Leon County (FDOH) is the lead
agency for the medical operation of the special needs shelter with logistical support
from the American Red Cross. The Florida Division of Emergency Management
maintains a registry of persons with special evacuation assistance needs, which allows
for LCEM and FDOH to identify and plan for the care needs of residents with special
medical needs during disasters. LCEM staff reviews the Special Needs Registry
throughout the year to ensure information for registrants is current.
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A special needs shelter was established at Florida High School during Hurricane Michael,
which operated from October 9 to October 16 and served 138 citizens, including 30
from outside the Big Bend region. Including caregivers and other family members, peak
occupancy at the special needs shelter was 197 immediately after the storm’s passage
on October 11. Leon County Animal Control also deployed resources to the special
needs shelter to make the shelter pet-accessible, accommodating 20 pets. To assist with
demobilizing the special needs shelter following the storm, City of Tallahassee Customer
Operations personnel helped by “pinging” special needs shelterees’ utility meters to
determine if electrical service had been restored to their homes, and also by
coordinating with StarMetro to provide transportation home for shelterees.
During the 2018 Florida Legislative Session, Florida State University Schools received a
legislative appropriation to support the renovation of the gymnasium and cafeteria,
which will expand the community services capacity of the space. This will provide
additional room for the special needs shelter, the ability to connect the facility to a
generator, and upgrade the kitchen so that food can be prepared and served during a
disaster. Improvements are contemplated to allow Florida High School to re-open for
normal operations even while the special needs shelter remains active. Construction of
the renovations is anticipated to be complete by August 2019.
FDOH organized personnel and coordinated with LCEM to request additional assistance
to staff the special needs shelter during Hurricane Michael. FDOH received assistance
from other counties’ health departments, and Leon County EMS and the Tallahassee
Fire Department also assisted FDOH by providing staff to support the special needs
shelter. The Florida State University Police Department provided security.
Transportation services to the shelter were provided by StarMetro for registered
citizens that did not have their own means of transportation. During debriefing sessions
following Hurricane Michael, FDOH personnel noted that there were instances of
citizens presenting to the special needs shelter who did not have special medical needs.
These individuals were appropriately directed to general population shelters without
incident. During debriefing sessions following Hurricane Michael, FDOH indicated a need
for additional support in several areas, including personnel to assist with offloading
clients from StarMetro buses as they arrive, sourcing and preparing food for special
needs shelter clients, and serving food from the cafeteria to shelterees. Florida High
School indicated a willingness to assist in these areas, subject to the availability of
resources.
Prior to Hurricane Michael’s arrival, Leon County EMS worked with Leon County
Emergency Management and FDOH to contact individuals on the special needs registry
to identify those who needed shelter accommodations. Prior to Hurricane Michael,
there were 862 citizens on the Special Needs Registry. In the days immediately
preceding Michael’s landfall, 100 additional citizens self-registered. This last-minute
surge in registrations was also experienced by other affected counties, presenting
challenges in planning for the medical care needs of special needs shelterees during the
incident. During debriefing sessions following the incident, participants identified an
opportunity for coordination between Leon County Emergency Management and
StarMetro based on best practices in other areas, as reflected in the findings and
recommendations below.
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Immediately following Hurricane Michael, the State of Florida coordinated with Florida
State University to establish a regional special needs shelter for critical care clients from
other affected areas in the Panhandle. This facility operated beginning on Friday,
October 12, and the state transferred all patients to a longer-term facility in Pasco
County on Monday, October 15. Florida State University’s Director of Emergency
Management has expressed an interest in discussing ways that FSU can continue to
support Leon County’s emergency operations during future incidents.
Finding #28: During any emergency requiring shelter operations, some citizens present to
the special needs shelter who do not have critical care needs and should
instead report to a general population risk shelter. This places additional
strain on special needs shelter personnel and resources.
Recommendation 28.1:

Engage special needs shelter partners to evaluate additional
strategies to educate citizens about the scope and purpose of
the special needs shelter and to help direct them to the most
appropriate shelter location during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #29: Upcoming renovations programmed for Florida High School will expand and
enhance the space that can be utilized to support the special needs shelter
during future emergencies.
Recommendation 29.1:

At the request of Florida High School, engage special needs
shelter stakeholders to review the construction plans for
upcoming renovations to plan for the best use of the facility
once complete.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS

Recommendation 29.2:

Identify a backup special needs shelter location in the event
that Florida High School is unavailable or reaches capacity
during future incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship, Leon County
Administration

Finding #30: The Florida Department of Health in Leon County has indicated a need for
additional support for future special needs shelter operations, including
personnel to assist with offloading clients from StarMetro buses as they
arrive, sourcing and preparing food for special needs shelter clients, and
serving food from the cafeteria to shelterees. Florida High School has
indicated a willingness to assist in these areas, subject to the availability of
resources.
Recommendation 30.1:

Engage the Florida Department of Health in Leon County, Florida High
School, COAD partner agencies, and Volunteer Leon to identify
sources of assistance to meet FDOH’s needs.

Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
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Finding #31: The number of citizens listed on the County’s Special Needs Registry typically
surges in the days immediately prior to a landfalling hurricane, presenting
challenges in planning for the medical care needs of special needs shelterees
during the incident.
Recommendation 31.1:

Coordinate with StarMetro to include Special Needs Registry
information on StarMetro’s client intake application.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #32: Florida State University’s Director of Emergency Management has expressed
an interest in discussing ways that FSU can continue to support Leon County’s
emergency operations during future incidents.
Recommendation 32.1:

To complement ongoing conversations regarding sheltering
needs, engage FSU, FAMU, and TCC regarding their
involvement in emergency operations, including an
evaluation of typical space needs during emergencies and
facilities that may be suitable for use.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

4.6

Volunteer Assistance
During emergency events, Leon County Volunteer Services takes a lead role with respect to
volunteer recruitment and donation management. This includes the overall management,
coordination and prioritization of volunteer support and distribution of donated resources to
meet the needs of impacted areas following a disaster. In 2007, Leon County Volunteer Services
partnered with LCEM and the City of Tallahassee’s Emergency Preparedness Division to form the
Big Bend Community Organizations Active in Disaster (COAD) coalition to improve volunteer
coordination during emergency situations. COAD is an association of local, regional, and national
humanitarian organizations with operations in the Big Bend region. In accordance with the Leon
County CEMP, Leon County Volunteer Services is responsible for activating COAD during
emergency events to ensure the effective delivery of services and to eliminate unnecessary
duplication of effort. COAD has developed a strategic plan and is actively working to recruit and
train civic groups, clubs, and faith-based organizations to support recovery assistance operations
during future emergencies.
During Hurricane Michael, Leon County Volunteer Services utilized the “Get Connected” online
volunteer matching system as well as the Citizens Information Line to connect citizens with
agencies who were in need of assistance. Leon County Volunteer Services also coordinated
volunteers from local civic groups and faith-based organizations to assist America’s Second
Harvest in managing food donations at its warehouse, to assist the Red Cross with shelter
operations, and to assist with staffing the County’s Comfort Station at the Main Library
(discussed in Section 4.13 below). Volunteer Services also coordinated with COAD member
organizations to ensure that no community needs went unmet. Services provided by COAD
member agencies included the following and more:
•
•
•
•
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Providing supplies such as blankets and hygiene kits
Assisting the homeless population in Leon County
Supporting pet-accessible sheltering operations
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Assisting with tree removal and yard cleanup
Roof tarping
Emergency messaging to citizens and neighborhood groups

Following Hurricane Michael, at the October 23, 2018 Board of County Commissioners meeting
Leon County received citizen feedback regarding the need to coordinate regional nonprofit
agencies wishing to provide disaster relief services to affected areas. Hurricane Michael's impact
and lengthy disaster recovery presented significant challenges for smaller, rural counties to
manage volunteers and donations. Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County and other
neighboring communities sought to offer relief to those disaster survivors hardest hit. However,
some of the small rural counties in the affected area had difficulty receiving and distributing aid.
Following the October 23 Board meeting, Leon County Volunteer Services staff reached out to
the Apalachee Regional Planning Council to discuss the best way to coordinate nonprofit and
community aid efforts throughout the region. During that discussion, the consensus
recommendation was to continue following the protocol established in the State of Florida
CEMP, which designates Volunteer Florida as the lead agency for coordinating volunteers and
donations throughout the state during emergencies, as described below.
At the local and regional level, Leon County Volunteer Services activates and coordinates the Big
Bend COAD coalition. At the state level, Volunteer Florida serves as the central point for the
coordination of information and activities of voluntary agencies responding in times of disaster
and the effective utilization of donated cash, goods, and services. The State of Florida
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), Emergency Support Function 15
designates Volunteer Florida as the lead agency responsible for coordinating with local
counterparts in each county to facilitate the delivery of donated goods and services to areas of
need. As indicated in Leon County’s and the State of Florida’s CEMPs, VolunteerLeon personnel
were stationed in the EOC and maintained regular coordination Volunteer Florida throughout
Hurricane Michael.
During any given emergency, the State CEMP prescribes that operations in the area of
volunteers and donations management may include a Florida Volunteer and Donations Hotline,
the Florida Donations Portal, a coordinated media relations effort, effective liaison with other
emergency support functions, and the management of such facilities as Volunteer Reception
Center(s) and a Multi-agency Donations Warehouse, each of which are designed to assist in the
coordination of available goods and services to affected areas. All of these resources were
utilized during Hurricane Michael, and Leon County Volunteer Services assisted with referring
volunteers to assist in staffing the Multi-agency Donations Warehouse at Volunteer Florida’s
request. Volunteer Florida also administers the Florida Disaster Fund, which is the State of
Florida’s official private fund established to assist Florida’s communities as they respond to and
recover during times of emergency or disaster. In partnership with the public sector, private
sector and other non-governmental organizations, the Florida Disaster Fund supports response
and recovery activities. Funds raised through the fund are designated for disaster-related
response and recovery through the Volunteer Florida Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charitable
organization, and are tax deductible.
Additionally, the State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael, published on
January 8, 2019, included discussion and a recommendation to enhance the process of
managing volunteers and donations in future disasters, particularly including the involvement of
non-profit partners. From the state’s After-Action Report:
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“Multiple counties requested assistance with Volunteer and Donations Management and
other Human Services positions, as the county emergency management offices were
getting overwhelmed with the amount of assistance that was arriving into the impacted
area. ESF-15 does not have a large cadre of deployable Volunteer or Donation
Management liaisons. To assist impacted counties, Human Services and ESF-15 should
work with counties to establish [Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement] inventories of
potential liaisons, as well as to work with non-profit organizations to train staff as
Liaisons who can deploy as a [State Emergency Response Team] asset.”

Finding #33: Following Hurricane Michael, at the October 23, 2018 Board of County Commissioners
meeting Leon County received citizen feedback regarding the need to coordinate
regional nonprofit agencies wishing to provide disaster relief services to affected
areas. Leon County Volunteer Services reached out to the Apalachee Regional
Planning Council to discuss the best way to coordinate nonprofit and community aid
efforts throughout the region; the consensus recommendation was to continue
following the protocol established in the State of Florida CEMP, which designates
Volunteer Florida as the lead agency for the statewide coordination of information
and activities of voluntary agencies responding in times of disaster and the effective
utilization of donated cash, goods, and services. As indicated in Leon County’s and the
State of Florida’s CEMPs, VolunteerLeon personnel were stationed in the EOC and
maintained regular coordination Volunteer Florida throughout Hurricane Michael.
Finding #34: Neighboring small, rural counties need additional information and resources to better
manage volunteers and donations.
Recommendation 34.1:

Through the Leon County Emergency Management Director's
leadership role on the Domestic Security Taskforce and as director of
the region's most populous county, the County will coordinate with
emergency management directors from across the region at standing
quarterly meetings to share resources, information, and best practices
on volunteers and donations. Additionally, Leon County will involve
the Community Organizations Active in Disaster in these quarterly
meetings so as to best prepare neighboring counties to receive and
distribute donations following a disaster.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Recommendation 34.2:

Engage Volunteer Florida to provide training on Volunteer and
Donations Management for regional emergency management
partners as part of the County's multi-year training plan.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services

Finding #35: The State of Florida’s After-Action Report for Hurricane Michael included a
recommendation to enhance the process of managing volunteers and donations in
future disasters, particularly including the involvement of non-profit partners.
Recommendation 35.1:

Follow up with FDEM to assist and coordinate the availability of
potential local liaisons, including local non-profit partners, to assist the
state with volunteer and donations management efforts during future
disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
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Health Care Agencies and Facilities
Section 400.23, Florida Statutes requires certain licensed health care facilities including
hospitals, surgical centers, nursing homes, assisted living facilities, and others to prepare
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans for their facilities. County emergency
management agencies are statutorily responsible for reviewing these plans (however, for some
other facilities, such as home health agencies, hospices, and others, County Health Departments
review emergency plans). The Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) has developed
compliance criteria which county emergency management agencies must use to review
facilities’ CEMPs. Among other protocols, AHCA’s compliance criteria require facilities’ CEMPs to
describe the procedures to ensure the following needs are supplied:
•
•
•
•

Food, water, and sleeping arrangements
Emergency power
Transportation
72-hour supply of all essential supplies

Additionally, facilities must make provisions for 24-hour staffing on a continuous basis until the
emergency has abated and must also describe the policies, roles, responsibilities and procedures
for the evacuation of residents from the facility if needed. When disasters occur, health care
agencies and facility administrators are charged with the responsibility to care for their clients
and residents by executing the provisions of their CEMP. During Hurricane Hermine in 2016,
several local health care facilities experienced the loss of electrical power, requiring many of
these facilities to activate their emergency plans.
During Hurricane Michael, Leon County Emergency Management staff, EMS staff, and
representatives from the Big Bend Healthcare Coalition stationed in the EOC maintained regular
contact with all 21 skilled nursing home facilities and assisted living facilities in Leon County to
conduct status checks and to ensure that these facilities’ needs were met. In anticipation of
severe impacts from Hurricane Michael, one assisted living facility (Allegro Senior Living)
evacuated its residents to Jacksonville, without incident.
The Big Bend Healthcare Coalition served as a dedicated liaison for these facilities in the EOC
throughout the activation, building upon a recommendation contained in the Hurricane Irma
After-Action Report. Many local healthcare agencies participate in the Big Bend Healthcare
Coalition. Nationwide, healthcare coalitions serve as multi-agency coordinating groups that
assist emergency management professionals with preparedness, response, recovery, and
mitigation activities specifically related to disasters. Healthcare coalitions also assist with
providing situational awareness and coordination of resources for healthcare organizations
during a disaster. Locally, the Big Bend Healthcare Coalition provides free training and exercises
which aid in complying with the federal emergency preparedness regulations for these facilities.
Finding #36: Leon County Emergency Management staff, EMS staff, and representatives from the
Big Bend Healthcare Coalition stationed in the EOC contacted all 21 skilled nursing
home facilities and assisted living facilities in Leon County on a daily basis to conduct
precautionary status checks and to ensure that these facilities’ needs were met.
Recommendation 36.1:

Continue to encourage local health care facilities’ participation in the
Big Bend Healthcare Coalition, including training opportunities and
emergency management exercises.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
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Finding #37: The Big Bend Healthcare Coalition served as a single point of contact in the EOC for
healthcare facilities throughout the region and provided valuable coordination in
conducting facilities’ status checks.

4.8

Emergency Medical Service
On Sunday, October 7, Leon County EMS initiated its emergency operations plan for tropical
system impacts. At that time, EMS advised staff to initiate their personal emergency plan and to
prepare for extra shift assignments during Hurricane Michael. Due to the forecasted severity
and timing of the storm impacts, EMS initiated a staff recall on Tuesday, October 9 where
members required to provide coverage on Wednesday, and not already on duty, reported for
duty at 6 p.m. Tuesday. Additional ambulances and personnel were deployed at varying levels
consistent with the demand for service from October 9 through October 12.
In preparation for the storm, EMS identified strategic ambulance staging locations and areas of
last refuge throughout the County for staff deployed on ambulances. Response plans were
finalized based on these locations which included County facilities, schools, fire stations and
hospital facilities. In addition, EMS deployed specialized all-terrain vehicles, ambulances, and
other specialized equipment and personnel throughout the County in anticipation of potentially
extreme weather-related impacts.
An EMS member was assigned as a liaison to all 21 skilled nursing home and assisted living
facilities in the County which were contacted at least once per day from Monday, October 8
through Friday, October 12 and provided a dedicated liaison for these facilities in the EOC, as
described in Section 4.7 above. EMS also deployed a dedicated liaison to the TMH Emergency
Operations Center and participated in Capital Regional Medical Center’s situational conference
calls. All three hospital emergency departments remained operational and capable of accepting
patients throughout the event and there was no loss of medical service capability at any of the
facilities.
EMS staff compiled information from the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
regarding the number of Medicare beneficiaries reliant on oxygen and power in each county in
the region to assist in identifying vulnerable populations. EMS assigned a member to the EOC
beginning on October 8 to assist LCEM and the Florida Department of Health in Leon County to
coordinate special needs registrants and to provide logistical support and transportation
coordination for the establishment of the special needs shelter, as discussed in Section 4.5.2
above. Paramedics were deployed to provide assistance with medical care at the special needs
shelter at Florida High School from October 9 through October 13.
EMS responded to 496 requests for service from October 10 through October 12. The evening of
Wednesday, October 10 through the morning of Thursday, October 11 was the peak operational
period for EMS where requests for service were 72% higher than typical call volumes.
Throughout the event, EMS continued to respond to 9-1-1 requests for service as well as provide
support to citizens with medical equipment concerns, assisted citizens in moving mobilitychallenged individuals from residences to sheltering locations, refreshed oxygen cylinders, and
coordinated services with citizen’s medical supply providers. Staffing and operations returned to
normal pre-storm conditions on Saturday, October 13.
During post-incident debriefing meetings, public safety stakeholders identified a potential
opportunity to enhance EMS service during future disasters. Consistent with public safety
protocols, first responders and road clearing personnel suspend response operations and shelter
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in place when sustained winds rise above 45 mph. However, the Leon County Sheriff’s Office
and Tallahassee Police Department both have one BearCat vehicle, which is a wheeled armored
personnel carrier designed for military and law enforcement use. Public safety partners
indicated that the BearCats should be evaluated for potential use to support life-threatening
rescue operations during peak severe weather in future incidents.
Finding #38: Assigning staff to serve as liaison to the hospitals, skilled nursing home facilities and
assisted living facilities provided enhanced communication and situational awareness
throughout the event which improved overall service delivery.
Finding #39: Staffing paramedics at the special needs shelter provided additional medical services
not otherwise available and assisted in alleviating transportation of patients to
medical facilities. Resources at the special needs shelter were stressed in providing
services for over 150 clients.
Finding #40: Leon County EMS was able to meet service demands throughout Hurricane Irma by
pre-deploying ambulance and personnel in the field prior to the storm and utilizing a
dynamic staffing model to accommodate an elevated level of demand.
Finding #41: The Leon County Sheriff’s Office and Tallahassee Police Department each have one
BearCat vehicle that may be useful in responding to life-threatening calls during the
height of severe weather in future emergencies.
Recommendation 41.1:

Coordinate Leon County EMS and law enforcement agencies to
evaluate the feasibility of utilizing BearCat vehicles to support EMS
operations while public safety agencies have suspended their
response due to severe weather.
Lead Agencies: Leon County EMS
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

4.9

Law Enforcement
Local law enforcement agencies played a crucial role in efforts to prepare, respond to, and
recover from Hurricane Michael. Leon County Sheriff’s Office (LCSO) and Tallahassee Police
Department (TPD) representatives worked together in the EOC to address law enforcement and
public safety needs during the incident. Prior to the storm’s arrival, LCSO established an agency
operations center at the Sheriff’s administration building to coordinate missions related to LCSO
and established its operations using the Incident Command System. LCSO maintained close
coordination with LCEM through a dedicated staff liaison posted at the EOC during every shift.
LCSO and TPD both staffed extra patrols and activated Alpha/Bravo shifts in preparation for the
storm, which are consecutive 12-hour shifts that provide for continuous around-the-clock
staffing. Also, because search and rescue operations are sometimes needed following a disaster,
the Leon County CEMP provides for some law enforcement officers from both agencies to be
supplied with chainsaws during emergency events. As a result, law enforcement personnel were
able to assist in road clearing efforts following the storm in addition to their primary law
enforcement roles. LCSO reported during an after-action debriefing that it plans to discontinue
its capacity to assist with road clearing efforts for future emergencies due to officer safety
reasons.
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Finding #42: For personnel safety reasons, law enforcement, fire rescue, and EMS agencies suspend
their response during high wind events; however, there is no common wind threshold
at which each agency suspends its response.
Recommendation 42.1:

Coordinate the Leon County Sheriff’s Office, Tallahassee Police
Department, Tallahassee Fire Department, and Leon County EMS to
develop a common protocol for when to suspend and resume service
during severe weather events.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS

Recommendation 42.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of developing a protocol for non-Countywide
suspension of response operations; for instance, when severe weather
only affects a portion of the County.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County EMS

Finding #43: LCSO reported during an after-action debriefing that, for officer safety reasons, it
plans to discontinue utilizing its deputies to assist with road clearing efforts during
future emergencies.
Recommendation 43.1:

Update the County’s Debris Management Plan and road clearing
protocols as needed to ensure adequate personnel and resources are
available during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

4.10 Consolidated Dispatch Agency
The Consolidated Dispatch Agency (CDA) activated its emergency plan on Tuesday, October 9 in
preparation for potentially catastrophic impacts from Hurricane Michael. Due to the potentially
devastating power of the storm on the CDA’s service area, the Alpha-Bravo schedule was
implemented to maintain a cadre of 12 call takers throughout the three critical stages of the
emergency (times are approximations):
•
•
•

18 hours leading up to the projected landfall.
12 hours during the storm’s impact.
18 hours during the immediate response to storm damage.

The CDA was fully activated with two CDA personnel assigned as EOC liaisons from October 9
through October 11, with elevated staffing levels continuing through October 14. 12,696 calls
for service were processed between October 8 and October 14, including 4,354 calls to the 9-1-1
emergency line and 8,342 on the 606-5800 non-emergency line. The CDA also received 109
incoming calls from citizens in surrounding counties (Bay, Calhoun, Franklin, Gadsden, Gulf,
Jackson, Liberty, and Wakulla counties in Florida, and Grady County in Georgia) where local
communications centers had lost their operational capacity (including the loss of their buildings)
to receive 911 calls due to storm damage.
The CDA worked closely with its public safety liaison partners (TPD, LCSO, EMS, TFD) and other
agencies dependent on its communications center to make operational changes designed to
improve each agency’s responsiveness during Hurricane Michael, such as reconfiguring the
primary law enforcement radio channels from three to four channels and dispatching law
enforcement calls directly to LCSO’s operations center. Also, as a lesson learned from Hurricane
Hermine, A computer-aided dispatch workstation was installed in the EOC. This asset allowed
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for one CDA team member to coordinate calls for service through WebEOC and eliminated the
need for a "runner" to carry information between the CDA operations floor and the EOC.
Finding #44: The Consolidated Dispatch Agency stationed a representative in the EOC, who
provided valuable coordination by making updates to the computer-aided dispatch
system with real-time situation information.
Recommendation 44.1:

To best safeguard sensitive 911 call information, engage the CDA to
review and determine the best location within the EOC for a CDA
representative to be stationed during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Consolidated Dispatch Agency, Leon County Office of Information &
Technology

Finding #45: During Hurricane Michael, staff observed some duplication of WebEOC tickets,
particularly regarding downed power lines, within the CDA workflow.
Recommendation 45.1:

Convene a workgroup with law enforcement, fire, EMS, CDA, and
electric utility stakeholders to develop a common workflow and
training protocol.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Consolidated Dispatch Agency, Leon County Office of Information &
Technology

4.11 Infrastructure Restoration
4.11.1 Road Clearing
On October 10, 2018, as Hurricane Michael’s impacts began entering our area, Leon
County and City of Tallahassee Public Works began “cut and toss” operations. Cut and
toss involves cutting and/or pushing debris off of the roadway sufficiently to allow safe
vehicular traffic on all travel lanes. The County activated Alpha/Bravo staffing shifts prior
to the storm, consisting of seven crews working 12 to 24 hour shifts as well as
administrative support staff. County crews were pre-deployed to six previously-selected
hardened school locations (Canopy Oaks Elementary, Chaires Elementary, Chiles High,
Ft. Braden School, Montford Middle, and Oak Ridge Elementary), as well as one crew
stationed at the Public Works facility. Public Works crews continued clearing debris prior
to the storm until approximately 5:30 P.M. on October 10 when they were pulled back
to the deployment locations due to the arrival of tropical storm-force winds. After the
peak weather impacts of the storm passed through Leon County later that evening and
early morning, crews reactivated cut and toss operations at approximately 8:30 A.M. on
October 11 to clear local roadways. Overall, Leon County Public Works cleared over
1,000 roads with downed trees blocking roadways, representing approximately 45% of
all County-maintained and private roads in the County. All roads were passable and
reopened by 5:00 PM on Sunday, October 14. As indicated in several other sections of
this report, the use of WebEOC significantly enhanced coordination between the EOC
and Public Works crews involved with road clearing operations.
To assist with and expedite clearing roadways following the storm, the County’s Public
Works crews were assisted by City of Tallahassee and Talquin Electric personnel to deenergize power lines tangled in downed trees. This collaborative effort to clear roads as
quickly as possible enabled electric utility crews and supporting mutual aid crews to
expedite the restoration of electrical services throughout the County. During Hurricane
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Hermine in 2016, the City and Talquin anticipated significant damage to their
infrastructure as a result of the storm’s direct path through the County, resulting in a
decision not to deploy utility staff with Public Works crews to assist with discharging
power lines wrapped around downed trees as had been standard practice in prior
events. The Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report identified the need to coordinate to
ensure support from Utilities personnel from the beginning of the incident. County and
City of Tallahassee Public Works, along with representatives from City Electric and
Talquin met several times after Hermine to develop a plan to ensure that future road
clearing efforts are not delayed. As a result, a more coordinated effort was identified
with each entity, resulting in a quicker response time for Hurricanes Irma and Michael in
subsequent years. Staff will continue to work with the utility providers to ensure
continued support for future events.
During the road clearing process, staff was also in close contact with the Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) regarding the removal of debris on state
roadways. During that time, staff learned that FDOT would only make one pass to clear
debris that was on its right of way immediately after the storm. As a result, this
excluded the collection of debris brought to the curb of state roadways by citizens on
private property following FDOT’s first and only pass, which resulted in Public Works
and contracted debris removal crews having to collect residential debris from state
roadways in many locations. In the case of Hurricane Michael, the debris along state
roadways was minimal but did require County resources to coordinate the collection of
debris from state roadways in addition to County-maintained and private roads.
Another lesson learned during Hurricane Hermine in 2016 was the need for better
coordination with Leon County Schools with regard to debris removal needs along
roads, sidewalks, and bus stops prior to the reopening of schools. Leon County’s Debris
Management Plan was updated after Hurricane Hermine to include coordination with
Leon County Schools to identify debris removal needs for roads, sidewalks, and bus
stops in the vicinity of schools prior to reopening schools. As a result of this
improvement, Public Works crews were able to successfully clear all school entrances
and exits and bus stops in the unincorporated area before schools reopened on
Monday, October 15.
Overall, Leon County responded to approximately 1,000 downed trees blocking
roadways following Hurricane Michael, and all County roads were cleared by 5:00 PM on
Sunday, October 14, approximately 4 days after the storm. By comparison, Leon County
Public Works responded to 400 downed trees during Hurricane Hermine and 110 during
Hurricane Irma.
Prior to landfall on October 9, Leon County submitted two mission requests through EM
Constellation to the State requesting assistance with cut and toss and debris removal on
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) roads but was denied by FDOT staff in the State
EOC. An FDOT representative at the State EOC advised on October 10 that FDOT would
be spread thin due to the storm’s path being projected through the entire panhandle
and suggested the County utilize contractor crews instead.
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Finding #46: County and City personnel quickly cleared all roadways of debris following
the storm, enabling other response personnel such as paramedics, law
enforcement personnel, and utility restoration workers to access all areas of
the community in conducting their operations.
Finding #47: Pre-deploying Public Works crews at strategic locations throughout the
County allowed for a faster and more efficient utilization of resources and
accelerated the pace of road clearing efforts following Hurricane Michael.
Finding #48: The use of WebEOC significantly enhanced coordination between the EOC
and Public Works crews and helped to expedite road clearing operations.
Finding #49: In anticipation of a quick turnaround time to close risk shelters and reopen
schools, Public Works utilized downed tree reports to prioritize clearing
operations in the vicinity of K-12 schools.
Finding #50: The Tallahassee Police Department was asked by, and assisted, Leon County
Schools to drive school bus routes throughout the County to determine if
routes were clear prior to schools reopening on Monday, October 15.
Additional follow-up is needed to determine which agency is best suited for
this task during future emergencies.
Recommendation 50.1:

Engage Tallahassee Police Department and Leon County
Schools to review this request during Hurricane Michael as
well as available resources to determine the best strategy for
verifying school bus access during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #51: County, City, and Talquin’s coordination efforts resulted in a quicker response
time in resolving power lines and tree entanglements.
Recommendation 51.1:

Continue coordination with City of Tallahassee Electric and
Talquin Electric to ensure continued assistance with road
clearing task force efforts.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Public Works
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #52: The Florida Department of Transportation denied Leon County’s two requests
for assistance clearing storm-generated debris from federal-aid roadways.

4.11.2 Electrical & Underground Utilities
Pursuant to the Leon County CEMP and as outlined elsewhere in this report, the Leon
County Director of Emergency Management is responsible for the overall coordination
of response efforts to emergency events. Leon County departments, City of Tallahassee
departments, volunteer agencies, and other community partners convene at the Leon
County EOC to communicate and coordinate their individual action plans to respond to,
recover from, and mitigate the effects of emergencies. In doing so, each participating
agency involved in a response will follow their own policies and procedures in order to
achieve the overall incident management objectives established at the County EOC. In
addition, the City of Tallahassee maintains its own Incident Management Plan that
details the actions and procedures the City will follow in response to an emergency. As
indicated in Section 1.5.3 of this report, the City’s Incident Management Plan is
consistent with and supports the Leon County CEMP. As provided in the Leon County
CEMP as well as the City of Tallahassee Incident Management Plan, City of Tallahassee
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Utilities and Talquin Electric are the lead agencies for power restoration activities
following a disaster.
City and Talquin electric utilities both reported the most substantial damage to their
respective transmission and distribution systems from Hurricane Michael that either
utility has ever experienced. Notwithstanding this, both utilities deployed crews to begin
making repairs to damaged system components as long as safely possible before the
peak severe weather. As soon as it was safe to do so, both utilities deployed personnel
into the field to survey storm-related damage to power transmission and distribution
systems and resume restoration efforts. In total, Hurricane Michael caused outages to
approximately 135,000 electric utility customers in Leon County, including over 111,000
City customers and 23,0000 Talquin customers – over 95% of all utility customers in
Leon County. In three consecutive years, Hurricanes Hermine, Irma, and Michael caused
damage to electric utility systems not experienced in Leon County since Hurricane Kate
in 1985.
Shortly following Hurricane Michael, the City of Tallahassee announced a goal to restore
electric service to 90% of its customers by Sunday, October 14. The City met its goal and
achieved full restoration by Wednesday, October 17 (one week following the storm),
notwithstanding properties that sustained damage to the service line connecting the
structure to the power source. Talquin Electric completed its restoration efforts in Leon
County approximately one day after the City of Tallahassee, despite also facing
extensive damage in the remainder of its service area – particularly in Gadsden and
Liberty Counties. Duke Energy also has a small number of customers in eastern Leon
County near the Jefferson County line. Duke reported that service was disrupted to all
66 of its customers following Hurricane Michael. By Sunday, October 14, power had
been restored to all Duke Energy customers in Leon County whose properties were able
to receive power. Power restoration was conducted safely by all utility and mutual aid
crews and no accidents occurred in Leon County during Hurricane Michael response and
recovery efforts.
City and Talquin restoration activities after Hurricane Michael followed industrystandard electric utility restoration priorities, which are also outlined in the Leon County
CEMP – restoration of the critical transmission system, followed by substation
restoration, then the restoration of circuits and sub-circuits. Following the restoration of
major transmission lines, pursuant to the CEMP, the focus shifts to restoring critical
circuits that serve facilities such as hospitals; 9-1-1 answering points; potable water,
waste water transmission and treatment systems; and other related facilities in support
of the health and safety of the affected population. Utility crews then focus on restoring
customers, working from the largest outages to smallest outages. City of Tallahassee
Electric conducted an internal After-Action review following Hurricane Hermine in 2016
which included re-evaluating the City’s classification of its utility customers and
updating the listing of critical circuits for priority restoration. The City’s current priority
circuit listing includes the community’s hospitals, nursing homes, and assisted living
facilities.
City of Tallahassee Utilities and Talquin Electric both participate in mutual aid
agreements to facilitate the emergency procurement of resources such as equipment,
supplies, and labor as needed during disaster events. Consistent with the Electric Utility
and industry practices, mutual aid was sought for a number of other utilities within and
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outside of Florida to provide the needed additional support to restore the electric
system. To support power restoration efforts, the City engaged the Florida Municipal
Electric Association (FMEA) for mutual aid assistance from its partners across the
country. In response, over 400 mutual aid employees from over 50 cities across 15
states came to Leon County to assist. Many of these employees arrived in Tallahassee
prior to Hurricane Michael and rode the storm out with our community so that
restoration work could commence as soon as the storm passed. Mutual aid personnel
arrived from Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri, Indiana, Nebraska, Massachusetts,
Tennessee, Texas, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Ohio
to support the City’s restoration efforts, working 16-hour days until restoration was
complete. Consistent with lessons learned from previous storms, the City split up these
arriving mutual aid crews and combined them with City Electric personnel in order to
maximize the use of mutual aid resources. To further expedite the restoration process,
the City also requested approximately 15 additional utility damage assessors to assist
with conducting preliminary damage surveys to electric infrastructure. Once the City’s
utility service was restored, mutual aid teams were released to support Quincy,
Blountstown and Chattahoochee. Later, City of Tallahassee utility crews also deployed
to provide mutual aid assistance to other affected areas, including providing assistance
to Talquin Electric. Talquin Electric also secured support throughout its service territory
from 500 mutual aid personnel. Talquin sustained damage to approximately 1,000 utility
poles throughout its service territory and replaced over 500 transformers; by
comparison, Talquin replaced 160 poles system-wide following Hurricane Hermine.
To accommodate the volume of mutual aid personnel deployed to Leon County and
other affected areas for assistance with response and recovery operations, Leon County
Emergency Management coordinated with the State of Florida to establish a “tent city”
at the Tallahassee International Airport with the capacity to accommodate 1,000 relief
workers. Tent cities are a logistical preference to serve as a singular location providing
overnight accommodations for the high volume of relief workers anticipated over an
extended period of time rather than hotels spread out across the County. Relief
workers' accommodations are typically arranged and managed in bulk by a union,
association, parent company, or client (for example, City of Tallahassee Utilities, Talquin
Electric, Verizon). Section 4.18.2 of this report provides a more detailed discussion
regarding the County’s coordination with local hoteliers during Hurricane Michael
response and recovery operations. Talquin Electric arranged its own accommodations
for its mutual aid crews following Hurricane Michael. Additionally, the City of
Tallahassee arranged directly with FSU to lodge approximately 100 members of the
mutual aid teams sleep at the Donald L. Tucker Civic Center. These teams were from line
clearance contractors and other utilities that were in Leon County supporting City of
Tallahassee restoration activities. Mutual aid personnel stayed at the Civic Center from
Monday, October 15 through Friday, October 19.
As an improvement identified since Hurricane Hermine, City of Tallahassee Utility
Customer Service personnel were assigned to the EOC during the activation. These
personnel took the lead on inputting outage reports from citizens into the City’s outage
management system and also assisted the Special Needs Shelter by verifying outages at
shelterees’ address, allowing the Special Needs Shelter to safely demobilize more
efficiently.
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During Hurricane Hermine in 2016, a common challenge in the power restoration
process was providing timely and accurate customer service for a small number of
customers who reside along the edges of the service territories for City Utilities and
Talquin Electric, where both providers have facilities that extend into the other’s service
area. As a result of this, some County residents have a Talquin meter box that receives
power through the City’s utility lines and vice-versa. In past years, some citizens
reported frustration in contacting the correct utility provider to report outages. For
example, a City Electric customer whose property is served by Talquin power lines might
report an outage to the City, but the City’s customer service personnel were unable to
confirm that the outage was properly reported, as the restoration work would be
Talquin’s responsibility as the owner of the utility lines (and vice-versa). Affecting
approximately 2,000 total residents, this matter had previously been identified by both
the City and Talquin, both of whom have committed to resolving reports of outages in
these limited areas through closer coordination with each other, specifically as the
result of feedback gathered from citizens following Hurricane Hermine. During
Hurricane Michael, a small number of citizens in these areas reported to Leon County
that they received unclear responses from the utilities’ customer service representatives
regarding the pace and process of utility restoration. As an example, one citizen
reported:
“Folks from our neighborhood were making phone calls into the City of
Tallahassee asking about hurricane related power restoration and we got
several different answers. We were told that Talquin serviced our
neighborhood. We were told that some of us were serviced by Talquin and
some were serviced by City of Tallahassee Electric. Our delay was blamed on
Talquin Electric. ‘Those are Talquin lines, and they weren't serviced properly
and that's why it's taking so long to restore.’”

Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County Emergency Management engaged City of
Tallahassee Electric and Talquin Electric to discuss enhancements to coordination
between the two utilities for citizens in these overlapping service areas. The City and
Talquin indicated that they developed a protocol following Hurricane Hermine
specifically for this group of customers situated along the other utility’s infrastructure
which was followed during Hurricane Michael. Both utilities ran outage reports twice
daily, specifically for this group of customers, to share outage information and best
coordinate the restoration process. In providing feedback for this After-Action Report,
both utilities expressed following Hurricane Michael that they remained in continual
communication throughout the restoration process to ensure that no customers were
missed, and further expressed a belief that the previous coordination issues have been
resolved.
Finding #53: Following disasters involving extensive damage to electrical system
infrastructure, repairs to major power transmission and distribution systems
are prioritized in order to expedite power restoration.
Finding #54: City of Tallahassee Utilities and Talquin Electric followed industry guidelines
in the restoration of electrical service following Hurricane Michael –
specifically, by restoring the critical transmission system first, followed by
electrical substations, then the restoration of neighborhood-level circuits and
sub-circuits.
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Finding #55: Hurricane Michael caused outages to approximately 135,000 electric utility
customers in Leon County. Power was restored to nearly all customers within
one week.
Recommendation 55.1:

Coordinate with local utility providers to have representatives
stationed in the EOC for 1-2 days following full restoration for
continued coordination regarding utility customer service.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Finding #56: Some County residents have a Talquin meter box that receives power through
the City’s utility lines and vice-versa. As a result of lessons learned from
recent hurricanes, both utilities have adopted new protocols, specifically for
this group of customers situated along the other utility’s infrastructure, to
share outage information and best coordinate the restoration process.

4.11.3 Traffic Signals
Electrical service was disrupted to at least 150 to 200 traffic signals throughout Leon
County during Hurricane Michael, or 40% to 55% of signals countywide at minimum. City
of Tallahassee Traffic Operations personnel indicated following Hurricane Michael that it
was impossible to determine the exact number of signals without grid power, due in
part to disruption of data received back from the signals and also because a contractor
hired by the Florida Department of Transportation to assist with coordination of traffic
signal restoration was not communicating with City Traffic Operations personnel in the
EOC. As a result, the number of signals without grid power was likely higher. At peak,
159 signals countywide were operating on generator power. The table below indicates
data available to City of Tallahassee Traffic Operations during the incident and illustrates
the pace of restoration progress following Hurricane Michael’s landfall.
Table 2: Traffic Signal Status following Hurricane Michael
Signal Status
Date
10/9
10/10
10/10
10/10
10/11
10/11
10/11
10/11
10/11
10/11
10/12
10/12
10/12
10/12
10/13
10/13
10/14
10/14

Time
5:30 PM
5:00 PM
7:00 PM
9:00 PM
7:45 AM
9:40 AM
11:15 AM
12:50 PM
2:00 PM
4:00 PM
7:00 AM
1:45 PM
4:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 AM
4:30 PM
6:00 AM
11:00 AM

Normal
356
156
140
137
154
175
186
202
208
219
257
308
321
334
334
349
353
353

Flash

0
15
13
11
0
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Dark

0
40
72
102
127
114
114
101
97
91
74
48
35
22
22
6
3
3
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Unk.

0
145
131
106
75
65
54
52
49
45
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Other than
Normal
Status

0
200
216
219
202
181
170
154
148
137
99
48
35
22
22
7
3
3

Signals on
Generator
Power
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As discussed in Section 4.2 above, Leon County Emergency Management coordinated a
request from the City to the State EOC for portable generators to temporarily restore
traffic signals. Notwithstanding the communications challenges discussed above, the
State EOC was responsive to this request and deployed approximately 200 generators to
Leon County to bring as many traffic signals back online as possible immediately
following the storm. Major intersections with the most expected traffic were prioritized,
and generators were redeployed as signals were restored to main grid power. This is an
enhancement from previous years, during which the State EOC did not fulfill the
County’s requests for backup generators, as reflected in the Hurricanes Hermine and
Irma After-Action Reports. Main power was restored to all traffic signals at critical
intersections by Friday, October 12, and all traffic signals countywide were restored to
main power by Monday, October 15.
Following Hurricane Michael, the Florida Division of Emergency Management offered
state-owned portable generators to counties to house and maintain for local public
safety uses under a memorandum of understanding that would detail that:
•
•
•
•
•

The generator(s) will be state tagged;
The generator(s) is/are subject to relocation and redeployment in a future
disaster, paid for by the state (transportation, logistics, etc.);
The receiving county can utilize the generator(s) as they deem necessary during
blue and gray sky scenarios;
The receiving county will test and maintain the generator(s) to ensure
functionality and readiness; and
When the receiving county deems the generator(s) is/are no longer serviceable,
they will coordinate with the Division of Emergency Management in completing
the paperwork for removing the generator(s).

205 generators have been allocated to Leon County for potential use. As communicated
to Leon County Emergency Management, FDEM will enter into agreements with
counties to take possession of the generators, to include storage and maintenance, and
counties may subsequently enter into a sub-agreement with their municipalities for
their use, storage, and maintenance as well (for example, to operate traffic signals
maintained by the City of Tallahassee).
Finding #57: City of Tallahassee Traffic Operations experienced communications
challenges with FDOT’s contractor in coordinating information regarding
traffic signal outages. Notwithstanding this, other coordination with the State
EOC regarding traffic signals and a request for backup generators was
effective. Traffic signals were restored quickly following Hurricane Michael
utilizing backup generators while main power restoration was ongoing.
Finding #58: Immediately following Hurricane Michael, the Florida Division of Emergency
Management offered state-owned portable generators to counties to house
and maintain for local public safety uses.
Recommendation 58.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Division of Emergency
Management to secure state-owned portable generators to
be housed in Leon County for local public safety uses.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration
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4.12 Points of Distribution
The Leon County CEMP provides for establishing Points of Distribution for the bulk delivery of
bottled water and other disaster relief supplies in certain instances to citizens following a
disaster. Generally, the County, through the Office of Resource Stewardship, establishes a
system to warehouse supplies and identifies Leon County parks, community centers, and
alternative sites as needed to distribute supplies. Since many residents in rural areas rely on
private wells for drinking water which require electricity to operate, distribution points are
typically established in outlying areas of the community following disasters in which widespread
power outages are expected to exceed 72 hours.
Immediately following the storm, Leon County Facilities Management staff began to assess
County properties for any reports of damage in order to determine which facilities could be
used for Points of Distribution and comfort stations (discussed in the Section 4.13). No major
damage was reported at any County property. On October 11, Leon County placed a mission
request for disaster relief resources and assistance from the Florida National Guard to supply
and set up 10 Points of Distribution throughout the community. Five Points of Distribution were
staged at County sites throughout the outlying areas of the county with the remainder staged
within city limits at the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ft. Braden Community Center - 16387 Blountstown Highway
Fred George Park - 4830 Fred George Road
Miccosukee (Concord School) - 15011 Cromartie Road
Apalachee Regional Park - 7550 Apalachee Parkway
J. Lewis Hall Sr., Woodville Park - 1492 J. Lewis Hall Sr. Lane
Fire Station #1 – 327 North Adams Street
Fire Station #2 – 2805 Sharer Road
Fire Station #3 – 3005 South Monroe Street
Fire Station #4 – 2899 West Pensacola Street
Fire Station #15 – 1445 Bannerman Road

These sites operated for three days from Friday, October 12 through Sunday, October 14 and
distributed over 500,000 bottles of water, 265,000 meals ready to eat (MREs), and 7,000 bags of
ice to Leon County citizens. County staff from various departments, along with supplemental
Florida National Guard personnel, staffed the distribution sites in the unincorporated area,
assisting with the set-up and distribution of resources. Staff from Leon County Office of
Resource Stewardship provided logistical management of unloading and staging of supplies
upon arrival at the Lake Jackson Town Center.
Consistent with established protocols, Leon County Emergency Management entered a request
through WebEOC on October 10 for 10 “Type III POD Packs.” As indicated in the Florida Division
of Emergency Management’s Standard Operating Guideline for County Logistics Planning
(included as Annex 2355 to the State CEMP), this resource includes sufficient ice, water, MREs,
and tarps capable of serving 5,000 persons per day, as well as logistics equipment such as a
forklift, pallet jack, and other items. Similar to Leon County’s experience during Hurricanes
Hermine and Irma, there was significant miscommunication from the State EOC regarding the
delivery of supplies and materials. Specifically, some supplies and equipment were delivered out
of order (for example, food and water had arrived, but no forklifts or equipment to off-load),
County staff were expecting a different number of trucks than ultimately arrived, and there was
little to no notice provided regarding time of arrival. Findings and recommendations below
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reflect the need to continue coordinating with FDEM counterparts throughout the year to
review and clarify future expectations for mission requests.
Notwithstanding these challenges, staff and partner agencies reported during post-incident
debriefing meetings that the site locations selected for POD sites were well-distributed
throughout the community, served citizens effectively, and that the Huntington Oaks Plaza at
Lake Jackson Town Center served well as the County’s staging area for POD supplies.
Finding #59: Similar to Leon County’s experience during Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, there was
miscommunication from the State EOC during Hurricane Michael regarding the
delivery of supplies and materials for Points of Distribution.
Recommendation 59.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Department of Emergency Management
to review and clarify future expectations for resource mission requests
to improve coordination and distribution of disaster relief supplies
during future emergencies.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

Recommendation 59.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of renting vehicles and equipment such as box
trucks, forklifts, and pallet jacks to support Points of Distribution and
warehousing during future disasters.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Financial Stewardship

Finding #60: Notwithstanding the logistical and communications challenges with the State EOC,
Points of Distribution in Leon County distributed over 500,000 bottles of water,
265,000 meals ready to eat (MREs), and 7,000 bags of ice to Leon County citizens in
the days immediately following Hurricane Michael.

4.13 Comfort Stations
The Leon County CEMP provides for the establishment of comfort stations to help residents cool
off, hydrate and to receive information and recovery assistance from area nonprofit agencies.
Leon County opened a comfort station at the Main Library Friday, October 12 through Sunday,
October 14 serving nearly 6,000 citizens. The City of Tallahassee also opened several community
centers as comfort stations following the storm and distributed bottled water at fire stations.
Information about comfort stations was announced during press conferences and was
disseminated by EOC Public Information staff through news releases, social media posts, the
County’s Emergency Information Portal, and the City’s emergency information webpage.
The CEMP also provides for establishing points of distribution, in certain instances, for the bulk
delivery of bottled water to citizens following a disaster. Generally, the County establishes
bottled water distribution points in outlying areas of the community following disasters in which
widespread power outages are expected to exceed 72 hours, since many residents in rural areas
rely on private wells for drinking water which require electricity to operate. There were two
rural distribution centers activated at Fred George Park and Miccosukee Concord School. As
discussed in Section 4.2 above, citizens are advised through all public information efforts to
prepare food, water, medicine, and other supplies in order to be self-sufficient for at least 72
hours following a disaster.
In preparation to activate the Comfort Station post-storm, the water and food were positioned
to the Main Library. The Comfort Station distributed over 4,000 bottled waters and sports drinks
as well as nearly 14,000 snacks to citizens who visited. There were 114 charging stations set up
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as well. 2-1-1 Bend was based in the Comfort Station during the three-day period providing
information and recovery assistance to residents impacted by Hurricane Michael.

4.14 Solid Waste and Debris Removal
4.14.1 Debris Removal and Monitoring
On June 6, 2018, Leon County Public Works coordinated with the County’s debris
monitoring and removal contractors to ensure that contractors’ resources and
personnel would be available throughout the 2018 Atlantic Hurricane Season to meet
local needs. This coordination was a direct result of recommendations contained in Leon
County’s 2016 Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report. Prior to Hurricane Michael’s
landfall, staff was in contact with the County’s prime contractors for both debris
removal (AshBritt) and debris monitoring (Thompson Consulting Services) should Leon
County experience a direct impact from the storm and require extensive debris removal
services. The City of Tallahassee utilizes the same contractors and activated their
contracts on the same timeline as the County. In accordance with County Ordinance 1018, on October 11, 2018 the County Administrator determined that the removal of
disaster-generated debris accumulated within Leon County would be necessary
following Hurricane Michael and activated the County’s Debris Management Plan.
In anticipation of extensive storm-related debris following Hurricane Michael, on
October 10, 2018, Leon County contacted the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) for authorization of five of the County’s eleven pre-approved Disaster
Debris Management Sites as well as one new site to be used for temporary storage and
processing of disaster debris. Authorization was received from FDEP on October 12. Two
additional sites were authorized by FDEP on October 15, for a total of eight sites.
Pursuant to the County’s Debris Management Plan, Leon County issued Notices to
Proceed to AshBritt and Thompson on October 9. Due to the vast amount of debris
observed around the community, on October 23 staff also activated the secondary
debris removal contractor, Ceres Environmental. These notices required the contractors
to mobilize and commence debris removal operations within 72 hours. As indicated
above, the City of Tallahassee followed the same schedule as the County for activating
its contractors. Immediately following the mobilization of contractors, they began
identifying subcontractors, hiring and training debris monitors, and certifying trucks for
FEMA compliance and reimbursement. Resources from Ashbritt arrived early on
October 11 to supplement Leon County Public Works “cut & toss” road clearing
operations, discussed further in Section 4.11.1.
Debris removal operations began on Saturday, October 13 and occurred in two full
passes throughout the County until all debris was removed from public and private
roads on December 22. During the operations, two Leon County crews and 95
contractor crews worked to remove debris in the County. Several types of debris were
collected following Hurricane Michael including vegetative material, building materials,
furniture, appliances, household hazardous waste, and other items. Also, as part of the
debris removal process, debris contractors removed hazardous "leaners and hangers,"
which are trees and limbs that have not completely fallen but are within the right-ofway. On December 14, 2018, FEMA approved the County Administrator’s request to
remove debris from private rights-of-way, allowing for a federal cost-share
reimbursement. It was determined that the removal of such debris was necessary and in
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the public interest in order to eliminate immediate threats to life, property, and public
health and safety and ensure economic recovery of the community. Overall, Leon
County and contractor crews picked up over 1 million cubic yards of debris as a result of
Hurricane Michael, compared to 200,000 following Hurricane Hermine and 40,000
following Hurricane Irma. As of the publication of this report, Leon County Public Works
anticipates debris removal operations to be fully complete (including grinding and haulout of debris to final disposal locations) by early February 2019.
As a result of the lessons learned from Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, the County’s
debris collections map has been modified to mirror Waste Pro’s collection zones for a
seamless transition to normal yard waste collections. Another enhanced feature to this
online tool is an interactive map. The map on the County’s Emergency Information
Portal (EIP) website allowed residents to zoom in to find their neighborhood, enter a
street address to identify what zone they are in, click on a zone to find out what areas in
that zone are currently being served, or determine whether their debris collection will
be served by the City. Additionally, to better assist citizens with information about the
debris collection schedule, the debris collection map on the EIP identified the
neighborhoods where crews would be working over the next three days in each zone,
followed by a listing of neighborhoods scheduled to be served later in the week. In
addition to the helpful tips available on the EIP for residents to organize and safely place
debris at the curb, the map and debris collection information was updated every two to
three days following Hurricane Michael.
The debris removal process was more efficient during Hurricane Michael due to lessons
learned from Hermine and Irma, including:
•

Amending the pre-existing contracts to require a minimum number of resources
(trucks and monitors). During Hurricane Irma, an average of five contractor
crews assisted Public Works at various points of the debris removal process.
However, due to the high demand for debris removal services in other parts of
Florida and in Texas as a result of Hurricane Harvey, the County routinely lost
debris removal subcontractors to other jurisdictions. In accordance with the
recommendations from the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, Leon County
amended its pre-existing contracts to require a minimum number of debris
removal trucks and monitors to be deployed at the time of contract activation
and to impose financial penalties should a subcontractor abandon the job prior
to completion. As a result of these actions, the County did not experience any
loss of subcontractors and had 95 debris removal crews active in the field
removing debris following Hurricane Michael. In future storm events of this
magnitude, staff will continue to activate a minimum of two contractors to
expedite the debris removal process.

•

The purchase of two new grapple trucks. Also, in accordance with
recommendations from the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, Leon County
purchased two additional grapple trucks in 2018 for Public Works staff to deploy
for debris removal needs. Both trucks were operational during Hurricane
Michael, expediting the debris removal operations.

Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County received several reports of citizens burning
debris piles in residential neighborhoods. Some citizens raised concerns regarding
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health and environmental impacts related to smoke from burning debris piles. Leon
County’s regulations regarding outdoor burning are contained in Section 18-142 of the
Leon County Code of Ordinances, which states that “Leon County shall follow the
regulations set forth by the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,
Florida Forest Service's outdoor burning and forest fire regulations and laws.” The City
of Tallahassee has, in practice, also deferred to the State's regulations on burning yard
waste, which is administered through the Florida Forest Service. The state’s regulations
regarding outdoor burning are contained in Sec. 590.125, F.S. and Chapter 5I-2, F.A.C.,
and Chapter 62-256, F.A.C. Pursuant to these regulations, debris burning generally
requires a permit from the Florida Forest Service unless the debris is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burned within an 8-foot diameter pile;
25 feet from any wildlands, brush or combustible structure;
25 feet from the burner's house;
150 feet from other occupied buildings;
50 feet from paved public roads;
Lit after 9 A.M. eastern time and extinguished one hour before sunset; and
Not burned during windy conditions

As the designated fire safety agency in Leon County, the Tallahassee Fire Department
investigates complaints of illegal burning in the County. If the Tallahassee Fire
Department is called to investigate a complaint about open burning, they will allow the
burning to continue as long as the property owner has a permit. If the fire area is less
than eight feet by eight feet, they will determine whether it meets the setback
requirement and allow it to continue if it does.
Following Hurricane Michael, Bay, Calhoun, Franklin, Gadsden, Gulf, Jackson, and Liberty
Counties enacted burn bans of varying duration. County governments may enact a burn
ban under a declared local state of emergency pursuant to Chapter 252, Florida
Statutes. Additionally, open burning of yard debris is prohibited year-round by County
ordinance in Duval, Orange, Pinellas, Hillsborough, and Sarasota Counties. Generally, a
County may issue a burn ban when conditions create an ongoing likely threat of brush
and forest wildfires. In the counties listed above, Hurricane Michael caused significant
damage to nearly 3 million acres of timberland. The volume of timber on the ground
created a serious threat of catastrophic wildfire danger in the region. In response, the
Florida Forest Service created two geographical zones, primary and secondary, to
identify hurricane-impacted areas with specific open burning requirements. From
November 2, 2018 through January 7, 2019, the Florida Forest Service required an onsite inspection and burn authorization for burning hurricane vegetative debris in the
impact area zones. During that time, non-permitted pile burning was prohibited within
the primary zone but allowed in the secondary zone. Leon County was not included in
either zone requiring special burn authorizations. A map of the primary and secondary
zones established by the Florida Forest Service is included below.
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Figure 3: Florida Forest Service – Hurricane Michael Burn Authorization Impact Zones

To help citizens throughout the affected area understand the state requirements
regarding open burning following Hurricane Michael, the Florida Forest Service also
issued a news release, also shared on the Forest Service’s social media pages, on
October 15, 2018 advising citizens to check with local city and county officials or visit the
Florida Forest Service website to see if there are any active burn restrictions in their
area. The advisory also included information for citizens regarding the requirements for
legal burning of hurricane debris and yard waste, including the following graphic:
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As reflected in the findings and recommendations below, Leon County Community and
Media Relations staff will coordinate with the Florida Forest Service and share
information regarding local and state requirements for debris burning following future
hurricanes.

Finding #61: Due to the catastrophic storm damage caused by Hurricane Michael, Leon County
collected over 1 million cubic yards of storm debris – more than five times the volume
collected following Hurricane Hermine in 2016.
Finding #62: On December 14, 2018, FEMA approved the County Administrator’s request to remove
debris from private rights-of-way, allowing for a federal cost-share reimbursement. It
was determined that the removal of such debris was necessary and in the public
interest in order to eliminate immediate threats to life, property, and public health
and safety and ensure economic recovery of the community
Finding #63: Enhancements made since Hurricane Irma, including amendments to pre-existing
debris removal contracts and the purchase of two grapple trucks, significantly
expedited the removal of debris in Leon County.
Finding #64: County governments may enact a burn ban under a declared local state of emergency
pursuant to Chapter 252, Florida Statutes. Generally, a County may issue a burn ban
when conditions create an ongoing likely threat of brush and forest wildfires.
Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County followed normal protocols and determined
that there was no need to issue a burn ban. This decision was consistent with the
Florida Forest Service’s designation of hurricane-impacted areas with special
requirements for outdoor burning, which did not include Leon County.
Finding #65: Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County received several reports of citizens burning
debris piles in residential neighborhoods. The Board of County Commissioners has
adopted regulations for debris burning, which should be shared with citizens through
public information efforts following future hurricanes.
Recommendation 65.1:

Coordinate with the Florida Forest Service and share information
regarding local and state requirements for debris burning following
future hurricanes.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Community and Media Relations
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

4.14.2 Solid Waste Services
To help Leon County citizens to clear their yards and neighborhoods of storm debris,
Leon County waived all fees for citizens to bring yard debris to the Solid Waste
Management Facility and all Rural Waste Service Centers from Friday, October 12
through Sunday, October 21, receiving an estimated 181 tons of citizens’ yard debris.
Waste Pro’s residential garbage collection was delayed by two days immediately
following the storm but resumed its normal pickup schedule by Monday, October 15.
Leon County also maintains an agreement with Waste Management, Inc. for the hauling
and disposal of residential solid waste to the Springhill Landfill in Jackson County. In
addition to the County’s hauling and disposal contract, in an extremely rare situation
where the Springhill Landfill is inaccessible, or if the Leon County Transfer Station facility
is destroyed and unable to accept waste, the County would need the ability to bring
waste directly to landfills other than Springhill. Leon County entered into backup
disposal agreements in 2015 with landfills in Decatur and Thomasville, Georgia to
ensure stability of service. Following Hurricane Michael, an approximately 80-mile
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stretch of Interstate 10 west of Leon County was closed for debris removal until the
afternoon of Thursday, October 11. Staff observed that this would have significantly
disrupted solid waste shipment to the Springhill Landfill if the highway was closed for an
extended period. As reflected below, staff identified the need to evaluate expanding the
County’s solid waste emergency plans for potential damage scenarios involving the
backup receiving sites in Georgia.
Finding #66: A segment of Interstate 10 west of Leon County was temporarily closed
following Hurricane Michael for debris removal. To ensure the County’s
ability to provide solid waste disposal during future disasters, the County
should evaluate expanding its existing solid waste emergency plans for
potential damage scenarios involving disrupted access to the Springhill
Landfill and backup landfills in Georgia.
Recommendation 66.1:

Evaluate the County’s solid waste emergency plans to
determine if agreements with additional receiving landfills
are needed.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

4.15 Initial Impact Damage Assessment
Immediately following Hurricane Michael, Leon County began collecting information on homes
damaged by the storm. 21 joint County-City damage assessment teams were sent into the field
over the course of four days immediately following the storm. On the final two days, three
FEMA teams also participated in the effort to inspect and verify damage reports compiled by our
internal damage assessment teams. These teams identified 1,172 homes in Leon County
impacted by the storm, 25 of which were destroyed, 248 that were categorized with major
damage, 660 with minor damage and 239 others at which a non-living area such as a screened
porch or gutter was affected. The establishment of joint County/City damage assessment teams
was the result of a recommendation in the Hurricane Hermine After-Action Report.
To facilitate County/City initial damage assessments, Leon County Office of Information
Technology staff developed a damage assessment application and workflow to collect
information with a smart phone and provided just-in-time training on the use of the application
and ongoing support while damage assessment teams were in the field. Also, Leon County
deployed a web portal developed by staff during Hurricane Hermine in 2016 for citizens to selfreport damage, which assisted in directing the teams deployed in the field. Obtaining accurate
and timely standardized information to support a request for federal assistance is critical to
delivering appropriate assistance to impacted individuals and households. As the majority of the
information required to assess impacted residents is available only at the local level, it is
paramount that local emergency management personnel understand the information required
by decision-makers and develop systems and assessment teams capable of collecting
standardized information quickly following a disaster. Data collected from Leon County’s initial
impact damage assessments following Hurricane Michael was submitted to FDEM so that the
state could request a Preliminary Damage Assessment for Individual Assistance, discussed
further in Section 4.17 below.
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4.16 Permit Fee Waivers and Relaxed Inspection Requirements
To help the community rebuild after Hurricane Michael, Leon County waived growth
management and building permit fees for storm-related repairs, as well as permit fees to
remove storm-damaged trees, as long as the work was completed by either the homeowner or a
licensed contractor. This practice reflects an enhancement from the Hurricane Hermine AfterAction Report in 2016 and is now codified in the Leon County CEMP as a result. Additionally, in
order to expedite power restoration, electrical service was allowed to be reconnected by a
licensed electrical contractor with final inspections conducted at a later date. This allowed
citizens to begin making emergency repairs immediately without having to worry about securing
permits in advance. Additionally, because internet and cellular service was disrupted following
the storm which required contractors to submit permit requests for electrical reconnections in
person, Leon County Development Support & Environmental Management waived the
requirement to submit owner affidavits, consistent with the County’s online permitting process.
As indicated in Section 2.3 above, Leon County maintains a Catastrophe Reserve Fund to allow
access to emergency funds during a declared local state of emergency. The Catastrophe reserve
Fund can be used in support of staff overtime, equipment, contractual support (i.e. debris
removal) and materials/supplies in the event of a natural disaster. In addition, funds may also be
used to pay for solid waste and building/growth fees for eligible residents for the purpose of
home restoration/construction. Leon County’s Catastrophe Reserve Fund was utilized to
reimburse the building fund for fees waived in support of the restoration effort. At the time this
report was prepared, fees have been waived or refunded for 204 County building permits
totaling over $67,000 in fees, although staff is still receiving additional requests generally
associated with after-the-fact permits and delays associated with insurance related issues.
Finding #67: Leon County waived permit fees for storm-related repairs following Hurricane
Michael, which allowed citizens to immediately make emergency home repairs while
permit offices were closed.

4.17 FEMA Assistance
In advance of Hurricane Michael, Governor Scott declared a State of Emergency for 26 counties
in Northwest Florida, the Big Bend region and North Central Florida on Sunday, October 7. That
declaration stretched from Escambia County in the western end of the Panhandle to Columbia
County in North Central Florida and Levy County along the Gulf Coast. Subsequently, on
Monday, October 8 the Governor expanded the declaration to include Bradford, Pasco,
Hernando, Pinellas, Hillsborough, Manatee, Alachua, Union and Baker counties. Based on
anticipated impacts throughout the state, Governor Scott requested a Presidential Disaster
Declaration for Hurricane Irma on October 8. President Trump issued a major disaster
declaration on October 11 for the State of Florida, authorizing federal funds to be made
available through the Public Assistance Grant Program to 18 counties stretching from Okaloosa
to Hamilton County, and to affected individuals through the Individual Assistance program in 12
counties. Leon County was designated eligible under the Presidential Major Disaster Declaration
for both Public Assistance and Individual Assistance.
With past federally declared disasters in Leon County, FEMA has always had a presence whether
through email, conference calls, and/or a Disaster Recovery Center at the downtown Leon
County Main Library. During Hurricane Michael, however, FEMA provided even more physical
and hands-on support throughout the disaster recovery process, including Disaster Survivor
Assistance Teams, damage assessment teams for individual and public assistance,
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intergovernmental affairs, public information, and various other federal disaster recovery efforts
as discussed throughout this report. FEMA also attended the County's Hurricane Michael
listening session, and as a result FEMA representatives provided direct, face-to-face disaster
assistance for those who attended. In addition to the individual disaster survivor assistance,
FEMA engaged in various public information activities to update Leon County citizens on
programs and aid, through a WFSU Perspectives interview to Facebook Live Q&A sessions, to
coordinated news releases with local media partners. Lastly, FEMA embedded a liaison in the
Emergency Operations Center to help coordinate Leon County-specific federal activities with the
County's Emergency Management Director.
Finding #68: FEMA's high level of support and visibility following Hurricane Michael ensured
disaster survivors received the best case management and information. Also, FEMA's
involvement in the County's community listening session led to direct, timely
assistance for those in need.
Recommendation 68.1:

Following any federally declared disaster that affects Leon County,
Emergency Management will work directly with the State of Florida's
State Emergency Response Team (SERT) to request FEMA provide staff
liaisons and support similar to or exceeding the functions provided
during Hurricane Michael: Disaster Survivor Assistance Teams, an
embedded EOC liaison, public information support, and
intergovernmental affairs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

4.17.1 Public Assistance Grant Program
The FEMA Public Assistance Grant Program is authorized through the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act to assist state, tribal, and local
governments, and certain private non-profit entities, severely affected by a disaster. To
be eligible for the FEMA Public Assistance Grant Program, a state must reach a damage
cost threshold ($1.50 per capita), and individual counties must reach a county-specific
damage cost threshold ($3.78 per capita). The 2018-19 threshold for the State of Florida
is $28,201,965 and Leon County’s threshold is $1,041,341 including all eligible entities
within the County.
As indicated above, Leon County was included in the major disaster declaration for
public assistance on October 11. Included in the declaration was: 100% percent
reimbursement for the first five days of debris removal and emergency protective
measures; 87.5% reimbursement for the remainder of the first 30 days for eligible
emergency protective measures for the of the storm event; and up to 87.5%
reimbursement for debris removal costs. Other reimbursement categories (i.e.
permanent work, such as road, culvert and other infrastructure repair) will be
reimbursed by 87.5%. Initial estimates indicate that the total disaster costs associated
with Hurricane Michael are approximately $22.6 million including debris removal costs
estimated at $20.5 million; Emergency Protective Measures at $893,000; Consulting
Services at $900,000 and Permanent Work at $265,000.
In response to the after effects of Tropical Storm Fay in 2008, the Board approved the
creation of the Catastrophe Reserve Fund (described earlier in Section 2.3 of this
report). The fund was created to allow access to emergency funds needed in case of a
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declared local state of emergency. The fund allows cash flow for expenses related to the
disaster.
During the FY 2019 carryforward process, the Board established Catastrophe Reserve
funding at $13.0 million, or 8.7% of the General/Fine and Forfeiture Fund appropriations
for FY 2019. Pursuant to the County’s reserve policy, through the carry forward process,
the Catastrophe Reserve funds are normally appropriated at a level of 2% of the total
appropriations of the General/Fine and Forfeiture Fund, or $3,001,619. The additional
reserves appropriated by the Board allowed immediate access to funds to assist with
restoring the community to pre-catastrophe levels, prior to assistance and
reimbursements being available from the Federal Emergency Management
Administration (FEMA).
Due to the extensive damage associated with Hurricane Hermine in 2016, and to ensure
the maximum reimbursement possible was received from FEMA for storm related
damage, the County contracted with an Emergency Management Consultant to assist
with the application and reimbursement process. Based on an evaluation of the final
storm damage from Hurricane Michael, Leon County again engaged its contracted
Emergency Management Consultant to assist with the Hurricane Michael FEMA
reimbursement process.

Finding #69: Following Hurricane Michael, the Leon County Board of County Commissioners
approved an elevated level of Catastrophe Reserve funding for Fiscal Year 2019 in
order to ensure adequate availability of funds to restore the community to precatastrophe levels prior to assistance and reimbursements being available from FEMA.

4.17.2 Individual and Households Program Assistance
FEMA’s Individuals and Households Program (IHP) provides up to $33,000 per household
for necessary housing-related expenses and critical needs that cannot be met through
other means. For a state or county to be eligible for FEMA IHP assistance, a damage
assessment must be completed. Following Hurricane Michael, Leon County and the City
of Tallahassee began collecting information on damaged homes as outlined in the
County CEMP. As described in Section 4.15 above, Leon County’s initial damage
assessment results found 25 homes destroyed, 248 homes with major damage, 660
homes with minor damage, and another 239 homes affected by Michael.
For the FEMA IHP to be considered under the declaration, a variety of pertinent factors
are considered for a given incident such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The amount and type of damages
The impact of damages on affected individuals, the state, and local governments
The available resources of the state and local governments, and other disaster
relief organizations
The extent and type of insurance in effect to cover losses
Assistance available from other federal programs and sources
Imminent threats to public health and safety
Recent disaster history in the state
Hazard mitigation measures taken by the state or local governments, especially
implementation of measures required as a result of previous major disaster
declarations
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As described in Section 4.15 of this report, 21 joint County-City damage assessment
teams were sent into the field over the course of four days immediately following
Hurricane Michael to conduct initial impact damage assessments. Upon completion of
these damage assessments, these teams summarized the data collected and submitted
it to the Florida Division of Emergency Management to request a Preliminary Damage
Assessment for FEMA IHP assistance.
The FEMA IHP consists of two program elements: Housing Needs Assistance and Other
Needs Assistance for individuals. Housing support may include financial assistance for
homeowners or renters in need of temporary housing solutions, reimbursement of
lodging expenses, damage repair costs for a primary residence, and the replacement of
a destroyed primary residence. According to the most recent update from FEMA, as of
January 4, 2019, Leon County residents have received more than $4.4 million in federal
funds through this program.
To aid citizens with registration for assistance programs, FEMA activated two outreach
programs to facilitate registration, Disaster Survivor Assistance and Disaster Recovery
Centers. FEMA accepted registrations for disaster-related assistance until December 17,
2018.
•

The Disaster Survivor Assistance Program Teams arrived on October 2, 2016 and
made contact with storm victims at their homes and at community events. As of
FEMA’s most recent update in January 2019, Disaster Survivor Assistance
Program Teams conducted outreach with 3,850 citizens in Leon County,
assisting with registration, answering questions, providing case updates and
making referrals to other recovery partners for needs beyond what FEMA can
assist with.

•

A Disaster Recovery Center is a readily accessible facility where survivors may go
for information about FEMA programs or other disaster assistance needs or
questions related to their circumstance. The Disaster Recovery Center for Leon
County was established in the large program rooms at the LeRoy Collins Main
Library and operated between October 23 and December 17, 2018, assisting
over 1,000 visitors from 8 AM to 7 PM daily. Representatives from the Florida
Division of Emergency Management, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), volunteer groups, and other
agencies helped storm victims apply for federal disaster assistance and provide
information on low-interest disaster loans for homeowners, renters, and
businesses.

Additionally, on October 17, 2018, Leon County was included in Operation Blue Roof, a
partnership among the state of Florida, the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to provide temporary roof repairs to eligible
property owners. Operation Blue Roof provided temporary repairs for 30 Leon County
residents following Hurricane Michael.
Finding #70: Storm-related damage identified during County and City staff-led initial
impact damage assessments and verified by FEMA’s Joint Preliminary
Damage Assessment Team supported the federal authorization of the
Individual Household Assistance program in Leon County.
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4.18 Business, Industry, and Economic Stabilization
During a disaster, the Leon County Division of Tourism Development and the Tallahassee-Leon
County Office of Economic Vitality provide coordination with and support to local business and
industry stakeholders. In general, this includes assistance finding hotel rooms for citizens and
mutual aid responders; coordination with hotels, restaurants and attractions regarding
evacuation orders and emergency-related closures; locating resources such as facility space,
fuel, and other items to directly support response and recovery operations; and more. The
findings and recommendations below reflect observations made during Hurricane Michael to
continue to enhance coordination with business and industry partners during future
emergencies.
4.18.1 Telecommunications Providers
In addition to causing widespread damage to electric utility infrastructure, Hurricane
Michael also damaged fiber optic networks and other infrastructure necessary for
delivering broadband and mobile phone service within affected areas. Verizon, Sprint,
and AT&T customers in Leon County reported outages in the days following Hurricane
Michael. Staff from the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) were
stationed in the Leon County EOC and assisted by coordinating with the State EOC to
gather the most up-to-date information regarding the restoration process for cellular
service. Additionally, OEV staff coordinated with mobile carriers to deploy equipment in
Leon County to temporarily provide service while restoration efforts were ongoing, as
described below.
On October 11, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission issued a report that
included the status of cell tower outages in Florida and Georgia related to Michael:

In instances where electric utility service is disrupted causing mobile outages, cell
towers can be powered by permanent or portable backup generators. Wireless carriers
deployed backup generators following Hurricane Michael to power cell tower sites that
lost power during the storm and staged personnel to keep generators fueled.
Additionally, carriers deployed mobile cell units to temporarily provide voice and data
service to customers during the restoration process.
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Comcast also experienced extensive damage throughout Leon County, disrupting video
and internet service to customers for several days following Hurricane Michael. To assist
customers, Comcast deployed its Xfinity “WiFi on Wheels” van to provide free wireless
internet service so residents and emergency personnel can stay connected. The vehicle
was set up at the LeRoy Collins Leon County Main Library, which was also open to the
public as a comfort station (discussed in further detail in Section 4.13 of this report), on
Saturday, October 13 and Sunday, October 14. The customized van was outfitted with
six WiFi access points which can provide wireless internet connectivity to thousands of
users over a 500 square foot area. In addition, Comcast opened its network of more
than 8,000 Xfinity WiFi hotspots throughout the Florida Panhandle, including in Leon
County, for anyone to use for free, including non-Xfinity customers.
Finding #71: Future disaster response and recovery operations would benefit from earlier
coordination in the Leon County EOC with local telecommunications
providers during future activations.
Recommendation 71.1:

Coordinate with local telecommunications providers to
designate representatives to staff the Leon County EOC
earlier during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Administration

4.18.2 Coordination with Local Hotels
The Leon County Division of Tourism Development is called upon during a hurricane for
a variety of support including finding hotel rooms for residents who may have
experienced damage to their home, out-of-town responders (electricians, contractors,
EMTs, etc.) assisting with restoration and recovery efforts, and evacuees to Leon County
from other areas. For the latter, Tourism embraces its role as a host for evacuees and
communicates with hoteliers, restaurants, and attractions to share up-to-date
information on evacuation orders, road and bridge closings, power outages, and when it
is safe to return to evacuated areas.
Hotel rooms in Leon County and surrounding areas were in a sold-out state beginning
October 9, 2018 due to last-minute evacuations from nearby coastal areas, the arrival of
mutual aid crews to assist with response and recovery operations, and the upcoming
FSU Invitational/Pre-State Cross Country meet at Apalachee Regional Park on October
12-13, which was cancelled due to anticipated storm impacts. Tourism staff acted as a
conduit surveying local lodging properties to monitor the availability of hotel rooms.
Leon County Tourism Division staff coordinated with local hoteliers to ensure that space
was available to accommodate mutual aid workers who arrived from out of state to
expedite the recovery process. Additionally, Tourism Division staff coordinated
extensively with local and regional hoteliers and Florida State University regarding the
Homecoming football game against Wake Forest on October 20. Hotels in Leon County
became over-booked in the week leading up to the Homecoming game, with the vast
majority of rooms being utilized for relief workers and evacuees from other areas. Leon
County Tourism staff actively worked to survey hotel availability in unaffected areas
throughout the region to help coordinate space for visitors arriving for the Homecoming
game without displacing relief workers or evacuees.
Additionally, as indicated in Section 4.11.2, the State of Florida established a “tent city”
at the Tallahassee International Airport to accommodate relief workers throughout the
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affected area. The tent city is a logistical preference to serve as a singular location
providing overnight accommodations for the high volume of relief workers anticipated
over an extended period of time, rather than lodging relief workers in hotels spread out
across the County. Tourism Division staff also coordinated with area hoteliers to provide
information for the tent city to ensure lodging for incoming relief workers.
During the Hurricane Michael activation, Tourism Division staff also posted special
weather alerts on VisitTallahassee.com, surveyed hoteliers to gauge inventory and
identify any special rate offers, and regularly updated the website to reflect the
availability of hotel rooms for citizens. Tourism staff paused all active marketing efforts
and shifted social media activity during Hurricane Michael to advisories for travelers and
evacuees and continually re-posted official social media communications from the EOC
throughout the storm event, leveraging the Tourism Division’s significant following on
all social media platforms.
Tourism staff extensively utilized the GroupMe mobile app to communicate with
industry partners for securing current hotel availability, maintaining current information
on the operating status of local businesses, sharing updates on the status of emergency
shelters, airport operations, event cancellations, curfew announcements and seeking
products and services needed for supporting emergency shelter operations. Tourism
also assisted in securing meals for the EOC by leveraging relationships with the Florida
Restaurant and Lodging Association as well as staff relationships with local hotels
throughout the incident. Tourism staff also provided support for the Points of
Distribution (discussed in Section 4.12) and helped share information regarding the
Office of Economic Vitality website which included a mapping tool to indicate which
restaurants, stores, attractions, hotels, and other businesses were open (Section 4.18.3).
Finding #72: Leon County Tourism Division staff coordinated with local hoteliers to ensure
that space was available to accommodate evacuees and mutual aid workers
who arrived from out of state to expedite the recovery process.

4.18.3 Business Stabilization and Recovery Efforts
Several businesses in Leon County incurred storm-related damage from Hurricane
Michael, and some experienced power outages that caused food loss or lost
productivity. Staff from the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality (OEV)
worked to coordinate recovery assistance for affected businesses following Michael. As
in previous years following Hurricanes Hermine and Irma, Domi Station once again
opened its doors to provide temporary office space for businesses experiencing power
outages or facility damage following Hurricane Michael.
OEV staff also engaged its network of more than 1,400 newsletter subscribers to
promote hurricane preparedness and disaster recovery assistance, including financial
assistance programs offered by the State of Florida and the Federal government. The
Governor activated the Florida Small Business Administration disaster declaration
Emergency Bridge Loan Program on October 12, 2018, which provides interest-free
financial assistance in a timely fashion for small businesses that experienced physical or
economic damage as a result of Hurricane Michael. The Florida Small Business
Emergency Bridge Loan Program is offered through the Florida Department of Economic
Opportunity and administered locally by the Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University’s Small Business Development Center (SBDC). OEV coordinated closely with
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the SBDC, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, and the U.S. Small Business
Administration to communicate the availability of disaster-related financial assistance
programs to local businesses.
To help Leon County citizens’ awareness regarding which businesses were open
following Hurricane Michael to find essential needs such as groceries, gas, hardware,
and pharmacy stores, OEV staff also coordinated with Tallahassee-Leon County GIS to
develop a mapping application that was published on OEV’s website and linked through
from the Emergency Information Portal. OEV also coordinated with the Leon County
Division of Tourism Development to gather and share reports from restaurants when
they were open for business.
As of December 21, 2018, there were 134,656 insurance claims filed statewide due to
Hurricane Michael, with total estimated insured losses over $4.65 billion. There were
9,313 claims in Leon County, which account for 6.9% of the total number of claims filed
statewide. At this time, approximately 15% of Leon County claims remain open. The
Florida Office of Insurance Regulation has not released a dollar figure of total insured
losses at the county level. In other counties within the Tallahassee Metropolitan
Statistical Area, there were 5,712 insurance claims filed in Gadsden County, 1,150 in
Wakulla County, and 164 in Jefferson County, and approximately 20% of these claims
remain open. Claims in Gadsden and Wakulla may likely be more severe than those in
Leon County due to the severity of wind and storm surge in those counties. By
comparison, 1,162 insurance claims were filed in Leon County following Hurricane Irma,
and 3,782 claims in Leon County following Hurricane Hermine.

Finding #73: The Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality regularly conducts an
inventory of vacant commercial buildings to support its business recruitment and
retention efforts. Vacant commercial properties can serve a variety of functions during
emergencies and should also be surveyed for suitability to assist disaster response and
recovery efforts.
Recommendation 73.1:

When surveying vacant commercial buildings in Leon County, include
information regarding these facilities’ suitability for disaster response
and recovery support, such as logistics support, sheltering, staging for
mutual aid personnel, or temporary housing.
Lead Agencies: Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
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During any large-scale emergency activation, a substantial amount of coordination for personnel,
logistical, finance, and facilities-related needs is required to support response and recovery operations.
This section of the Hurricane Michael After-Action Report discusses Leon County’s internal coordination
to meet these needs during Hurricane Michael and provides findings and recommendations to further
enhance support in these areas during future emergencies.

5.1

County Staffing at the Emergency Operations Center and in the Field
Throughout Hurricane Michael, over 530 Leon County staff from 20 departments and divisions
of Leon County government, in partnership with many hundreds more partner agency and
mutual aid personnel, participated in response and recovery activities from the EOC and in the
field. These personnel worked tirelessly throughout the activation by coordinating efforts to
keep citizens prepared and informed, establishing shelters to ensure the safety of Leon County
citizens and evacuees from other areas, clearing roadways and restoring critical infrastructure
following the storm, providing relief to citizens without power and air conditioning, assisting
citizens with navigating the recovery process, collecting and managing storm debris, and much
more. These and other specific actions taken by Leon County staff to prepare for, respond to,
and recover from Hurricane Michael are included in the following sections of this report.
Leon County’s Personnel Policy includes provisions designed to maximize staffing levels for
response and recovery operations following a disaster. For employees who are aware that they
will not be able to work during a declared local state of emergency, the policy also allows for
employees to request a hardship exemption from their supervisor. Hardship exemptions are to
be approved by the employee’s Division Director and Department Director. Those employees
with an approved hardship exemption are not eligible to receive Administrative Leave during
emergencies. Consistent with recommendations included in the Hurricane Irma After-Action
Report, the Board of County Commissioners in April 2018 approved revisions to the County’s
Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual to ensure that all emergency response
functions are managed with adequate staffing levels and to clarify each County employee’s roles
and responsibilities during future emergency activations. Specifically, these revisions included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classification of all Leon County employees as either “Emergency Critical” or
“Emergency Support,” including clarification of responsibilities for each category;
Statement of the expectation that all employees are required to work before, during,
and after a declared local state of emergency;
Statement of the responsibility of each employee to make arrangements for family and
personal needs in advance of an emergency;
Requirement for all employees to work either in their own divisions or in work locations
outside their divisions unless released from work by the County Administrator;
Clarification that working during a declared local state of emergency is a condition of
employment and that failure to respond is subject to disciplinary action up to and
including termination of employment; and
Re-statement of the existing provision for employees to request a Hardship Exemption
for medical or family related issues.

Following the Board’s approval of these policy revisions, Leon County Human Resources
provided the updated policy to all County employees. However, as is common in any large-scale
emergency activation, in a small number of instances some County staff were unsure whether
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and where they were required to report for duty. Additionally, staff observed an opportunity to
strengthen awareness of personnel operating in the field by more clearly defining the
organizational structure of the Emergency Operations Center, regularly updating the EOC roster,
and providing current information to personnel in the field at each shift change, as reflected in
the findings and recommendations below.
During staff and partner agency debriefing meetings following Hurricane Michael, stakeholders
provided constructive feedback specifically regarding the operation of the Citizens Information
Line (discussed in detail in Section 4.2.7) and risk shelter operations (Section 4.4.1). These
functions typically require personnel with specialized knowledge, skills, and abilities for
optimum performance. For instance, Citizen Information Line personnel frequently receive calls
from citizens who are upset, terrified, panicking, and confused. These personnel must handle
those calls quickly, and it can become overwhelming for some. Similarly, risk shelter operations
occur very quickly and require staff and volunteers who are able to adapt to rapidly changing
and unpredictable situations. For this reason, feedback from the Hurricane Michael debriefing
meetings included pre-identifying Leon County staff who may be suitable for certain specialized
tasks during future emergencies and continuing to provide training opportunities in these areas.
Likewise, staff and volunteers involved in all emergency operations frequently experience a
range of emotional, behavioral, physical, and cognitive responses. Further, individuals who have
had a mental illness (whether diagnosed or not) prior to the event may experience re-triggering
or increased severity of symptoms, which could be exacerbated by decreased access to
behavioral healthcare and/or medications following a disaster. While many individuals are
resilient and will recover on their own, others may require additional support. The findings and
recommendations below reflect opportunities to provide additional stress prevention and
management support for responding personnel before, during, and after future emergency
activations.
Finding #74: In a small number of instances during Hurricane Michael, some County staff were
unsure whether and where they were required to report for duty.
Recommendation 74.1:

Review procedures for notifying County staff of emergency duty to
determine if additional enhancements to the procedures are needed.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Recommendation 74.2:

Clearly define the organizational structure of the Leon County
Emergency Operations Center, the roles and responsibilities of each
position, and create an updated roster for County staff assignments in
the EOC.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Recommendation 74.3:

Evaluate strategies to further strengthen operational awareness for
response and recovery personnel in the field, including providing EOC
organizational charts as well the names and contact information for all
EOC personnel at each shift change.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
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Finding #75: There are several tasks during response and recovery operations that require
specialized knowledge, skills, and abilities.
Recommendation 75.1:

Pre-identify County staff who may be expected to fill specialized roles
(such as the Citizens Information Line, risk shelter support, and others)
during future incidents.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Recommendation 75.2:

Continue to identify and provide training opportunities throughout the
year for personnel pre-designated to fill specialized roles during an
emergency.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management, Leon County Administration
Support Agencies: Leon County Human Resources

Finding #76: Staff and volunteers involved in all emergency operations frequently experience a
range of emotional, behavioral, physical, and cognitive responses.
Recommendation 76.1:

Evaluate opportunities to provide additional stress prevention and
management support for responding personnel before, during, and
after future emergency activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Finding #77: Although there was no mandatory evacuation order or curfew imposed in Leon
County during Hurricane Michael, staff observed that there would be no consistent
way to permit reentry and passage of necessary County staff in such instances.
Recommendation 77.1:

Create a database with credentials and photographs of Leon County
employees to support efforts to permit reentry and passage following
a mandatory evacuation of non-critical staff.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources, Leon County Community and Media
Relations
Support Agencies: All County Departments

Finding #78: During Hurricane Michael, payroll procedures created some instances of
overpayments, requiring paycheck adjustments during the following pay period.
Recommendation 78.1:

Survey other counties and the Florida Division of Emergency
Management for best practices regarding payroll collection and
processing for disaster response and update Human Resources
administrative procedures accordingly.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Recommendation 78.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of itemizing emergency pay on future pay
stubs.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Human Resources
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

5.2

Public Safety Complex
The Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship, Facilities Management Division manages the
physical space at the Public Safety Complex (PSC), which opened in July 2013 and includes the
Leon County Emergency Operations Center. As reported in the 2016 Hurricane Hermine AfterAction Report, Leon County engaged one of the premier emergency management consulting
firms in the nation for its expert and objective guidance in conducting its after-action review.
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The consulting firm noted that the PSC is “a state-of-the-art facility with significant resources
available for all aspects of homeland security and emergency management.”
Since it opened in 2013, the Emergency Operations Center (which is housed within the PSC) has
been activated several times, including three major activations for Hurricanes Hermine, Irma,
and Michael which included full staffing from Leon County and partner agencies over multiple
operational periods. The findings and recommendations below reflect opportunities for further
enhancements as observed by staff and partner agency personnel following Hurricane Michael.
Finding #79: Since it opened in 2013, the Emergency Operations Center has been activated several
times, including three major activations for Hurricanes Hermine, Irma, and Michael
which included full staffing from Leon County and partner agencies over multiple
operational periods. Staff and partner agency personnel identified additional minor
enhancements to improve the utilization of the PSC.
Recommendation 79.1:

Provide additional supplies for the Citizens Information Line space
including power strips, phone cleaning wipes, and wire shelves or
baskets to store blankets, pillows, and overnight bags.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship

Recommendation 79.2:

Evaluate the feasibility of installing an interactive whiteboard (SMART
Board) within the Citizens Information Line room.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Volunteer Services
Support Agencies: Leon County Office of Information and Technology

Recommendation 79.3:

During future emergency activations, consider renting an additional
roll-off dumpster to accommodate larger volumes of solid waste.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

5.3

Logistics and Resource Support
The Leon County CEMP, Annex 7 provides for logistical and resource support to local entities
involved in delivering emergency response and recovery efforts for natural disasters and other
catastrophic events. In general, this includes coordination for locating, procuring, and assigning
resources such as supplies, fuel, heavy equipment, transportation, and other items to directly
support response and recovery operations.
During Hurricane Michael, and as the case for any large-scale emergency activation, a
substantial amount of logistics and facilities-related needs were required to support response
and recovery operations The County planned for post-storm staffing and logistical needs the by
identifying vacant office space and available equipment to be deployed the day following the
storm. Leon County Facilities Management prepped, fueled and pre-staged key equipment to
provide for rapid response. Following the storm, the EOC Logistics team, coordinated the
management of the acquisition, mobilization, staging, and allocation of resources throughout
the County. During Michael, the logistical management of resources was better supported with
the utilization of smaller County-owned vehicles to courier small quantities of material. As an
improvement identified in the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, the EOC Logistics team was
provided with a list of smaller, non-emergency essential County-owned vehicles to support to
the mobilization of resources in the field.
In addition, the EOC Logistics team is responsible for coordinating meal service for personnel
activated to the EOC during emergencies. During any emergency activation, scores of Leon
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County employees and staff from various partner agencies are represented in the EOC on day
and night shifts around the clock to ensure the success of response and recovery operations
during a disaster. These personnel work tirelessly behind the scenes to provide critical support
to resources in the field by maintaining technology systems, supporting logistical needs,
coordinating efforts to keep citizens prepared and informed, and various other vital services.
During an activation, providing balanced meals is key to maintaining the morale, focus, and
energy of the personnel fulfilling these critical roles.
During Hurricane Hermine and Irma, the EOC Logistics team found that finding local restaurants
or caterers to provide meal service following a disaster could be difficult depending on the
extent and duration of power outages. To better prepare for future disasters, the Hurricane
Irma After-Action Report included a recommendation to establish a standardized plan to
provide meal service for the EOC during future activations by potentially contracting with a
private vendor. To support meal service during Hurricane Michael, the EOC Logistics Team,
supported by Leon County Division of Tourism staff, polled and compiled a list of local
restaurants willing to provide meal service for the EOC during activation. The EOC Logistics Team
provided over 3,500 meals to personnel stationed at the EOC during Hurricane Michael.
The following findings and recommendations below reflect observations made during Hurricane
Michael to continue to enhance the coordination of logistical and resource support during
future emergencies.
Finding #80: County staff and partner agency personnel consistently reported that food service at
the EOC was excellent and significantly improved since Hurricanes Hermine and Irma,
which helped to maintain elevated morale in the EOC during an extended activation.
Recommendation 80.1:

Establish Standard Operating Procedures for food service in the EOC
based on experiences during Hurricane Michael.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

Recommendation 80.2:

To enable Logistics Team members to prepare and serve meals at the
EOC more effectively during future activations, evaluate purchasing
equipment such as a convection oven, electric hot buffet table, salad
bar, and double-glass refrigerator.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Resource Stewardship
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management

5.4

Information Technology Resources in the EOC
The Leon County CEMP, Annex 5 – Information and Planning describes the coordination of
overall information and planning activities in the EOC during emergency events. The mission of
Information and Planning is to collect, analyze, and disseminate information about an actual
disaster or potential disaster situation and to coordinate the overall activities of all responders
in providing assistance to the affected area. The Leon County Office of Information and
Technology assists these efforts by providing Geographic Information Systems (GIS) support,
computer and network equipment support, and general IT support during EOC activations.
During Hurricane Michael, the Office of Information and Technology assigned staff from
Management Information Systems (MIS) and Tallahassee-Leon County GIS to provide support to
the EOC during each shift throughout the activation to provide technical support for devices,
audio/visual equipment, website and networking needs, mapping needs, and supporting the
WebEOC incident management system. Other staff members rotated shifts at Public Works, the
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Courthouse, and the Jail and also provided remote on-call support for mission critical
applications.
Hurricane Michael was the second incident during which Leon County utilized WebEOC and
personnel from Leon County and several partner agencies reported it to be a significant
enhancement for communication and coordination within the EOC. This standardized incident
management software platform allows for paperless notification and messaging in the EOC
which allows for easier tracking of task and mission assignments during an emergency. The
system also interfaces with the Florida Division of Emergency Management and other agencies.
The Hurricane Irma After-Action Report included finding and recommendations related to
improving and expanding the utilization of WebEOC for incident management during future
emergencies including increased training, coordination, and real time data sharing with Public
Information staff and Citizens Information Line call takers. To ensure the highest level of
information coordination, LCEM continued to conduct WebEOC training on a regular basis and
expanded training opportunities for more County and partner staff, which further enhanced
operations and contributed to the County’s successful response during Hurricane Michael.
As recommended in the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, GIS and MIS partnered with Leon
County Emergency Management to evaluate additional opportunities to develop and integrate
mapping tools during future emergencies. Accordingly, GIS and MIS staff leveraged the use of
WebEOC mapping tools to develop several mapping applications and WebEOC dashboards to
centrally store and present various data sets such as roadway obstructions, shelters, traffic
signal status, and traffic signals requiring generator power.
Overall, these enhancements proved to be successful in enhancing situational awareness during
Hurricane Michael response and recovery operations. During Michael, WebEOC was utilized to
support the tracking of over 4,200 EOC activities. These activities included citizen requests for
assistance or information regarding downed trees on property, debris clean-up, food and utility
payment assistance, and other issues through the Citizens Information Line. By tracking and
storing citizens requests and information through WebEOC, CIL call-takers could easily follow-up
with citizens to ensure their requests was fulfilled by following up on any unmet needs or
provide additional referrals that were not available at the time of the initial call. Additionally, as
discussed further in Section 4.2, WebEOC facilitated requests for resources and support from
the State EOC.
The findings and recommendations below reflect opportunities for further enhancements as
observed by staff and partner agency personnel following Hurricane Michael.
Finding #81: Building upon recommendations from the Hurricane Irma After-Action Report, Leon
County MIS/GIS staff developed new GIS mapping applications for use during
Hurricane Michael. Several staff and partner agency personnel reported these tools to
be extremely useful in enhancing situational awareness during the activation.
Finding #82: WebEOC was a critical tool used by personnel in the EOC and in the field during
Hurricane Michael. Leon County staff and partner agency personnel consistently
reported that WebEOC was extremely useful in coordinating operations in and from
the EOC.
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Finding #83: Several partner agencies identified specific suggestions during debriefing meetings for
minor adjustments to the WebEOC interface.
Recommendation 83.1:

Convene stakeholder group meetings to evaluate ways to further
enhance the use of WebEOC during future activations.
Lead Agencies: Leon County Office of Information and Technology
Support Agencies: Leon County Emergency Management
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Section 6.0
6.0

Conclusion

Conclusion
The unprecedented level of activation and mobilization of resources before, during, and after
Hurricane Michael provided another unique opportunity for Leon County to extract every
possible lesson learned so that we can continue to improve our ability to respond to future
disasters. In reviewing all aspects of Leon County plans, preparations, response, and recovery
efforts from Hurricane Michael, staff has identified the 83 findings and 68 recommendations
presented in this report. Reflecting Leon County’s continuous commitment to enhancing our
community’s preparedness, response, and recovery capabilities, we recognize that we must
continue to enhance our plans and capabilities to prepare for even greater, more severe
disasters. The implementation of this Hurricane Michael After-Action Report will result in the
overall implementation of 288 findings and 213 specific recommendations for improvement in
total over the past three years and will once again serve to make a strong response by Leon
County even stronger.
Hurricane Michael was the third-most intense hurricane ever to make landfall in the continental
United States and the single-most intense to impact the Florida Panhandle in recorded history.
The storm developed and strengthened extremely quickly, caused catastrophic damage
throughout the Florida Panhandle and Big Bend region, and as such, demanded the highest level
of agility and responsiveness by emergency professionals. Leon County experienced tropical
storm-force wind gusts for a prolonged period of approximately 12 hours that downed
thousands of trees, blocking over 1,000 road segments and causing widespread power outages
to up to 95% of utility customers throughout the county; damaged nearly 1,200 homes in Leon
County including 25 that were destroyed; and required a massive debris collection operation to
remove storm-generated debris from homes and roadways. The storm-related damage caused
by Hurricane Michael required the longest and most extensive activation of the Leon County
Emergency Operations Center to date; however, Leon County emerged with no major flooding
issues and more importantly, no loss of life from the storm.
While Leon County’s Emergency Operations Center has been activated several times since
opening, no test was more significant than Hurricane Michael. The challenges presented by
Michael rigorously tested Leon County’s plans, training, partnerships, and response capabilities.
Ultimately, Leon County conducted its largest emergency response ever, activating the
Emergency Operations Center for a total of 194 hours, establishing shelters to house over 1,500
citizens and evacuees, collecting over one million cubic yards of debris, and coordinating efforts
to return our community to normal as quickly as possible. While we were fortunate that Leon
County did not receive the same catastrophic impacts as our neighboring counties to the west,
Hurricane Michael nonetheless required an unprecedented level of emergency activation and
coordination of resources to keep our community safe.
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Appendices

Appendices
Appendix A:

List of Acronyms

Appendix B:

Leon County CEMP

Appendix C:

Leon County Board Policy No. 07-2, “Reserves”

Appendix D:

2018 Leon County Disaster Survival Guide

Appendix E:

WebEOC Mission Requests
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Appendix A: List of Acronyms
AHCA
CDA
CEMP
CIL
COAD
DART
DSEM
EIP
EMS
EOC
FDEM
FDEP
FDOH
FDOT
FEMA
FHWA
FLASH
FMEA
GIS
HSPD-5
ICS
IHP
LCEM
LCSO
LMS
MIS
MRE
MYTEP
NIMS
OEV
PDRP
PSC
SBA
SBDC
SERT
SMAA
TFD
TLCASC
TPD

Florida Agency for Healthcare Administration
Consolidated Dispatch Agency
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
Citizen Information Line
Big Bend Community Organizations Active in Disaster
Big Bend Disaster Animal Response Team
Leon County Department of Development Support and Environmental Management
Emergency Information Portal
Leon County Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Operations Center
Florida Division of Emergency Management
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Florida Department of Health
Florida Department of Transportation
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Alliance for Safe Homes
Florida Municipal Electric Association
Geographic Information Systems
Homeland Security Presidential Directive #5
Incident Command System
Individuals and Households Program
Leon County Emergency Management
Leon County Sheriff's Office
Local Mitigation Strategy
Leon County Management Information Systems
Meal Ready to Eat
Multi-Year Training and Exercise Plan
National Incident Management System
Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan
Public Safety Complex
U.S. Small Business Administration
Small Business Development Center
State Emergency Response Team
Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement
Tallahassee Fire Department
Tallahassee-Leon County Animal Service Center
Tallahassee Police Department
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Board of County Commissioners
Leon County, Florida
Policy No. 07-2
Title:

Reserves

Date Adopted:

September 16, 2008

Effective Date:

September 16, 2008

Reference:

N/A

Policy Superseded:

Policy No. 07-2, “Reserves”, adopted July 10, 2007; Policy No. 99-3,
“Use of Contingency Reserves”, adopted November 23, 1999; Policy No.
94-11, AContingency Reserves and Mid-Fiscal Year Funding Requests
from Outside Agencies,@ September 1994

It shall be the policy of the Board of County Commissioners of Leon County, Florida, that:
Policy No. 07-2, “Reserves”, adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on July 10, 2007, is
hereby superseded, and a revised policy is hereby adopted in its place, to wit:
1. Emergency Reserves
a. The general revenue emergency reserves will be maintained at an amount not to be less than
3% and to not exceed 8% of projected general fund and fine and forfeitures fund operating
expenditures for the ensuing fiscal year.
b. A Catastrophe Reserve will be maintained at 2% of the general fund and fine and forfeiture
fund operating expenditures for the ensuing fiscal year. The Catastrophe Reserve will
provide immediate cash flow for staff overtime, equipment, contractual support and
materials/supplies in the event of a natural disaster.
In the event of a declared local state of emergency, the County Administrator is authorized to
utilize the Catastrophe Reserve to pay Leon County solid waste and Leon County
building/growth fees for eligible residents for the purpose of debris removal and home
restoration/reconstruction. To be eligible, residents must demonstrate that all other means
(including, but not limited to: FEMA Individual Assistance, property insurance) have been
exhausted prior to seeking County assistance.
c. The reserve for contingency is separate from the reserve for cash balances.
d. Annually the Board will determine an appropriate amount of reserve for contingency to be
appropriated as part of the annual budget. Any funds not included in the budget under this
category will be included as part of the unreserved fund balance.

Reserves
Policy No. 07-2

9.03

2. Reserve for Cash Balances
a. The County will maintain an annual unappropriated reserve for cash balance at a level
sufficient to maintain adequate cash flow and to eliminate the need for short-term borrowing.
b. The unappropriated fund balance shall be no less than 10% and no greater than 20% of
projected general fund and fine and forfeiture fund operating expenditures.
c. The reserve for cash balance shall be separate from the emergency reserves.
d. All major funds will retain sufficient cash balances to eliminate the need for short-term
borrowing.
3. Utilization of Fund Balance
a. As part of the annual budget process, a determination will be made of the minimum and
maximum amounts of fund balance available based on the requirements set forth in Sections
1 and 2.
b. Funds in excess of the minimums established can be utilized to support one time capital
project funding and /or other one-time expenditures to address unforeseen revenue shortfalls.
4. Budgeted Contingency Reserve
Budgeted Reserve for Contingency reserves, are established to provide the following:
a. Funding for authorized mid-year increases to adopted levels of service.
b. Funding for unexpected increases in the cost of providing existing levels of service.
c. Temporary and nonrecurring funding for unexpected projects.
d. Funding of a local match for public or private grants.
e. Funding to offset losses in revenue caused by actions of other governmental bodies.
f. Funding to accommodate unexpected program mandates from other governmental bodies.
5. Procedures
a. The County Administrator is authorized to develop forms and procedures to be used by
outside agencies or individuals or County agencies in submitting their requests for use of
contingency reserves.
b. County agencies, including County departments and Constitutional Officers, requesting
additional funding from the Board shall first submit their requests in writing to the County
Administrator for full review and evaluation.
c. After evaluation, all requests will be brought to the Board for consideration at a regularly
scheduled meeting.
d. Requests for use of reserves for contingency may be approved only by the Board of County
Commissioners.
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e. The County's budget will be amended at such time the County Commission, by majority
vote, authorizes reserves for contingency. All requests to the County Commission for the
use of any reserves for contingency shall be accompanied by a Acontingency statement@
prepared by OMB showing the year-to-date activity on the reserves account as well as the
current account balance and the net effect on the account of approving the use of reserves.
6. Evaluation Criteria
a. The Board will use the procedures and evaluation criteria set forth in this policy. The
evaluation of funding requests shall include, but not be limited to the following:
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

consistency with other Board policy;
the urgency of the request;
the scope of services to be provided;
the short-term and long-term fiscal impact of the request;
a review of alternative methods of funding or providing the services,
a review for duplication of services with other agencies;
a review of efforts to secure non-County funding;
a discussion of why funding was not sought during the normal budget cycle; and
a review of the impact of not funding or delaying funding to the next fiscal year.

7. Exceptions
a.
This policy is not intended to limit regular mid-year salary adjustment transfers from the
salary adjustment contingency account, which is reviewed separately by the Board of County
Commissioners on an annual basis.
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Leon County is the nation’s
first #HurricaneStrong
community — find more
information inside
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Leon County is proud to be the nation’s
first #HurricaneStrong community
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A prepared community is a resilient community
our citizens and extracting every
lesson possible after emergencies.

VINCENT S. LONG
County Administrator

T

he County’s Disaster Survival
Guide you are holding now
gives you all the information
you need to be prepared before,
during, and after disaster. As
a learning organization, Leon
County focuses on listening to

This commitment to learning and
building resilience has led to Leon
County being named the nation’s
first #HurricaneStrong community
by the Federal Alliance for
Safe Homes (FLASH) and the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). In addition, the
designation recognizes the Board
of County Commissioners for
their leadership in building our
community’s resilience and their
continued focus on public safety.
#HurricaneStrong acknowledges
our entire community and all
the efforts of our neighborhoods,

partners, and citizens to be a
model of resilience for the entire
nation. For years, both FLASH
and FEMA sought a community
that embodied what it means to
be #HurricaneStrong: resilient,
responsive, and dedicated to
learning and improving.

And while we are proud to be
#HurricaneStrong, it’s not a oneand-done label; rather, it’s a
commitment to always growing
stronger and better in the face
of disaster. As the first #HurricaneStrong community, we will
continue to reflect on the hard
work we have done and the new
opportunities we can leverage.

Prepare now for 2018 hurricane season

KEVIN PETERS
Director
Leon County Emergency
Management

A

fter two hurricanes nearly a
year apart from one another,
we know that Leon County
can be particularly vulnerable
to weather-based disasters. But
we also know we have a resilient
community filled with local officials, neighborhood leaders, and
community partners who work
around the clock during disaster
to keep us safe. And still, all of
us need to be prepared for the
2018 Atlantic hurricane season,
which is expected to be another
active season.

As Hurricane Hermine (2016)
and Hurricane Irma (2017) have
taught us, every emergency
exposes different vulnerabilities, tests a community’s partnerships differently, and reveals
opportunities for improvement
in different ways. Leon County
remains committed to making
our strong response to emergency even stronger for the next
disaster.
You will see Leon County’s commitment to #HurricaneStrong
reflected throughout the 2018
Disaster Survival Guide. The
guide continues our County’s
commitment
to
listening,
planning, and building upon our
past successes. Learning from
back-to-back
hurricanes,
we
have continued our community
partnership with WFSU radio to
provide timely, critical updates on
88.9FM. In addition, the County’s
Citizen Connect mobile app
proved critical for Hurricane Irma,
and it’s your one-stop shop for all

local emergency information.

The 2018 Disaster Survival
Guide is a critical part of your
disaster
planning.
Take
it
with you when you travel and
give copies to your family and
friends. The guide is divided into
several sections that focus on
storm readiness, featuring important information to help you
prepare, act and recover.

As the last two hurricanes have
taught us, we do our best work
responding to disaster when our
community works together. So
be prepared for the 2018 season
by making a disaster plan, gathering your supplies, and staying
informed!

If you need help planning and
preparing, do not hesitate to
contact Leon County Emergency
Management at (850) 606-3700.
It’s critical that our community
is prepared and resilient for the
next disaster.

2018 DISASTER SURVIVAL GUIDE
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Prepare

Plan now before
disaster strikes

Plan now. When disaster strikes, it is too late to prepare. This section will
help you plan to keep you and your family safe during disasters. Be prepared
by having a plan and disaster bucket for your family.

Build your bucket
Leon County encourages citizens to put disaster supplies in a waterproof and
durable five-gallon bucket. Keep these essential items in a bucket near an
exit door in your home or in your vehicle
Batteries
Battery powered AM/FM radio
Blanket
Can opener
Cash
Change of clothing
Duct tape
Dust mask
First aid kit
Flashlight
Games and toys
Gloves
Hand sanitizer
Keys (home and car)
Large plastic trash bags
Local map
Medications
Non-perishable food
Permanent marker

Pet supplies
Photos of family members and
pets
Pocket knife
Portable phone charger
Ponchos
Rope/paracord
Soap
Special family needs (diapers,
feminine hygiene items, etc.)
Tarp
Toilet paper
Toothbrush
Towel
Water
Waterproof bag with family
documents, including driver’s
license, insurance information,
out-of-area contact
Whistle

2018 North Atlantic Hurricane Names
Alberto
Beryl
Chris
Debby
Ernesto
Florence

Gordon
Helene
Isaac
Joyce
Kirk
Leslie

Michael
Nadine
Oscar
Patty
Rafael
Sara

Tony
Valerie
William

Watch or
Warning?
Knowing the difference between a
watch and warning can help keep
you safe.

Tropical Storm Watch:

An announcement that tropical
storm conditions (sustained winds
of 39 of 73 mph) are possible within
the specified area within 48 hours.

Tropical Storm
Warning:

An announcement that tropical
storm conditions (sustained winds
of 39 to 73 mph) are expected within
the specified area within 36 hours.

Hurricane Watch:

An announcement that hurricane
conditions (sustained winds of 74
mph or higher) are possible somewhere within the specified area.
Because hurricane preparedness activities become difficult once winds
reach tropical storm force, the hurricane watch is issued 48 hours in
advance of the anticipated onset of
tropical-storm-force winds.

Hurricane Warning:

An announcement that hurricane
conditions (sustained winds of 74
mph or higher are expected somewhere within the specified area.
Because hurricane preparedness activities become difficult once winds
reach tropical storm force, the hurricane warning is issued 36 hours in
advance of the anticipated onset of
tropical-storm-force winds.

2018 DISASTER SURVIVAL GUIDE
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Renters
Questions to ask:

•
•

Insurance

•

5 Questions to Ask About Your Policy
1.

What is my standard
deductible?

a discount on premiums. Learn
more about insurance policies
from the Insurance Information
Institute at iii.org.

2. What is my hurricane
deductible?

Flood Insurance

3. Do I need flood insurance?

4. Do I have enough coverage
to replace my home and
belongings?

5. Do I have loss-of-use coverage
for temporary housing
expenses?

Not all insurance policies are created equal. Check your policy or
talk to your agent to make sure
you have sufficient coverage and
to determine if any home improvements would qualify for

Most Homeowner Insurance policies do not cover damage from
rising flood waters. If you own a
home in a flood zone, your mortgage
company will require you to carry a
flood policy. Even if you don’t live in
a flood zone, consider the additional
coverage. To learn more about flood
protection, visit LeonCountyFL.
gov/FloodProtection.

Don’t wait until it is too late to buy
a flood insurance policy. Typically,
there’s a 30-day waiting period before your policy goes into effect.

Do I know my rental property’s
risk of flood or storm surge? Do
I know my evacuation zone?
Do I need flood insurance and
renter’s insurance to cover
damage to my personal property?
Will my landlord protect the
windows in a storm? If not,
where would I go during a
hurricane?

Insurance Helpline

The Florida Department of Financial Services’ toll-free Insurance
Consumer Helpline is available yeararound to assist Florida’s insurance
consumers. Insurance Specialists
are available to answer questions or
concerns regarding insurance coverage and advocate on a consumer’s behalf to resolve a dispute with
an insurance company. Consumers
may contact an Insurance Specialist at 1-877-MY-FL-CFO (693-5236)
toll-free, Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
In the event of a disaster, the Department may activate its Disaster
Assistance Insurance Helpline at
1-800-222-STORM (227-8676). Visit
MyFloridaCFO.com/Division/Consumers for more.

Sandbags
Sandbags are made available by
Leon County and the City of Tallahassee for heavy rain. Leon County sandbags are limited to 15 bags
per household and citizens should
bring shovels to fill bags. Locations
will not be staffed, but crews will
resupply sites. Sites will remain
open until officials determine sandbags are no longer needed. Updates

about sandbag availability will be
provided during an emergency at
LeonCountyFL.gov/ei.

Please note:
Residents should not rely on sandbags to save their home from major
flooding, especially fast moving hurricane storm surge flooding. Consider
the severity of flood conditions before
deciding whether sandbags would
provide effective protection.

2018 DISASTER SURVIVAL GUIDE
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Act

Stay or go?

Making the
decision

When a hurricane is approaching, will you stay in Leon County or drive
miles away to another location? Evacuating to a safe shelter locally or in a
neighboring county has advantages; you will avoid traffic jams and highways
crowded with vehicles from other counties joining the evacuation. Even if
you leave the area, the storm could shift and still put you in harm’s way. The
next section will guide you through the steps you should take as a storm is
approaching and the choices you’ll have to make.

Understanding the forecast
5-day cone actions

•

When the Big Bend area is in the
5-day cone, it’s time to implement
your plan and preparations. A hurricane is on a probable path to reach
our area in five days.

•

•
•
•
•

Review your family disaster
plan.

Get your disaster bucket and
important papers ready.
Begin work to prepare your
home and yard.

If you have special needs, be
sure to implement your plan
and, if needed, you are registered for a special needs shelter.
See page 9 for more information.

3-day cone actions
As a storm moves closer to land, the
accuracy of the forecast increases
and residents should step up their
preparation with the following actions:

•
•

Double check your disaster
bucket and make necessary
purchases.

If your plans are to evacuate,
make arrangements, book reservations and pack what you
can in your vehicle.

Hurricane Watch
actions
(48 hours ahead)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gather special supplies for children, seniors, and pets.

Be sure you have all materials
and tools necessary to shutter
windows.

Prepare as if the storm is headed directly for your home. Be
ready for a Hurricane Warning
within a few hours.

Hurricane Irma

•

Fill your vehicle’s gas tank.

If you are registered for transportation to a public shelter, be
sure you have everything you
need in your disaster bucket.

Get cash and secure important
papers and valuables.

Hurricane Warning
actions

Fill containers and tubs with water, even if evacuating – you may
need the water when you return.

•

Refill medications.

Secure yard equipment and
furniture.
Shutter your windows.

If your plans are to evacuate
the area, secure your home so
you can leave as soon as an
evacuation order is issued.

(36 hours ahead)

•
•
•

2018 DISASTER SURVIVAL GUIDE

Be prepared for an evacuation
order to be issued.
Stay tuned to local news and
get your weather radio ready.

Complete final preparations to
evacuate or to shelter in your
home.

If your plan is to travel out of
the local area and you can leave
at this point, go.
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Evacuation order
•

•

If you are registered for
transportation to a public
shelter, be ready to leave when
contacted. See page 9 for more
information.
Determine if your residence
is affected by the evacuation

•

order — does it include your
area, or do you live in a mobile
or manufactured home?
If you are evacuating locally,
get to your shelter location
within a few hours of the
order.

Plan to stay if ...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You live in a structure that was built after 1973
when Florida adopted a standard building code.

You do not live in a manufactured or mobile home.
Your home is not vulnerable to storm surge or
inland flooding.

You have reduced the threat of falling trees by
trimming and/or removing dead, dying or diseased
trees.

•
•

If you are traveling out of the
local area, leave immediately to
avoid traffic jams.
Be aware of your evacuation
time range. Evacuations will be
issued with beginning and end
times.

Plan to go if ...

•
•
•
•
•

You have mitigated the effects of severe winds
on your home by installing hurricane shutters on
windows and bracing your garage door.

An evacuation order has been issued.

You live in a manufactured or mobile home.

You live in a structure that was built prior to 1973
when Florida adopted a standard building code.
Your home is vulnerable to storm surge or inland
flooding.

You can leave early enough to meet an estimated
regional clearance time of 24 hours. (It is very
dangerous to be on the highway during a storm.)

You have prepared a multi-hazard Disaster
Response Plan for yourself, your family, and your
pets.

You have prepared a disaster bucket that includes
cash, a supply of food, water and a 1-month supply
of prescription medicines.
You have identified a Safe Room within your home.

Mobile homes are not safe havens
A Category 1 hurricane like Hermine, with winds of 74 to 95 mph,
can rip apart a mobile home. The
National Hurricane Center reports
that no mobile home or manufactured home — no matter how new
it is — can be a safe shelter from
hurricane force winds. Also, tornadoes can spin off from hurricanes.

Straps or other tie-downs will not
protect a mobile home from high
winds associated with a hurricane.
In 1992, 97% of all manufactured
homes in Hurricane Andrew’s path
in Dade County were destroyed,
compared to 11% of single-family, non-manufactured homes. If a
hurricane threatens Leon County,

all mobile home residents should
plan to evacuate to a safer location. If you must evacuate and do
not have access to transportation
due to age, disability, or other special needs, you should register
now with Leon County Emergency
Management. See page 9 for more
information.

2018 DISASTER SURVIVAL GUIDE
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Evacuations and shelter
Red Cross Shelters

Sheltering info

•
•

•

Prescription medications and
any important documents you
deem necessary

Additional snacks, specifically
if you have a special diet

Blankets, pillows, and/
or sleeping bags--your
accommodations at the shelter
may be limited
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require electricity
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For the elderly and citizens with
special needs

All residents should have personal
evacuation plans. Citizens who will
need assistance with evacuation and
sheltering because of age, disability
or other special needs should register
online at SNR.FloridaDisaster.org.

All information you provide is
confidential and protected under
Florida Statutes and must be
updated on an annual basis. For
further assistance with registration,
call Leon County Emergency
Management at (850) 606-3700.
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Toiletries and diapers if you are
sheltering with young children
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Risk shelters may only have water,
snacks, and a secure area for you
to stay safe during a major storm.
If you evacuate to a risk shelter
during a disaster, please bring the
following items:
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What to bring
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CRAWFORDVILLE RD

Please note: Not every shelter will open for every disaster. Please check LeonCountyFL.gov
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Leon County officials can issue an order directing the evacuation of
specific areas of the county deemed to be in danger. Prepare to leave
24 hours prior to the storm landfall in order to give yourself enough
time to evacuate.

rs

THOMASVILLE RD

1

1.

Chiles High School
7200 Lawton Chiles Lane

2. Lincoln High School
3838 Trojan Trail
3. Nims Middle School
723 West Orange Ave.
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4. Godby High School
1717 West Tharpe St.
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Storm Surge Evacuation Zones
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WOODVILLE HWY
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Mandatory

The probability of storm surge
is high and could be deadly for
residents who don’t leave. It is illegal
to stay in a home under a mandatory
evacuation order. Residents living
in mobile homes should plan to
evacuate to a safer location during
a mandatory order.

Storm surge is the leading cause of
death from hurricanes and is the
reason hurricane evacuation orders
are issued. The Apalachee Bay is one
of the most storm surge prone areas
in the Southeast. Areas of southern
Leon County have been identified
as storm surge evacuation zones.
Know your zone!
Zone C (Yellow) – Areas east of
Crawfordville Highway to the Leon/
Jefferson County Line, and areas
along and south of the following
roads: Glover Road; Oak Ridge Road;
Rhodes Cemetery Road; Meridale
Drive.

Lake Lafaye
tte

CRAWFORDVILLE RD

If a tropical storm is approaching
or a hurricane is expected to cross
Florida and pass over Leon County,
the danger from storm surge may
be lower. Emergency managers may
recommend residents in mobile
homes or flood prone areas evacuate
to higher ground or sturdier shelter.

Storm Surge
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CAPITAL CIR NE

Voluntary

Zone D
Zone C

Zone D (Green) – Includes all areas
in Zone C, in addition to areas east
of Springhill Road to the Leon/
Jefferson County Line, and areas
along and south of the following
roads: Capital Circle SW; Capital
Circle SE; Tram Road.

v/ei or call the Citizens Information Line at (850) 606-3700 to learn about shelter openings.
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Recover

In the aftermath
of a disaster

During a disaster, services could
be impacted, including electric,
water, and sewer. When preparing,
consider that you could be without
these important utilities for an
extended period.

Tallahassee offers a low-interest
loan
program
for
qualified
homeowners. To be eligible, a
transfer switch and interconnect
agreement are required. Get details
by calling 891-4968.

bleach per gallon of water and let
stand for 30 minutes; bleach used
should contain 5.25 percent sodium
hypochlorite. This is less effective
but will work if there’s no way to
boil water.

For City of Tallahassee customers,
report electric outages via the
City’s DigiTally App, Talgov.com/
Outage, or by calling (850) 891-4968.
During major events, the City will
send information directly to utility
customers. Keep your contact details
current by visiting Talgov.com/
Update or by calling (850) 891-4968.

CARBON
MONOXIDE:
Use
generators outdoors and away
from windows and doors to avoid
exposure to this deadly, colorless,
odorless gas. Never operate a
generator indoors.

If a sewer outage is announced,
DO NOT flush your toilet. Powered
sewer lift stations may be down,
which could cause a sewage back-up
in your home.

Electric outages

For Talquin Electric members, you can
report an electric outage by calling
1-866-899-4832 (Automated System)
or 1-888-802-1832 (Live Operator) or
text #OUTAGE to 85700. Sign up for
text alerts at TalquinElectric.com.
Download Talquin’s iPhone app from
the App Store.
Duke Energy customers, call 1-800228-8485.
Expect longer wait times during
major events.

Food Safety
TWO DAYS: The approximate time
frozen items can be stored safely if
you keep the freezer door shut.
FOUR HOURS: If your refrigerator’s
power is out for longer than this
time, move perishable foods into an
ice-filled cooler.

Generators
If you are considering purchasing
a portable generator, the City of

A generator can keep your
appliances going after a disaster,
but it comes with several dangers:

FIRE: Make sure the generator is
cool when refilling the fuel tank
and store flammable fuel away from
fuel-burning appliances.
ELECTRICAL SHOCK: An electrical
shock from your generator can kill
you.

•
•

•

Keep generator in a dry place.
Plug appliances directly
into the generator or use a
heavy-duty, three-pronged
extension cord.

Never plug into a wall outlet;
this can cause electrocution.

Water impacts

If the drinking water supply is
compromised by a disaster, a boil
water notice will be issued, which
means there’s a possibility of
contamination.
BOIL: Bring a pot of water to a rolling
boil for 1 minute to kill bacteria,
viruses, and parasites.
BLEACH: Add 1/8 tsp. of unscented

Sewer outage
Emergency toilets

Use a chemical toilet or create an
emergency toilet by one of the
following methods:
5-GAL
BUCKET:
Line
with
heavy-duty trash bag and use
household bleach as disinfectant.
Make sure it has a tight lid.

TOILET BOWL: Turn off your
outside water supply first and flush
once to empty before lining with a
trash bag. Do not use kitty litter —
it cannot be flushed after the sewer
system is running.

Safe driving

After a storm, roads may be littered
with debris and many routes may
be flooded. Avoid unnecessary
travel and, if you must venture out,
always obey Road Closed signs.
Never drive through standing
water. Turn around, don’t drown!
Treat any intersection with
non-working traffic signals as an
“all way” stop. Be prepared to stop
at every intersection.
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PICKING UP THE PIECES

WRONG WAY
CROSSING THE LINE
Any debris placed from the
sidewalk toward your
property will not be picked up.
Contractors cannot collect
items on private property.

NO

P
PI IC
CK K
U
UP P

Following these specific guidlines
when hauling hurricane-related
debris and household garbage
to the curb will make for
a speedier removal
process

PROPPING UP
Do not set debris against
trees or poles. Doing so
makes it harder for
cleanup crews to scoop
up the items.

B

6
C

5

4

STAFF GRAPHIC BY
DAN SWENSON

3

CORRECT WAY
HOUSEHOLD
GARBAGE
Bagged trash
Discarded food
Packaging, papers
All garbage should be
placed curbside the night
before the scheduled
weekly pickup.

2

CONSTRUCTION
DEBRIS
Building materials
Drywall
Lumber
Carpet
Furniture
Mattresses
Plumbing

Price gouging

In a declared state of emergency, it
is illegal to sell necessary goods or
services at increased prices. If you
believe a business or individual is
price gouging, call the Attorney
General’s Office at 1-866-9-NOSCAM (1-866-966-7226).

gallon containers or eight trash bags

B Share piles with neighbors
C Refrigerator and freezer doors

1

Homeowners and businesses are being asked
to separate debris into the following categories:

1

HELPFUL HINTS
A Limit curbside garbage to two 32-

2

A

must be secured with duct tape

3

VEGETATION
DEBRIS
Tree branches
Leaves
Logs

4

HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS WASTE
Oils
Batteries
Pesticides
Paints
Cleaning supplies
Compressed gas

Who to call
•

•

Sources:
Army Corps of
Engineers,
debris removal
contractors

9-1-1 for life-threatening
emergencies or (850) 606-5800
for non-emergency public
safety assistance.
Citizen Information Line for
the latest emergency updates,
(850) 606-3700 or use 7-1-1
Florida Relay.

•
•
•
•
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‘WHITE’ GOODS
Refrigerators
Washers, dryers
Freezers
Air conditioners
Stoves
Water heaters
Dishwashers

6

ELECTRONICS
Televisions
Computers
Radios
Stereos
DVD players
Telephones

Contact 2-1-1 Big Bend for 24hour social services assistance by
dialing 2-1-1 or (850) 617-6333.
For City of Tallahassee
Utility information, call
(850) 891-4968.

For Talquin Electric, call
1-888-802-1832.
For Duke Energy call
1-800-228-8485.
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Surviving all hazards
While hurricanes pose a major threat to Leon County, there are other potential disasters that threaten lives
and property. From violent tornadoes to hazardous chemical spills, it is critical to know what to do when
warnings are issued.

•
•

Identify a meeting location should an incident
prevent you from getting home.
Build a disaster bucket for potential disasters.

•

Locate a safe room you can retreat to in the event of
severe weather events such as thunderstorms and
tornadoes.

Thunderstorms
and lightning

Thunderstorms are a common occurrence in Florida, especially
during the summertime. The Sunshine State sees about 1.4 million
lightning strikes in an average year
and we lead the nation in lightning-related deaths. About 10 percent of thunderstorms are severe,
with winds 58 mph or stronger
and 1-inch hail. Keep an eye on the
weather forecast before you venture
outdoors and heed nature’s warning
when you hear the sky start to rumble.

Seek shelter

Every thunderstorm produces lightning. If you hear thunder, lightning
is close enough to strike. Go inside
or find shelter immediately. Wait 30
minutes after hearing the last crash
of thunder before going back outdoors.

When thunder roars,
go indoors!

If you’re indoors during a thunderstorm, stay away from anything
that conducts electricity, such as
corded phones, electrical appliances, computers, plumbing, metal
doors and windows.

Man-made
and biological
hazards
Terrorism and active
shooters
If stuck outdoors ...
•
•
•

Get off any elevated areas.

Do not shelter under an isolated tree.
Get as far away from water as
possible.

Downed
power lines
•
•
•

Do not touch downed power
lines.

Assume all downed power lines
are energized.
Contact your utility provider
to report downed power lines.
See page 10 for contact information.

Unlike a hurricane, there may be no
warning for a terrorist attack, but
you can plan ahead by taking the
steps referenced earlier: emergency
contacts, emergency alerts, a meeting place and a disaster bucket. Be
alert and aware of your surroundings. If you see something — report
it to law enforcement. Report suspicious activities to the Florida Dept.
of Law Enforcement at 1-855-FLASAFE.

Pandemic

In our global society, infectious
diseases can spread quickly by human contact, animals, insects or
food. The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control is the agency responsible
for warning the public about pandemic health hazards. The Florida Department of Health in Leon
County may also issue warnings
and advice. For more information,
visit the website of the CDC at CDC.
gov or the Florida Dept. of Health at
Leon.FloridaHealth.gov.
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Tornadoes

•

Tornadoes can form quickly during thunderstorms any
time of year creating high velocity wind and blowing
dangerous debris. In Florida, the average warning time
before a tornado hits is only 12 minutes. You may only
have moments to make a life-or-death decision.

Watches vs. Warnings

TORNADO WATCH: Tornadoes are possible in your area;
monitor radio or TV reports for further developments.

A new flood policy takes 30 days to take effect.

Stay out of the water
•
•
•

Do not drive through standing water and obey
“road closed” signs. It only takes a foot of water to
make vehicles float. Turn Around, Don’t Drown!

Do not walk through flood waters. It only takes six
inches of water to knock you down.
Don’t go into any room if water has submerged
electrical outlets or cords.

After a flood, stay out of standing water or structures until authorities advise it’s safe. Standing
water could contain toxins, chemicals, dangerous
debris and wildlife.

TORNADO WARNING: A tornado has been sighted in
your area. Proceed to safe room immediately.

•

Designate a safe room where you can stay during a tornado in your home, office, or other places you go frequently. Good safe room options include: bathrooms,
interior hallways, the center of a building, and spaces on
the ground floor away from windows.

Learn more about floods: Leon County has a comprehensive website on our area’s flood hazards and how residents can become better prepared: LeonCountyFL.gov/
floodprotection.

Mobile homes are not safe from the violent winds of a tornado. Identify a safe place in a sturdy building you can go
to when tornadoes are possible.

Hazardous materials are part of daily life. Should a chemical spill or other hazardous material release occur, there
are a few basic steps you can take to protect yourself:

Safe rooms

Mobile Homes

Vehicles

•

Vehicles are easily overturned in a tornado, so get out
and seek shelter in a sturdy building. Do not try to outrun or outmaneuver a tornado!

Floods

Know your flood risk
•
•

•

•

Flooding is a year-round threat. Sometimes floods develop slowly and forecasters can anticipate where a flood
will happen days or weeks before it occurs. Oftentimes
flash floods can occur within minutes and sometimes
without any sign of rain.

•

Hazardous materials

For your FEMA Flood Zone, visit LeonCountyFL.
gov/floodprotection .

If you live in an area prone to flooding, consider
sandbags or another type of barrier to keep water
out of your home in minor flood events.

Remember: Homeowner’s insurance policies don’t
cover flood damage. Consider extra flood coverage.

Shelter-in-place if local authorities ask you to do so.
Turn off the air conditioning/ventilation system
and seal windows and doors to prevent outside
air from coming in. Plastic sheeting can help seal
cracks around doors and windows.
Remain indoors and wait for further instructions
through the local media and emergency notification systems.

Wildfires

Droughts and freezes create an ideal situation for wildfires. With so many trees in Leon County, the threat of
wildfires is always present. Take a few minutes to discuss with your family what actions you will take if there
is a fire in your neighborhood or your home.

•
•
•

Identify at least two escape routes from your home
and neighborhood.
Practice fire drills so everyone knows what to do.
If advised, evacuate immediately.
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Stay engaged
The agencies below are critical during any disaster. Please consider
learning more about volunteering with these nonprofits partners.

When disaster strikes, volunteers play a critical role in recovery efforts and
providing needed relief to victims. Consider becoming an American Red
Cross Disaster Volunteer. Employees with the State of Florida, Leon County,
and City of Tallahassee are eligible for 15 days of disaster leave by becoming
a Red Cross Volunteer.

(850) 878-6080
RedCross.org/NorthFlorida

211BigBend.org

2-1-1 Big Bend, Inc. serves as the preferred 24/7 gateway to community
information, services and support any day of the year, including times of
community emergencies. Trained hotline counselors provide emotional
support, crisis assistance, information about local services, and referrals that
contain accurate, up-to-date resource information. The agency’s resource
database contains more than 1,000 programs in the Big Bend area with
subjects including housing assistance, emergency shelter, mental health,
substance abuse, domestic violence, child development, employment, food
pantries, and more.

(850) 222-0304

The Salvation Army of Tallahassee serves disaster survivors and relief
workers with food, emotional support, and other critical services. The
Salvation Army’s disaster team consists of staff and volunteers who conduct
wellness checks, feed hot meals, drinks and snacks directly from our canteen,
provide spiritual care, and assist in distributing food, water, clothing, and
clean-up kits to residents who are affected or have been displaced by a
disaster.

2-1-1 or (850) 617-6333

SalvationArmyFlorida.org/Tallahassee

(850) 606-1970
VolunteerLEON.org

During an emergency, VolunteerLEON organizes the Citizens Information
Line and coordinates the Big Bend Community Organizations Active in
Disaster (COAD). COAD provides a structure for non-profit organizations,
and the faith-based community to prepare for, respond to, and recover from
disaster. COAD focuses on coordinating efforts to best serve communities.
Nonprofit partners include: 2-1-1 Big Bend, America’s Second Harvest of the
Big Bend, Catholic Charities, Florida Baptist Active in Disaster, Goodwill,
Red Cross, Salvation Army, United Way, and more.
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Stay informed
Citizens Connect App
Download the Leon County Citizens Connect
App, your best source of emergency news and
alerts. The most critical information will be
delivered by push notifications directly to your
phone or tablet.

The Leon County Citizens Connect App puts upto-the-minute emergency information at your
fingertips, such as weather alerts, road closings,
sandbag locations, and so much more.

The County’s App provides a single source
of emergency information verified by public
safety agencies, emergency management
professionals, and other crews in the field.

•

•

Critical Updates: announces the most important
community updates, such as comfort stations,
points of distribution, and price gouging alerts and
road closings.
Storm Debris Management: after disasters, this
section details debris collection and removal.

•
•
•

Sandbag Locations: lists locations and addresses
for sandbag distribution, including a map of sites.
Power Outages: provides information on power
outages.

Evacuations: provides a map of evacuation routes
for Leon County and other real-time updates.

DOWNLOAD DIGITALLY
YOUR CONNECTION TO THE CITY OF TALLAHASSEE

LeonCountyFL.gov/ei
Twitter: @LeonCounty
Facebook: @LeonCountyFL
Mobile App:
Leon County Citizens Connect
Citizens Information Line:
(850) 606-3700

Talgov.com
Twitter: @COTNews
Facebook: @COTNews
Mobile App: DigiTally
(850) 891-4968

From Finding your bus to paying your bills, we put the City at
your fingertips. Power out? Tree trouble? Take a picture of City
issues and we’ll handle it.

88.9
If you are unable to use your smartphone, tablet,
or computer, timely and critical updates will be
provided by emergency management officials on
88.9 WFSU-FM radio. By partnering with WFSU,
Leon County and the City of Tallahassee will help
ensure that any citizen with radio access stays
informed before, during, and after a disaster.
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(850) 606-3700

LeonCountyFL.gov/ei | HaveAHurricanePlan.com

Capital Area Chapter of
the American Red Cross
(850) 878-6080
RedCross.org/NorthFlorida

2-1-1 Big Bend
Dial 2-1-1
(850) 617-6333 (NEED)
211BigBend.org

Franklin County
Emergency Management
Apalachicola
(850) 653-8977
FranklinEmergencyManagement.com

Gadsden County
Emergency Management
Quincy
(850) 875-8642

Jefferson County
Emergency Management
Monticello
(850) 342-0211

Liberty County Emergency
Management
Bristol
(850) 643-2339

GadsdenSheriff.org/Emergency_
Mgmt.html

JeffersonCountyFL.gov

LibertyCountyFlem.com

Madison County
Emergency Management
Madison
(850) 973-3698

Taylor County Emergency
Management
Perry
(850) 838-3575

Wakulla County
Emergency Management
Crawfordville
(850) 745-7200

MadisonCountyFL.com/
EmergencyManagement

TaylorCountyEM.com

WCSO.org/EmergencyManagement

In Partnership With
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Appendix E:
Leon County WebEOC Mission Requests, Hurricane Michael

Mission #

Description

Title

Status

Date Entered

Last Updated Date

Purpose

The City request 286 generators for signalized intersections. Currently, there are
356 signalized intersections in Leon County. The City has 70 generators. We will
pre-deploy generators at critical intersections.
FL-416827

GENERATOR REQUEST

Thanks,

Comments
Complete. MOUs are being created between state and county, all 286
generators are accounted for and being tracked internally; Questions
regarding this mission see SSG Moody or Alonna Vinson for tracking
and MOUs. Leon County is in possession of all 286 per Kevin Peters
(EM-Director); asset will not be recouped, MOU is being established
with Alonna Vinson

Complete

10/8/2018 12:26 PM

12/3/2018 1:00 PM

Generators for critical intersections.

Complete

10/8/2018 1:09 PM

10/16/2018 9:06 PM

Deploy water to citizens in need.

Complete

10/8/2018 1:23 PM

10/17/2018 2:37 PM

Resource Support for Animal Shelter

Complete

10/8/2018 1:38 PM

10/16/2018 9:20 PM

Coordinate road issues

FDOH-Leon Requests 10 nurses (RN preferred, LPN acceptable) to supplement
local FDOH-Leon Staff in Special Needs Shelter. The 10 nurses will be divided for
Alpha/Bravo staffing. Local staff will have the first 72-hours of Shelter
Operations.
Complete

10/8/2018 5:43 PM

10/18/2018 10:52 AM

Special needs shelter support

Complete

10/8/2018 5:49 PM

10/18/2018 12:50 PM

Oxygen concentrators

Complete

10/8/2018 6:47 PM

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

Gas outages

Cancelled

10/9/2018 8:55 AM

10/16/2018 9:39 PM

Provide traffic signals at intersections on evacuation routes Lifeline added.
throughout the County.

Wayne H Bryan / Traffic Operations Manager
850-891-2080 / Wayne.Bryan@talgov.com
City of Tallahassee – Electric Utility Traffic Signal Operations
Initial Order: 8 Trucks of Water. To continue based on daily burn rate updates.
FL-062403

Water For Leon County Logistics

FL-058883

Leon County Requests FDACS MARE Unit

Note: We could take a per-landfall delivery if possible...please advise if possible.
Otherwise, will accept after landfall.
Leon County Animal Control (Local ESF-17) requests FDACS MARE Unit to
supplement local Pet Accessible Shelter Resources

Lifeline added.

MARE unit returned to SART compound in Leon Counthy

Leon County is requesting FDOT Liaisons to the County EOC to coordinate with
local ESF-3 (Leon County & City of Tallahassee Public Works) on road issues.
FL-480831

Leon County Requests FDOT Liaisons to County EOC

Leon County is running two shifts; Alpha 07:00 - 19:00 and Bravo 19:00 - 7:00
starting on 10/9/2018 until further notice.

Lifeline added.

FDOT Chipley advises Leon County's FDOT Reps will be James Oliver (Alpha) and
Patrick Munyon (Bravo).

FL-327327

FDOH-Leon Requests SPNS Nurses

Deployed nurses will need to procure their own accommodations. Local hotel
booking site: http://www.visittallahassee.com
FL-425911

FDOH-Leon Requests Oxygen Concentrators

Quantity = 10
Citizen preparedness has created localized outages of commercial gas stations
within Leon County.

FL-411151

Priority Refuling of Commercial Gas Stations in Leon County

FL-212205

The City of Tallahassee requests the FDOT stage generators at the following
City of Tallahassee Requests FDOT Stage Generators at State state highway system signalized intersections prior to arrival of Hurricane
Highway System Signalized Intersections
Michael. These critical signals are on the south to north evacuation routes
through Leon County.

FL-470074

FDOH-Leon County Requests AHCA Representative

Leon County has a large number of clients that exceed the capability of the
Complete
Special Needs Shelter and need placement in and ALF or Skilled Nursing Facility.

10/9/2018 9:05 AM

10/16/2018 10:14 PM

Special needs shelter support

FL-135482

LCSO REQS FHP FOR ROAD CLEARING TASK FORCE

Leon County Sheriff's Office 7 troopers per shift (14 in total) for road clearing
task force traffic security. Beginning today at 7 p.m., 7 troopers per alpha and
bravo shift for a duration of 7 days.

Cancelled

10/9/2018 11:00 AM

10/16/2018 10:15 PM

Road clearing operations

FL-942537

LCSO REQS STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT

16 IDENTIFIABLE LEO TO PROVIDE SECURITY AT SHELTERS
2 PER SHELTER FOR ALPHA/BRAVO STAFFING

Complete

10/9/2018 11:04 AM

10/16/2018 10:41 PM

Law enforcement at shelters

FL-287116

Leon County Requests Access to FDOH State Warehouse

FDOH-Leon intends to open Orange Avenue (Richardson-Lewis) Health
Department Location as an overflow Special Needs Shelter. Leon County
requests access to the FDOH State Warehouse (located at 104-1 Hamilton Park
Drive). Leon County Facilities Management will provide pick-up and transport.

Cancelled

10/9/2018 12:18 PM

10/18/2018 12:19 PM

Open overflow special needs shelter

FL-883658

FDOH-Leon Request Placement Assistance with Skilled
Nursing Facility

A quadriplegic has been deferred to TMM from special needs shelter, FDOHLeon needs assistance placing this individual in a Skilled Nursing Facility. The
Hospital bed needs to be freed up.

Cancelled

10/9/2018 3:53 PM

10/16/2018 10:01 PM

Special needs support

Requesting ESF-12 partners provide prioritization of refueling for commercial
gas station in Leon County.
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Update: Per Jeanine, all staff for Florida High SpNS have been
relieved and this mission can be marked as complete.
Update By: Alicia Fringer (SERT ESF08 Logs) - 10/18/2018 10:52:23
Complete.

Updated Critical Lifelines Status to Energy (Power and Fuel)

Lifeline added.

Lifeline added.
Lifeline added.

Mission canceled. Was not needed.

Updated Lifeline
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Leon County WebEOC Mission Requests, Hurricane Michael

Mission #

Description

Title

Status

Date Entered

Last Updated Date

Purpose

FL-634823

City of Tallahassee requests additional law enforcement

City of Tallahassee needs 8 uniformed law enforcement officers with marked
vehicles to provide security at three staging areas for City of Tallahassee electric Cancelled
crews. Requests alpha bravo work schedule.

FL-261575

SNF placement

81 y/o female, bed bound, o2 dependent, needs placement in SNF. Jessie Shuler
Complete
contacted Debbie Kelly with state ESF-08 patient movement to find placement.

10/10/2018 5:29 AM

10/16/2018 10:54 PM

Special needs support

FL-519723

COTS for Special Needs Shelter

Need 100 COTS, pillows, blankets (stuff to sleep on) for Special Needs Shelter
(Florida High - 3000 Schoolhouse Road, Tallahassee, FL)

Complete

10/10/2018 6:17 AM

10/18/2018 8:07 AM

Special needs shelter support

FL-856463

Leon County Requests FDOT Perform Cut & Toss on FHWA
Roads

Initial storm debris clearance on FHWA within Leon County

Cancelled

10/10/2018 9:11 AM

10/16/2018 10:47 PM

Road clearing operations

FL-833727

Leon County request FDOT perform debris removal on
FHWA roads

Leon County request FDOT perform debris removal on FHWA roads.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 9:13 AM

10/17/2018 6:26 AM

Road clearing operations

Cancelled

10/10/2018 9:45 AM

10/16/2018 10:52 PM

Special needs support

FL-701652

Patient Placement

14m/o immune deficient, electrically dependent, oxygen, tube feeding, pulse oxchild needs placement at SNF or hospital.

10/9/2018 6:26 PM

10/16/2018 20:56:27

Security for electric crews

Comments
Lifeline added.

Lifeline added.

sanitized and returned to LRC
Update By: Carla Clifton (SERT ESF08) - 10/18/2018 08:07:04
Critical Lifeline updated.
Critical Lifeline updated.

Lifeline added.

TIME/DATE NEEDED: IMMEDIATE
FL-867302

AHCA Rep

Assist with assessing the healthcare system. Request 24/7 AHCA staff member
be assigned to the Leon County EOC to assist with ESS, Bed status availability,
Health system status.

Complete

10/10/2018 10:02 AM

10/17/2018 3:22 AM

Assess health care systems

FL-997474

ESF-8 IMT Support

Relieve ESF-8 staff in the Leon County EOC for rest from storm response.
Request 1 SpNS Coordinator, 1 Planning Section Chief, 1 Mission Manager
(WebEOC), 24/7 coverage.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 10:26 AM

10/16/2018 11:08 PM

Staff support

FL-528236

TMH- Assess Need to Host Federal DMAT to support
healthcare surge

During the course of Hurricane Micheal, primary and advanced care will be
offline throughout the entire catchment area. TMH is already at capacity and
Cancelled
will need an alternate site / DMAT capacity on their site to support the expected
surge.

10/10/2018 10:37 AM

10/17/2018 3:26 AM

Healthcare

Updated Lifeline.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 10:52 AM

11/11/2018 4:37 PM

Personnel support at PODs

Food water and sheltering lifeline
Update

Complete

10/10/2018 11:29 AM

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

Special needs support

Leon County SpNS closed 10/17/18.
Update By: Christy Berry (SERT ESF08 Ops) - 10/17/2018 13:50:19

Special needs shelter support

Update: Marking as complete; shelter closed and items will not be
retrieved.
Update By: Alicia Fringer (SERT ESF08 Logs) - 10/18/2018 10:58:09
Update: Per Jeanine, all staff for Florida High SpNS have been
relieved and this mission can be marked as complete.
Update By: Alicia Fringer (SERT ESF08 Logs) - 10/18/2018 10:51:26

FL-154411

Request a total of 180 national guard personnel to operate 10 separate POD
locations and 1 LSA
POD LOCATIONS:
15 personnel for each location
327 N. Adams
2805 Sharer Road
3005 S. Monroe
3209 Thomasville Road
National Guard Personnel to support county wide Logistical 15011 Cromartie Road
8000 Old Woodville HWY
Staging Area and multiple Points of Distribution sites
16387 Blountstown HWY
throughout the county
4768 Chaires Cross Road
3043 Capital Circle NW

Updated Lifeline.
Lifeline added.

LSA Location
30 Personnel to support and transport supplies
3804 N. Monroe Street
REQUESTED DURATION: 96 HRS
Special Needs Shelter Discharge Planner

Request (1) SPNS discharge planner to assist in clients in moving to homes or
alternate long term care

FDOH-LEON Requests Special Need Shelter Linens

Request 100 each of following: pillows, pillow cases, sheets, and blankets for
increased population

FL-228865

FLDOH Requests Special Needs Shelter Teams

Request 2 SpNS Shelter teams consisting of: Shelter Managers, 6 RNs per team,
Complete
6 non-medical support staff per team.

10/10/2018 12:01 PM

10/18/2018 10:51 AM

Special needs shelter support

FL-163184

Facility Generator for ESF-8

An influx of clients are expected post-landfall. A new facility will be opened for
support and will require a 100KW generator if power is out. Will require
connecting to facility.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 12:52 PM

10/18/2018 4:11 PM

Generator

FL-901913

LEON County ESF-8 Requests Additional Special Needs
Shelter Teams

Request two additional SpNS shelter teams which include: 2 shelter managers,
12 RN's and 12 non-medical support per location

Cancelled

10/10/2018 1:04 PM

10/16/2018 10:02 PM

Personnel support at shelter

FL-622376

FL-349456

Complete

10/10/2018 11:38 AM
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10/18/2018 10:58 AM

Fixed County

Updated Lifeline.
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Comments

Leon County Requests 10 Type-III POD pack

PODS will be established post impact to provide essential life saving
commodities (water and food) to community.
NOTE: Personal ordered under FL-15441.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 2:05 PM

10/17/2018 2:02 PM

Resources for PODs

FL-469568

LEON COUNTY ESF-8 SpNS Suppplies

In need of:
5 adult and 5 children nebulizer masks with tubing.
2 cases of 3M coban self-adhesive wrap 3"x 6.5 yd long
200 surgical masks
10 Bedpans
5 Cases disinfecting wipes
50 nasal canula

Complete

10/10/2018 3:07 PM

10/18/2018 11:20 AM

Special needs shelter support

FL-737685

Shelf Stable Meals for Leon County Logistics

Shelf Stable meals will be distributed at PODS (along with water) in impacted
portions of the community.

Cancelled

10/10/2018 4:49 PM

10/16/2018 11:38 PM

Resources for PODs

FL-684736

National Guard Personnel to Support County Wide Logistical
Request a total of 30 National Guard personnel to operate 1 LSA location.
Staging Area

Cancelled

10/10/2018 8:06 PM

10/19/2018 12:03 AM

Personnel support for resource staging.

Updated Lifeline.

Complete

10/10/2018 8:42 PM

10/17/2018 2:41 PM

Law enforcement at PODs

Updated Lifeline.

Complete

10/10/2018 8:47 PM

10/18/2018 4:44 AM

Law enforcement at Logistical Supply Area

FL-194869

Lifeline added.

Update: Completing this mission as these supplies will not be
retrieved.
Update By: Alicia Fringer (SERT ESF08 Logs) - 10/18/2018 11:20:20

Lifeline added.

Request law enforcement support at 10 points of distribution locations.
20 LEOs, 2 per location to maintain 24 hr ops with alpha/bravo shift

FL-881537

LEON COUNTY Request for LEO Support

POD Locations:
327 North Adams
2505 Sharer Road
3005 South Monroe Street
2899 W. Pensacola Street
3209 Thomasville Road
15011 Cromartie Road
8000 Old Woodville Hwy
16387 Blountstown Hwy
4768 Charies Cross Road
3043 Capital Circle Hwy
Duration Needed: 96 hours

FL-559815

LEON COUNTY Request for LEO Support

Request law enforcement support at county Logistical Supply Area
2 LEOs requested to maintain 24 hr ops, alpha/bravo shifts
LSA LOCATION: 3840 North Monroe Street
Duration: 96 Hours

FL-351975

Law Enforcement Security for Leon County

Requesting 50 law enforcement officers for post storm recovery to include
search and rescue, roadway clearing, security for local critical infrastructure ,
and providing security for EMS and Fire in rescue response efforts. This will
occur in local heavily populated areas of Leon County, Florida which have
heavily damaged areas to include road blockages with trees and power lines.
Alpha/Bravo Shifts needed for 96 hours

Cancelled

10/10/2018 9:11 PM

10/17/2018 6:02 AM

Storm recovery operations.

FL-280296

Red Cross/Salvation Army Shelter Feeding Request

Request that the Salvation Army provide meals during the first day of transition
Complete
from risk shelters to host shelters. Location TBA

10/10/2018 9:24 PM

10/17/2018 2:11 PM

Feeding

FL-293414

LEON COUNTY Requests Charging Stations for Mobile
Devices

Cancelled

10/10/2018 9:50 PM

10/16/2018 9:59 PM

Charging stations for comfort statons.

Complete

10/11/2018 9:54 AM

10/16/2018 4:59 PM

Personnel support

Leon county requests 5 charging stations that can be placed at public comfort
stations.

Lifeline added.

Lifeline added.

Lifeline added.

Lifeline added.

Needed Duration: 96hrs-1 week

Leon County Requests St. Johns County EM Staff

Pre approved deployment pre landfall. Linda Stoughton and Kelly Wilson are
approved by St Johns County to deploy. For 5 days.

FL-239495

Regional Request for Patient Placement and Assistance

Request to be tasked to State ESF-8 Medical- In need of social services help for
longer term placement for special needs patients.
Leon EOC is receiving calls from county and surrounding counties for people
without power and severe structural damage that will require LTC services and
placement
Due to power outages, electrically dependent patients are at a high risk status,
oxygen suppliers have not be responsive to phone calls.
Requesting Additional Assistance
HIGH PRIORITY

Complete

10/11/2018 1:39 PM

10/25/2018 12:10 PM

Additional assistance

All Special Needs Shelters have been closed.
Update By: Dayle Mooney (SERT ESF08 Patient Movement) 10/25/2018 12:10:38 - Phone: 850.661.2088

FL-432361

LEON COUNTY EMS

Need 30 oxygen cylinder to replace those that have been given to citizens whom
Cancelled
are without power.

10/11/2018 3:52 PM

10/16/2018 9:54 PM

Oxygen for those in need without power

Updated Lifeline.

FL-985044
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Complete.

Appendix E:
Leon County WebEOC Mission Requests, Hurricane Michael

Mission #

FL-306642

FL-163877

Title

LEON County Requests DEP Approval of DDMS Sites

Leon County Request Diesel Fuel Tender

Description

Requesting DEP approval for activating the following sites:
Capital Circle SW
Orchard Pond Parkway
Leon County Solid Waste Management Facility
Chaires Crossing
WW Kelly Road (F.A.ASH Pit)
Miller Landing Road
Leon County requests a Diesel Fuel Tender to fuel County's emergency trucks.
County fuel station is without power and unable to pump.

Status

Date Entered

Last Updated Date

Purpose

Complete

10/11/2018 4:40 PM

10/17/2018 2:57 PM

DDMS sites

Complete

10/11/2018 6:25 PM

10/16/2018 8:31 PM

Fuel emergency trucks

Complete

10/11/2018 10:23 PM

10/17/2018 2:43 PM

Traffic control for PODs

Cancelled

10/11/2018 10:43 PM

10/18/2018 4:18 AM

Traffic control for PODs

Complete

10/12/2018 8:24 PM

10/18/2018 10:50 AM

Staff support

Cancelled

10/13/2018 2:14 AM

10/16/2018 8:27 PM

Gas for generators.

Complete

10/13/2018 3:39 PM

10/18/2018 2:22 PM

Evacuee shelter

Comments

Updated Lifeline.

Updated Critical Lifelines Status to Energy (Power and Fuel)

Please contact the Primary Contact.
LCSO needs law enforcement (FHP) for traffic control at the following POD sites:
FL-206215

Leon County Sheriff's Office Request Law Enforcement for
Traffic Control

FT Braden POD 16387 Blountstown Hwy
Apalachee Regional Park POD 7550 Apalachee Pkw
Woodville POD 1492 J. Lewis Hall SR. LN

Lifelines updated.

LCSO needs law enforcement (FHP) for traffic control at the following POD sites:
FL-148123

FL-715948

Leon County Sheriffs Office Request Law Enforcement for
Traffic Control

FDOH -LEON REQUESTS SpNS DIRECTOR ASSISTANCE

FT Braden POD 16387 Blountstown Hwy
Apalachee Regional Park Rd 7550 Apalachee Pkw
Woodville POD 1492 J. Lewis Hall SR. LN
Requests for Dixie Co. planner to relieve Ivy Baker @ SpNS from 10/13 through
shelter closure.
(Lola Butler 352-578-4408)
2 generators are out of gas. Need gas ASAP

FL-771165

Gas for Traffic Light Generator (State)

FL-191955

American Red Cross Requests TCC Lifetime Sports Complex
for Evacuee Shelter

-Orange Ave / Capital Circle SW
-1817 Thomasville Rd.
The American Red Cross needs the TCC Lifetime Sports Complex - Recreation
Gym to serve as an evacuee shelter. TCC has agreed to accept this mission.

Lifeline added.

Complete - all staff for Florida High SpNS have been relieved.

Updated critical lifelines to Energy (Power and Fuel)

Shelter established at Tallahassee Community College.

Begin Operations 10/13/2018 at 4:00 PM through Saturday 10/20/2018

FL-133984

TCC Police Requests Law Enforement Assist with Shelter
Security

TCC Police is only a 12 officer department. TCC PD needs 2 officers (one for
Alpha/ one for Bravo) to staff the Shelter.

Complete

10/13/2018 3:53 PM

10/19/2018 12:00 PM

Personnel support

FL-438656

URGENT NEED ASAP: Neutralizer Spacer needed for 14
month old

There is a SpNS client that needs a spacer for her neutralizer. Client is a 14
month old child. The spacer was left at daycare and without it the caretaker
cannot stabilize the client.
URGENT MATTER. NEED ASAP.

Cancelled

10/14/2018 1:02 AM

10/17/2018 2:40 AM

Neutralizer for special needs client.

Updated Lifeline.

FL-309602

REQUEST TO HALT ALL LEON PUSH MISSIONS

County is requesting that all missions primary or supporting to PODs/LSA be
placed on hold to allow for current commodities to be burned. In order to
continue support of areas impacted, efforts are being focused and directed
Complete
towards primary areas and allowing support personnel to be redirected to other
counties.

10/14/2018 10:30 AM

10/19/2018 2:49 AM

Personnel support

Updated Lifeline.

FL-038684

Request for DOH-Leon Cares Team

Would like a full cares team to assist with the discharge planning of Leon county
Complete
residents to their homes from SpNS.

10/14/2018 12:30 PM

10/20/2018 10:03 AM

Special needs shelter support

Leon County PODs Closed at 5:00 PM on 10/14/2018. All dropped trailers need
to be picked up at the locations where they were dropped.

FL-766748

Leon County Requests Pick-up of Dropped Trailers from
PODs

At POD Sites:
327 N Adams Street Tallahassee, FL 32301
2899 W Pensacola St Tallahassee, FL 32304
2805 Sharer Rd Tallahassee, FL 32312
7550 Apalachee Parkway Tallahassee, FL 32311
15100 Blountstown Highway Tallahassee, FL 32310
1492 J Lewis Hall Sr Ln at Old Woodville Rd Tallahassee, FL 32305

Complete

10/14/2018 4:08 PM
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11/2/2018 12:16 PM

Closing of PODs

Security is completed at location

Mission is complete.
Spoke To Truck Drivers – Confirmed Delivery
Jason Webb 931-374-0848
Timothy Everett 229-288-5859
Lloyd Watson 207-713-3050
Vitaly Smirnov 850-258-6807
Bill Bawlings 832-860-0831
Frank Pelusio 727-741-8112
Octavia Sims 863-234-8025
Arceus Andre 863-969-8854
Lazaro Martinez 305-484-1596
Edinson Lobo 321-304-9111

Appendix E:
Leon County WebEOC Mission Requests, Hurricane Michael

Mission #
FL-081884

Description

Title
Talquin Electric Requests State Law Enfocement for Traffic
Control Assistance

Talquin Electric is requesting State Law Enforcement for traffic control on State
Road-61 (4390 Thomasville Road) in support of Electric Restoration.

Status
Complete

Date Entered
10/15/2018 9:42 AM

Last Updated Date
10/17/2018 2:55 PM

Purpose
Traffic control for Electric Restoration

Comments
Updated Lifeline.

Point of Contact is Mark Gainous 850-544-3164
MHE needs to be picked up at the following locations:
Fort Braden Elementary School, 15100 Blountstown Hwy Tallahassee, FL 32310
Fire Station #1 327 N Adams St Tallahassee, FL 32301
Complete
Fire Station #2 2805 Sharer Rd Tallahassee, FL 32312
Fire Station #3 3005 S Monroe St Tallahassee, FL 32301

FL-049469

Leon Couny Requests Pick Up PODs Material Handing
Equipment Delivered To Leon County

FL-425158

Leon County Request DEP Approval of use of Eisenhower & These sites are pre-authorirzed, need DEP Approval of use of Eisenhower &
Tyson Road DDMS sites
Tyson Road DDMS sites

FL-658411

Stop Delivering POD supplies to Leon County PODs

Leon County PODs Closed on Sunday 10/14/2018 at 5:00 PM

Both gates to the school are locked, didn’t see any equipment on site
from front gate and back gate.
Fire Station #1: No assets on site.
Fire Station #2: No assets on site.
Fire Station #3: No assets on site.

10/15/2018 1:58 PM

11/17/2018 4:50 PM

Closing of PODs

Complete

10/17/2018 1:10 PM

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

DDMS sites

The sites have been pre-authorized by FDEP and the county can use
them as needed.

Complete

10/18/2018 1:50 PM

10/18/2018 4:01 PM

Closing of PODs

Read and complete

Complete

10/18/2018 4:28 PM

12/10/2018 8:42 AM

DRC

Complete

10/22/2018 3:31 PM

11/6/2018 1:33 PM

Publc Assistance

Complete

11/13/2018 11:48 AM

11/14/2018 4:14 PM

Return COTS utilized by electric restoration crews

***Location is already in SERT Emergency Sites Board***
FL-130068

Leon County Requests DRC

FL-928905

Leon County Requests Public Assistacne PDA

Leon County Leroy Collins Main Library - Program Rooms A&B
200 W. Park Ave
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Leon County Requests Public Assistance PDA.
Wednesday 10/24/2018 at 9:30 AM
Leon County EOC 911 Easterwood Drive (access via Weems Rd)

DRC closed on 12/8/18

Mission is complete.

60 cots need to be picked up.

FL-085197

Pick-up Cots Delviered to City of Tallahassee Electric

Report to Orlando ASA after pickup

Spoke to box truck driver and confirmed pick up and drop off of cots.

8299 Daetwyler Dr.
Orlando, FL 32827
Leon County is requesting an offering of the PDAT Course.
Please call regarding scheduling of actual date/time for course.

FL-312024

Leon County Requests PDAT Course

FL-576032

Pick up Material Handling Equipment at Fire Station #2 2805 Recover deployed Material Handling Equipment at Fire Station #2 2805 Sharer
Rd
Sharer Rd

In Progress Mobilizing

11/15/2018 2:37 PM

12/13/2018 8:09 AM

PDAT course

Webinar is scheduled for January 7th from 10:00 AM until Noon.
Jessica Stewart , Policy Advisor , FEMA Public Assistance (DR-4399)

Complete

11/16/2018 9:23 AM

12/1/2018 7:31 AM

Return equipment

Complete per Garner tracker and original Mission
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